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NAME:

SCHOOL:

GRADE:

a

STUDY CHOICES
O

Do not 'Write in.this space
For project use only

FN 01 Cif 1'
(01-02) (03).

R D S G C N

(04) (05) (06) (07) (08-09) (10-41)

Which siyhject do you prefer'?
For each case, choose the subject that you like the most
and mark either 1 or 2 in the space:-provid,Yd.

.
- 1 2

(12)

.-,.

' 1. Arithmetic. or

or

or

- (13) 2. Reading

(14) . 3.. English

(15) 4. Science or
. .

°. (16) Arit h5. Arithmetic oi
4

(17) 6. Social Studies or

(18) 7 English or ..

(19) 8. Reading or.

(20) 9. Spelling or

(21) 1Q. Social Studiei or

.(22) 11. Reading or
J.

.

(23) 12. English or' .

, (24) 13. Spelling f or
t.

(25) '14. Science or

-.(26) 15. Social Studies or

o

4,

English

Spelling

Reading

Social Studies

Science

Reading -..

Spelling

Arithmetic

Science

Spelling

Science

Social Studies

Arithmetict
English'

Arithmetic

a h

410.10v=1=......
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Name:.

!Grade:

School:

a'

e '*

Do not write in this space.
For project use only..

FN -03 C 1

, (01-02) (03)

I,

TIDSGC . N
(04) (05) (06) (07) (08 -Q) (10-11)

WHAT WOULD YOU THINK?

Instructions: For each'W the following questions, pick the one answer in Column A and
the one in. Column B that is most like your own opinion or reaction. Sometimes, there
may be several answers in a column that you might want to pick, but just put an X beside
the one answer in ea lii!column that is most like your first thoughts. There:are do-right
or wrong answers. avast check the answer that is most like what you would think.

t a

1. If you heard about a group of people in thePacific Islands wcho,eac) year would
throw stones at one of their members until he was dead as part of a religious,
custom, what would you think? (Choose the-one best answer for you in column A.
and then choose the one best for you in Column.B.)

Column A .4.

1) Since it is part of.their religion,
the custom is.alright.

(13) 2) That is a bad custom even if it
is for-religious reason's.

(14) 3) That is a horrible thing for any
human being to do. -

(-15) ' 4j It is one of the most unusual
customs I fever heard.

a

'a

o

Af

1-

ti

Column B

-

. -

1) It's hard to understand how people
could do an awful thing like that.

2) They are just people like we are,
but they have different custom's.'

3) That custom Is wrong and they
should be made to change it.

4). Same people have very strange
customs, compared to our customs.-

O

oa
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2. If a friend of yours 'took your bike withal; ermission, ran into a tree and bent
the front wheel, what would 'you (Ch se the one best answer for you in
Column A, and then choose the one best for you in Column B.)

Column A

(20) 1) 'I wouldn't mind; the bike can
can be fixed easily.

(21) 2) I would be very ang-y at my
friend for doing that.

0

(22) That was bad luck for my
friend and also for me.

(23) 4) I think that was .stealing and
should not have been done..

111

Column B

(24) 1) Sometimes we forget to.stop. to think
before we go ahead and do something.

(25) 2) Some people will dO anything If they
,mink they can get awapwith it.

.

(26) .; 3) !,People usually have good reasons for doing
things even if we don't know what they are.
.

(27) 4) Some,people just don't take very good
care of other peoples' things.

0 ti
t

3. If you heard that a group of people Ir. nth America tried to use magi to keep
`their enemies from hurting them, what would, you think? (Choose the ne best
answer for you in Column A, and then choose thr one best for you in olumn B.)

Column A

(28) i 11) Pd like to know more about
hbw they-dO it.

(29) .2i It won't work because there
is no magic.

(30)- 3) Mostpeopleprotect themselves
as best they can.

131) 4) That's not a very smart way lo
protect themselves.

n

O

Column /3

(32) . 1) ,They sound like foolish people To have
such a silly custom.

(33) ;2) _Those people may)ust be carrying
on a very old custom

(34)
..

a
(35): 4) It's good that different people can follow

different b ids and customs.

3) That group must not have up to date ,

ideas like we do.
,

-2-
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4. If you heard that there was a country in which people often ate giasshOppers
and earthworms, what would you think? (Choose the one best answer for you in

.
Column A, and then choose the nne best -for yOu in Column B.)

, Column A

(36) 1) Some people "may eat them, but (40)
I wouldn't want to do that.- 1

(37) 2) I never thought that such things (41)
Would be good-to eat.

(38) ' 3) Yuck! If maims me sick just to (42)
think of eating them.
. .

(39j 4) That'slio diffetent from our country (43)
where people eat many things."-

0

Column B

,,*1) lguess it hust not do
. them any harm.

,
2) I don't like petOple with such

strange customs.

3) They-probably have good reasons
for eating them.

4) -They sound like a backward
group of pe6ple. ,

5. If you heard about a .group of people rin the United States who still firmly believe
that the earth is flat, not round, -what would you think? (Choose the one best
answer for you Iii Column A and then choose the oriest in Column B. )

OF"

Column A:,

(44) 1) It would 13J interesting to know
why they think that.

(45) .2), It is hard to understand why they
would believe that.

, (46) 3) Thoie people are crazy to believe #.
a thing like that.

),
4) That is a very strange thing for

anyone to believe.
(47)

s

Column B

a

(48) 1) There are still, some very backward
,

people in our country..
Si.

(4'9) 2) They can go ahead and believe
whatever they vi,tan... .

(50) . 3) There may be good reasons why
- they have thatbelief.

(51) 4rSome people are so dumb they
'will believe anything.'

-3-. uVt
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For project use onlY

.r

- 0.5

(01 -02)

S G C -N

(04)/ (05)k (06) (07) ,(08-09) 11.0-11)

DITERPRETATION OF
- DATA*

Teacher

t
.4

School

Grade

. t
.

This is a test of how wellAyou cantell the meaning.of some information
which you have not seen before. The things you need to know to apswer the
questions 'are shown. on the map, in the list of pictures and descriptions of ,

objects and in the-introduction which tells about the area shown in the map.
You-may read the introduction or look at-the map and list of objects as often,
as you lilt while taking the test: -

.

The map on the next page (page 2) shows a place where a group of
primitive people once lived. It is north of the Equator in an area which
is warm-most of the year and. receives an avg.-age amount of rainfall.' No
People were living there when the area was discoveted by scientists. Before
you stait.answering the questions, examine the map-carefully and try toefind,

oat least some of the syinbols shown in the list below. .

, .

1

*Froin: Wallen, N. E. , ,et al., Taba Curriculum Developnient Project in
Social Studies.. Final Report, Oct. , 1969. T st developed by William Crawford.

-1-
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.
Emilanaiion of symbols used on .

. .

.. .

,

o 1 'Descris,tion
the map .

.
,

Symbol
, . ........-- 604:004)0:.,. .

.Uassins of wooden'pots 0
, ., .,

. 0

6.

-.OutdoOr fireplace

Pile of- ash

%
1

Pile of nutshells

Tree and area covered by tree shade'at noon

br3

..11.171P4:10.i.YA:i
.:'.... .

, Pieces of burned -bore

Area of ha;Apacked;earth

O

O

EACH SQUARE ON THE MAP REPRESENTS A Mpl.SligEMENT OF 5 FEET
DIRECTION.

t ,

Because the map is too small to shoW pictur.es of all theobjectr,
the 'places of some objects'are shown by numbers. \T numbers of the

objects listed below are the same as tiuse shown otrilile map.

Object

1. Wooden bowl with thick bottom

2. Thip wooden stick, pollshedon
one end.

f

Symbol

cs,

IN EACH

0

3

T

a

a

c

a

10 9
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, 74 '
. .

**-

3.

./ro

Blunt thick itick.

.

. Curved stick with pointed ends.
. .

5. Cylinder of birk. closed a% one
'end by leather.

a 11141T210.10410
. .

6. 'Piece of bent wood. holliped and -

burned inside., /

7. Metal cylinder with metal bottom.

. -

.1

. a d .f
, . . r .

8. trented animal hide with chills ! .

/ . - hair removed.
. ' .

A

, Piece of thick leather wrth
thodri attached..

. :

o

..

10. Bag made,of leatheelaced
loosely with strips of_leather.

4

1

. -
11. Piece of hiMmered metal,

12.
7(
Shaped

. .

13. Shaped

metal.'
-

metal.

% .

0

3

X..1

a

5

. .

A

.3
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a. t

a)

14. Tortoise shell.

IS. Flat stone w,ith-peZking nicks.

4
lb. Rounstont with peeking corks.

.

a-.

ti '',,. \ . ,A: .7-

../
a if 'a '''' . 1

tirr111;1. I

17. Animal bone. hollowed and burned inside.

s
.10k

18. Egg hall scraps With\hols in center.

Ydriele
w , DIRECTIONS 01 AMES aR

After you have examined the map and found th&locations of at least some of
the objects 4n the.list, begin answering the queitions which are on the pages
following the map page. Record your answer to each question below by drawing
a neat circle around the number of lie ONE BEST answer. You° should try your
very best to ANSWER EVER Y,QUESTION, BUT DO NOT GUESS WILDLY.
Mark only one answer fcr each question.

(12) Object number 6 was, most likely part of

1 - a pipe.

2!- a.'w"eapoii to hurl firebalts

3 - a devic6 to.cure meat.
es .

g
- a device used to get fires started.

0

413) 2. Object, number 5 was most- Mel?
. -

1 - a horn.
. .

.2 - a-t-elescope.
"?'

3 t- used to carry arrows.'

4 - a musical instrument.

5 - used to carry. goods to -market.
- 5 -

s.

a
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,0

9

0

(14) 3. The place and arrangement of post remaLis might mean that the posts ,
probably were used as

° 1- frames for huts.

2 fenCeliosts for animal enclosures:

0
SS'S.03 wallsto keep the enemy out of the village.

4 - tribal meeting places.

(15) - 4. The location of the flat and round stones suggests that they were most likely
used for ,

I - digging holes to bury nutshells.

2 - cracki ut.4 Ils.

3 - weapons to cht-Ise wild animals away.

4 flint stones to start fires.

5. The arrangement of ash around the outdoor fireplaces might mean that

1 - Wind blew the ash from the fireplaces.

2 - as as,h collected, the people spread,it away.

3 - wild animals spread the ash by walking through the fireplaces.

washed4 - rain washed the ash out of the fireplaces.

The objecte,shown in the diagram and map might mean that the people who,lived
there probably engaged primarily in

I - faiMing,
- ranching

3 - trading
hunting

5 - gathering
,0 6 - hunting and gathering.

7 farming and trading
4

8 - hunting and trading
- none of these

f-

-6

c

4
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7. The distance across the area of hardpacked earth,

1 - is approximately 3 to 5, feet.

2 - is approximately 10 to 15 feet.

3 - is approximately 20 to 2q feet.

4 - is approximately 25t6,30'feet.

5 - cannot be determined from the map.

.4 a °

8. The area of hardpacked earth shown in the upper right hand corner'of the
map was most likely used for. :

1- tribal ceremonies.'.

2 - a community cooking,area.

3 - a playground for the children.

4 - a work area for the women.

5 - an area for forginemetals.

9. Object number 18 was mostlikely used for

1 - a finger ring

.27 money.

3 - toys.

4 - decorative items. O

'10. How many people probably lived in this area at the same time?

1 - 5 to 10

2 -20 to 40.
3 -'80 to 100.

4fr 300 to 5001



(22). IL What other kind of information would joti need to have to determine if object
.umber I and object number 3 Were used for grinding and pounding? ,

4

1 - condition of ends of stick.

2 - condition of inside of bowl.

3 width -of stick.,

4 - width of bowl.

5 - all of the above.

6 - width of bowl and stick only.

7 - condition of end astick and inside of bowr only.

(23) 12. It is moat likely that these people

(24)'

I --moved frequently.

2 - stayed in the same area MI- relatively long periods.

3 - stayed in the,same area, for several hundreci.years-.

tr,

'1

13. Concerning the water supply, it is reasonably to conclude from the data that

_1 - water had to be carried for long distances.

2 - the source of water was .notlar away.

3 - these people depended almost entirely on rainwater,they collected.
ei

4 - the major source of water was from wells in the camp area.

(25) 14. Object number I was most likely used as a

- bowl for preparing food

2 - pot used in booking.
`3 - bowl from which foodwas eaten.

14 - wooden hat to protect the head. _

5 storage bowl.

- 8 -

eo
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(26) 15: The locatioh and number of outdoor fireplaces suggests that

. 1 - each family had its own fireplace. ,0

- fires were kept burning all pight to frighten wild-animals away.

3 - fireswere kept burning all -night to keep (he settlementwarm.

4 - the fireplaces were located close to sources of fuel.

(27) 16. Which general direction wound a person have to walk to get from the trees to
the area of hardpacked earth? ;

- directly north.

2 - directly south.

3 - directly east.

4 --dire-day- West.-

5 - northeast.

6 - northwest.

,7 - southeast.

8 - southwest.-
O

(28) l7. Which of the following statements ,abopt the tortoise shell is most likely true?

1 - Nil accurate statements can be made about the way the tortoise shell might
have been used.

2 - The tortoise shell was probably used to carry water.
,

3 - The tortoise shell was probably a toy .for the children.

(29) '18. Object number 9 Was most likely used as, a

- blindfold.

- container for carrying nuts and berries.
- piece of footwear."

4 --slingshot:*

I I.

-9-



- (30) hick of the following things about object number 9 w necessary to
de ne the correct answer to question n

1 - location he map.
2- size of the ob
3- shape of the ob
4 = size an. ation of the ct.

and location of the objec
- shape aidlocatiod of the object.

7 - location, size, and, shape of the objec

(31) 20. Obje)2t number 10 was most likely used for

0?

SKIP TNIS
QUESTION

1 - .carrying arrows.

- gathering nuts and berries.
- carrying water for long distances.

4 - storing water for long periods of time.
. 0- ,

,,,
.,,

(32) \ 21. The mounds of nut shells might mean that

1 - the nut shells were usedas fuel.

2 - the nuts may have been roasted before they were eaten.
3 - the nut Shells were used as a bAstriEr to keep the fire from spreading.
4 - the nut shells wereused as .part of a-tribal ceremony.

5 the nut shells were used as part of a burial' or cremation ceremony.

(33) 22. The pieces of charred bone might mean that

1 - these were Pltktes where sacrifices weremade.5

2:- these people may have cremated their dead.

3 - cooked meat Way have been eaten near the place where it was cooked.
4 part of the settlement burned down.
5 - wild animals were accidentally burned in a forest fire.

(34) 23. The mounds of nut shells and pieces of charred bone-could also mean that

4

1 - different foods were prepared in different locations.
t

2 - some
t
of the people did not like meat and some-did not like nuts.

3 - people were buried in one place and animals, in another. ,

4 - the people offered different sacrifices to differentgods.

- 10 -



24. The location of We post remains might mean that the post locations were
chosen to

1 -'ret the most protection from rain.:

2 - be close to places where fires had beefi built.

3 - take advantage of shade from the trees.

0

. "'s



JO Name

School

I

Grade

CAPS*

YN 07 C 1

. (01-02) (03)

R .D S G C N

(04) (05) (06) (07)- (08-09) (10-11)

Listed below are va sous statenlents that students sometimes ma ke about- school,
about thinking, and about themselves. YOu may find that you agree with a
statement or even st n 1 ee with it. Or you may disagree or strongly
disagree. Or someti es you may be undecided whether you agree or disagree. .1

Read each statement arefully and then draw a circle around one of the symbolh
in front-of it. This i what the symbols mean:

4

C

a

T '

SA means you strongly agree

A means you agree

meansyou are undecided

D means ynn disagree

SD means you strongly disagree

a:-t o.)
;.,

c:

. ) >,

0 0
SrH ra,".. it ....

v-i.. ,

1. I often makeup my mind too quickly SA A

about the answer to a problem.
. . . i

2. . When I don't understand something, SA A.
in cliiss,'I am very wady to ask
questions about ft.

O

SD (12)

? D SD (13)

3. My ideas for solving problems are SA A' ? to SD' (14)
about as good as those given by others
in the class.

. .,.4 P 4
. . . o

4. Mast problems have only one good-way SA A - D SD (15)
to be solved. , . ..

*A Child Attitude Inventory for Problern Solving (CAPS) by Martin L. Covington,
University of California, Berkeley. Used with permission.

-n >

-1-
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.r..) , . 4)
N..

ta
cd 1:1

4 ) ,

r8
t. r 0

F

,

. rn
.b

I:1

A

5.- When I'm trying to solve a problem, SA "'A
foften don't know how to get started

-,, on it.

a

0. Most of the students in my class are SA

better at solving problems,Than I am.

There is not enough work in school7. SA A
that makes you think up ideas of.your.
our.

8.: When I am working on a problem, I SA

usually like to figure things out by
myself instead of getting my ideas from
others. '

- 9.- Even ideas that don't. solve the prob- SA A

Mein may still help.to put you on the
N3 right.-track.

10. When I work on problems, I often
find I haven't.paia.attention'-to some
important fact.

4

St) e (1.6)

? D SD (17)

?

0

(19).

SD (20)

--

SA 7 A ? D SD 4 cA1)

11. I like the *kinds of problems that SA A SD (22)
nobody really knows the answer to.

12. -History is mostly just learning facts; SA

you don't have to think thing's through` '
0 4, for yourself when you study history.

.43. I would usually rather work on prob- SA A ?'
lems I !mow I can 'solve than on ones-.
that may be too hard for'me.

14. Some students arc just naturally SA

poorer thinkers than others and
there is nothing they can do about At.

-

15. I usually don't.get rattled'and con- SA A

fused when ram trying to think.

16. I am less interested in getting the SA

right answer th an in knowing how
trpf

-2=

2

9

D SI) (23)

(24)

SD (25)

/
D SD (26)

D SD 27)

*

*1"
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0

0k
(/)

1 SA

18. roften keep my ideas to myself SA A ? D SD (29)

because I think others may laugh
at them.

after19.. If you don't have any good ideas f SA A ?
working a whileon a problem, you are
not likely to be able to get any. ,t. , . , .- . -

. 0

20. I often make the same kinds of mfg.:- *SA A ? P SD (31)

I,
takes over and over again in solving 4

problems. .

21.t Ilike' to work on prOblerrg like
.

?
mysteries and puzzles that make me
think. , . .,,a.

22. Problems are not fair if they make
you keep looking for new ideas in.
order to solve them:

When you are Working'on a problem , SA

it is best to keep away from "wild"
ideas because they May throw yoti off
the right track.

. "
..

24. I often have an idea foram ansiir SA

which I don't tell because I
.
am afraid ,.

it may be. wrong.
-

25. 'I am able to get unusual ideasideas SA

that the other students don't 'often ,..

think of..
-,.

A, D SD ;33)

26. Itss best to make very sure that an. SA A
idea is a good one before suggesting'
it to tbe, class.

27. 'I don't like pT o lents where.' you are SA 4 A
told just exactly at the problem is.

28. I usually firid it hard to lecideAvhethei SA*.
An idea is a good one or no

a

29. My ideas and suggestions are often. SA o A SD . (40)
not taken se:lously by therest of
the class.
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tr.
Elci '0 ;4

4, 3.);". .$

L... - Zba_t .)
x, Cl) 44 $ 0

4
- -4.- 30. Ideas just-seem to "come to you;" SA A ?

$

,4- ".- .$. there isn't any way, . of learnink how-
43 to get more ideas'.

'31., I am often curjousallo t unexplained SA A ?
things around me and ant to try to ..

understand them.
.

.4 I
.

--32. I think I have the makings of a really . SA A ?
creative thinker. . S .

. .

33. -I don't-like the kinds of problems that SA A _ ?
have more than one rightanswer. - .

,

6

t
.! -
A

4'toa0
.b
co

.)' .

?D SD (41)

D SD (42)
.

,

D SD (43) ,

D SD ' (44)

9

11

$
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a

A QUESTIONNAIRE ABOUT ANIMALS AND PEOPLE-
.

"In this questionnaire you will be able to/answer some questions about
.

z

animals and about people. Sometimes the question' will be- about both at once.

You may k4ow some of the things asked. But you may not know the answer

to---some -questions. _ Don't worry or feel badly. If you really don!t know

.. .or aren't sure, then make a guess. We hope you find thesequestions fun.,
ir

1. On the list-below are 9 thing's that happen duribg the lifetimes of
ts'haman beings ori-other. animalsf Some things happen just to human
beings; some hap en to other animals but not to human beings.
On the Bile besid each question,'-'write a

-
1. if It. is tnue only for human beings '

a
2 if it is -true only for some other animals

3 ,if it is .true for both human beings and some other animals

(12) a. marry

(13} b. grow up without adult care

(14) i c. use ,a language r
.. ' s:, .

(1) d. protect themselves from enemies.. .
.. -

it
. ,

-
-

. ..: ..:,-. .

-1- a.

4

4

e. .



2

r-

4........k_____

(16i ' e.1---cooperatCwith each other-

(17) f. have belief lystems

g. thrOw thingfi *.

(19) h. have a soc ial organization
a

(20). i. make symbols

,(21)

- (22)

1

a

(23)

a

(24)

0

2. During their lifetimes, animals learn to do many thilagst They are -

able to do other things without learning.. 'Read each sentence below.
Then check one answer for each sentence showing whether or :not you
think the animal must learn the behavior or can do it without learning.

eri:132LSill

U. find the edges of its territory
,

..

1. Learns to find them_
, .

2. Does not have to learn to find them

b. crouch when in danger.
.1. Learns to do It ° .

a

2.- Does not have to learn to do it

c, recognize its chicks by spots on the head

1. Learfis to recognIze them

4

Dois not h'aye to learn tb recognize thein

Baboon (A Mammal)

.
d. know the alarm calls' of other animals

P

1.. 'Learns' to know them

2. boa not. have to learn to' knov them

4, 4%

-2-
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"(25)

(26)

(27)

(30)

t

I

t
e. make sounds

I

1.- Learns to make them -
. .' . 1-

.

2. Wes not have to leatt'n to make them ..,:
, .. , 4

f. know its pla.ce in the dominance order of the troop

0

I

' 1. Learns it
.

2. Does not have to learn it
.

A /.
3., Beside each sentence' in column A, write in the number of the. sentence

from column B which you think' is the best. 'answer. 1Nyit shOuld use
an, answer only' once.

.1

b. a description of a
functiOn.'

c. an example' of dominance.

A
. . .

a. a description of a
structure. , 4

d. an exa
Ise vior.

#

1

CP

.

'1. The water is Cold.

. 2. The puppy _moved back froni
the food bowl when the adult

-male cane' toward it.,

3. The .ice kept the lemonade, cold. ,

'4. Herrin); gull parents recognize'
"'their chicks by the spots on
thefr heads: ,

:- #'

5, She s 1 ty.

A tree has "roots, a trunk,
branches and leaves.

I

, o



.1

O

(34)

(35)

(37)

.
4. bn'theline beside each word, write the number of the definition the

best describes thatword.. You should'use an answer only once:

'Word

a. life cycle

b. Offspring

O. juvenile ci

e.

Definition

1. a young human or other
young animal -

2. a mammal and a primate ;
I

3. giving birth to young

4. 'the young of any anima!
.

reproauctiOn 5. the pattern of being born,
°having babies, dying

fiuman being 6. a jump to one side
1=1=4

7. a delinquent Or bad teenager

8. the opposite of animal

5. SeVeral statements about the Netsilik Eakirnos are Hilted below. What
v, do you think each bf the following things depend upon? You may decile

that more than one answer could be given,, but check only one answer .*
for each stgatement. If you aren't sure, make. a guess.

J

- 1 . 1 4 . . 2 i

Depends s Depends upon Depends upon
upon-rules what a person what a fierson
of Netsilik .prefers , is able to do
society .

. 1. the kinds of songs
the Netsilik Eskimos
make up

4 ,
2. the Netsil!ks' use of

' magic and other
-0 ; ' beliefs\

(38) 3. the 'activities con::
netted with the birth,
of*a Netsilik baby

(4o)

(41)

(42j.

4. the friends Netsilik
children make

5. 'choosing a sung partner

6. surviving through a .
hIrd Arctic .winter

7. the Nettiflk Eskimos
. who act 213 leaders

4



6. If a grOup of Netsiiik Eskimos came to visit us, some things
about our lives would seem familiar to them. Other things would
seem different and 4tringe or unfamiliar.

For each of The phrases below check whether you think the Eskimos
would fihd.it familiar and.similar to their way of life, or different
and unfamiliar to them.,

a. the fact that we use- words to express our feelings and ideas, \ i.

1. --similar, familiar
, ...

2, different, unfamiliar

b. the fact -that different rooms in our 'houses have different
functions (for 'example, we use-one. room for cooking, another
room for sleeping).

a

1: similar, fainiltar

2. different, .unfamiliar

a

(45) . c. the way we feel when a friend makes fun of us -

,

- a

1., similar, familiar
13

2. different,, unfamiHar

d. the way most of us feel about dogs

different, unfamiliar

e. the fact'that our parents tell stories to us when we are young

1.
.

similar, 'familiar

2. 'different, unfamiliar

1. similar, familiar

Sa

f. the fact that.we often'throw away unwanted objects or food

1. similar, familiar 0

2. different, 'Uhfainiliar
0

-5-
f 2

O

a
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7. Both Netsilik Eskimos and wolves hunt the caribou on the tundra.
Below is a desdription of a hunter. Read *description and decide
whether r the -hunter is a wolf, t Netsi lik Eskimo or whether it could
be either tine. ,

-
I sometimes hunt alone, but I often hunt in'small groups.
I often chase caribou towards others of my kind in hiding.
I plan on using,different_methods_for catching caribou
depending on whether I hunt the caribou on land or in the
water. Some of my kind may die during the year if,nOt
enough caribou are killed.*

(49) What am, I? (Check the one' best aniiver.)

(50)

4

1. a Netsilik Eskimo

2. a wolf

3. the hunter could be either a Netsilik Eskimo
or a Wolf

What was your reason for the answer you chose above? (Check
the one best answer.)

1. both Netsilik Eskimos' and wolves do all the things
listed above

2. both Netsilik Eskimos and wolves cooperate in hunting
,1141.1161

3. only man can plan which hunting methods will be most
useful in a particular place

4. only wolves hunt- in groups and chase caribou toward
others of their kind in hiding

O
-6-

28 'I
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8. The Netsilik do some thingi mainly to meet needs- of daily survival
(physical needs). They do othet things mainly to Iblp explain and
give meaning to their world, to feel more comfortable about life
(spirituarl needs). Think about whether the following activities
meet mainly physical or mainly spiritual needs. Then check
either physical or spiritual.

(51) a.

(52)

s

(53) .4.

(54) d.

AL
The Eskimo .woman 'covers the °eyed of a fish with ashes

1. phYsiCal

2. spiritual

4'

At the river camp the men first repair the weir (a trap made
of stones to catch fish),. which was damaged by-winter ice.

The men are very careful not to repair their tools near the
stone weir.

___r

1. physical

2. spiritual

A young. hunter makes,up a beautiful song about the great
caribou he is going to catch.

1. physical

2. spiritual ,

e. A. careful Eskimo always drips fresh water into a steal's
mouth .after it has been caught.

1. physical

2. spiritual

(56)
Af.

A man can borrow the wife of his song partner when his"own
wife is unable to travel with him. .

1. physical

2; spiritual-

-7-
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MY-SOCIAL STUDIES CLASS'

Teacher

Grade

School

C

The purpose of the questions in this booklet is toiind out what your social studies class Is

like. This is not a "test:" Please give your opinions about the social Studies class. which

you are now attending.

PART I

1. How* would you describe social s4udies this yeai, compared with socialstudies last year?'

\
J -

(Choose one answer from the words listed below and driw a circle arOYrid it. )
0 , .

1. harder- 5. more confusing
.

.

2_ more int resting 6:. about the same

3. more fun \ 7. more important
4

\

4. easier . 1

2. When I esk a uestion in-social studies, I feelimbstiy:

(Choose one a swer from the words listed blow and draw a circle around

O. dumb1: curious

2. smart

-' 3. shy

4: -mixed up

nothing spe ial

7. comfortable

8. scared

9. important

S 0



-PART I

3. In my social studies class, my favorite way to work is:

(Choose one answer and circle it.)

'1. alone

2. with one or two friends-

3. in,a small group from the class

4. with the wholesclass I

4 4. In social studies class, the teacher usually talks about how.much of the time?

4.

. (Choose one answer_ancLcir_ele-it.

1. all the time

2. most of the time

3. some of the time

. 4. not yery-much at all

5. In social studies, Iask questions:

(Choose one answer and circle it.)

1. often

2. sometimes

3: hardly ever

4. never

6. When I'm in social studies class:

(Choose one answer and circle it.)

1. I wish we could go slower

2. 1 think we go along about right--not too fast, and not too slowly

3. 1 wish we-could go faster

X



PART II

The sentences' below are things that kids might. say about their social studies class,
Rea&each sentence and decide whether you, agree or don't agree with it for your social
studies class. Circle AGREE if you agree or circle DON'T AGREE if you don't agree
that the sentence is true for your social studies class this year.

' I

1. In our *social' studies class, the moat important thing AGREE DON'T
is always to-teinanber the facts-; datesand names .. AGREE.
that we are studying., .

.,
2. In social studies; we often .have to decide If things.in the ,,

"
AGREE DON'T

;World are good 'orbad, or right or wrong and; tell why ,? AGREE
Yi .

We think so.' , ts.

The-things-we-do-orietelticri In social studies really help . AGREE ' DON'T
me a lot in other classes, and 'outside school too. AGREE'

4. In social studies we spend alot of time just listening AGREE DON'T .

to the teacher. . AGREE

,When we discuss things' in social studies class, almost AGREE DON'T
`everyone likes to talk. AGREE

6. It isn't enough just to learn facts in social stales; our . AGREE DON'T .

teacher also makes us decide what the facts mean to us. AGREE
.

In social studies, we always have to study all the parts AGREE DON'T
or sides bf a question before we decide' what we think,: AGREE

8. 'In our social. studies class, our job is to know the one AGREE DON'T..
best-answer to every question. AGREE ,

9. Our teacher always wants us to tell about things In our AGREE DON'T
own Words in social studies class. AGREE

G

10. In social studies, our teacher really makes us remember, AGREE DON'T
the names, new words* and facts that we have learned. AGREE

11.. We are often supposed to 1,vork with what we've learned AGREE DON'T .

in social studies and nialee.;something brand new, like a , AGREE
story, or a picture., or a report.

12. Our teacher always asks us to give good reasons that AGREE DON'T
- make sense, whenever we're trying to answer a har'd AGREE

question.

t

3



PART.II

13. I am better at solving problems outside school, becaUse
we often Work on problema_like.them in social-studies ,
class.

-04

AGREE, DON'T
AGUE

,..
14. Our teacher.likes us to-Start things on our own In AGREE ' DON'T .

.-,

social studies and find new ways to do things too. AGREE. , v9 ..
?.-- ,.-

15. In. social studies we don't have much class discussion. AGREE, DON'T
. -, AGREE. ., ., : ..

16. After we'ye read or seen something In social studies, we ',,..
- --

have to figure out whatit means., or where elSe t4e've seen.. \ AGREE DON'T,
something like It. . ".. \ AGREE'.

17 our4cachorlikes-us40--find-many different-answers to the . AGREE -DON
problems we study in!social studies. AGREE

18. In social studies, we spend a lot of time deciding if our
Ideas and the things we say make sense and complete.

0.

AGREE .

AGREE

19." The students look forward to our social studies class and AGREE DON'T.like to take parr in all the things we do. AGREE

20. What we do in social studies is decide about things. We
decide if things are good or bad, or Important or
unimportant.

21. We have to be able to describe or explain the things we
study in social studies in a fewwords.

AGREE DON'T
AGREE

AGREE' DON'T
AGREE

22. Grades are very important to the kids in my social studies AGREE DON'T
AGREEclass.

23. Making up new things is really Important and something we. AGREE -DON'T
do alot in our Social studies class. (Like thinking up new . AGREE-
ideas or examples', or writing our own stories, or poems, ,

or doing ourown pictures, plays; or reports.) -

24-. in social studies class, we often compare things to find AGREE DON'T
. Out how they are alike or how they are different. AGREE

25. We don't laugh or joke around very much in social studies AGREE DON'T
class. AGREE

4
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PART III .

ac of the fallowing sentences may deser:be your social studies class. If you agree
that it does, circle AGREE. If you don't agree_that -it does, circle DON'T AGREE. Only
one answer should be circled for each sentence. Some of the sentences will, seem the same.
Just try to give your opinion about each one.

.

1. If our social studies class didn't learn the
work, hardly-any of the kids would care.

AGREE DON'T AGREE

2. , The students enjoy their schoolwork in myclass. AGREE DON'T AGREE.
3. - In our class the work is hard to do. AGREE DON'T AGREE

. .

A

rr.

4. Most ofthe students don't care about the
future of our social studies, class
(whether it stays together as a group.)

5.- Most students are pleased with the class.

. Most children can do their social studies work
- without help. C

7 -.. The students don'care what we do i
social Studies clAks.

,
8. Some students don't like- the class.

t..

Only the smart people can do the Work
in our class.

AGREE DON'T AGREE

AGREE DON'T AGREE

AGREE DON'T AGREE'

AGREE -DON'T AGREE

AGREE
.

_ AGREE

DON'T AGREE

DON'T AGREE

10. ',The kids really pitch in to, make our social AGREE DON'T AGREE
1

studies class a success.

'113 Most of the children in my class enjoy school. AGREE- DON'T AGREE '.
, IP

12. In our class, all the students know how to do AGREE
their social studies.

13. It wouldn't Matter to most kids if our
social studies classes were a big failure,

,-s

14. Most children say the_class is fun.

15. Children often find the w rk hard,..,.

16. :Most kids really want our sociarstudies
.class to he good.

,

-5

, 0

DON'T AGREE

-

AGREE DON,'T'AGREE

.

AGREE DON'T AGREE

AGREE DON'T AGREE

AGREE DON'T AGREE
.4



_PART 11-.:
3

a

. \
-17. Some students are not happy In class. . AGREE DON'T AGREE

e . .e. .
,

18. Only the smart students can do the work. AGREE DON' AGREE,

19.

ec 20.

,
21.

__

22.

23.

24.

'25.

.

Students really want our class to do well
In taco's! studies.

.

Children seem to like the 'class. .,

. .
.7

Many-students in our class say that school
is'eaby. ,

0

I

.
, .

Some of the students don't like the class.'

Soc
jiitl

studies work is hard to do. it

1_

The class Is fun.i
Most..of theStudebts in my social studies
class know how to do their work

A

9

9

1 e

AGREE . DON'T AGREE

AGREE DON'T AGREE
9/

AGREE DON'T'AGREE

. _

AGREE ' DON'T AGREE

AGREE 'DON'T AGREE

AGREE DON'T AGREE'

.
AGREE DON'T AGREE

a

4

- ,
-a,

9

Part I: Items are taken or modifies from Janet P. Hanleyet al. ,
Curiosity /Competence /Community: EDC, 1970._ 9

-Part 11: Statements are modifications of Classroom Activities Questionnaire items
used with permission of Joe M. Steele.' .

Part III: Statements are modifications bf Learning Environment Inventory Items by
Herbert J. Walberg and Gary J. Anderson and MY CLASS by H. J. Walberg:

9
6 35

e-
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Name

MY SOCIAL STUDIES CLASS, THIS YEAR AND LAST

Social Studies Teacher This Year

Social Studies Teacher Last Year
O

The purpose of the questions in this booklet is to,find out about your 'social studies
.

class this year, compared to last year. This is not a "test." Please give your honest,

,opinions.' Your teacher will not see your answers.
4

Does everyone knoiv what we mean when we talk about your social studies class?

-.What are you studying in your social studies class this year? Please write what you

have beeUlearning about in a few Words.

\

b

PAIIT 1

The sentence's below are things that kids might say about their social studies class.
Read each sentence and decide whether you agree or don't agree with it for your social
studies class this. year: Circle AGREE.if you agree brreircle DON'T AGREE if you don't
agfee that the sentence is true for your social studies class this year._

1. la our social studies class, the most important thing AGREE DON'T
is always to rerr,lemlier the facts, dates and homes that_w_e___ AGREE

-are studying. r . ,

2. The things we do and learn in social studies really help
-me a lot in other classes, and outside school too.

AGREE

3. In social, studies we spend a,,lot of time just listening \ AGR EE
to .the teacher.

DO,N'T
AGIt EE

DON'T
AGREE

-4. When we discuss things in social studies-class, almost AGREE DON'T
everyone likes to talk. AGREE



C

PART I

5. It isn't enough just to learn the facts is social studies; AGREE
our teacher also makes us decide what the facts mean to-us.

VI

6. In our social studies class, our job is to know the onp
bek answer to`every question. a #

.In social &dies, our teacher really makes us remem-
-ber the names, new words and facts that we have learned.

ti

S. We are often supposed to work with what we've lean,
in social studies and make something brand new, like
story,, or a picture ; or a report.

9: I am better at solving piOblenis outside school, because
we often work bvroblems like them in social studies
class.

AGR EE

DON'T..
AGREE

DON'T
AGREE

AGREE DON'T
AGREE

AGREE DON'T
3-AbriEE

10. Our teacher likes us to start things oh our own in
social studies and find new ways to do things too.

.11. In social studie's we don't have much class discussion.

12: After we've read, or seen something in social studies,
we have to figure o'what it means, of'where else we've.,
seen something like it.

13., Our teacher likes us to find many different answers
to the problems we study in social studies.

14. The students look forwa'rd to our soc' ial studies class
and like to take 'part in all the things we do.

,

15. Grades are very important to the kids in my _

social studies class.

Making up new things is really important and some-
thing we do alot in our social studies (Like thinking
sup new ideas or exampleg, or writings our own stories, or
poems, Or dosing our own pictureF,, plays, or report)z.)

17. In social studies class, we ofterrcompare things to
find out how they are alike or how they nre different.

AGR EE DON'T
AGREE

AGREE DON'T
AGREE

Fh

AGREE DON'T
AGREE

AGREE DON'T
ED.

, .

AGREE DON'T
AGR EE

AGREE DON'T
AGR EE

AGREE DON'T
AGREE

AGREE DON'T '
AGREE---

a

Se,...iik,

AGREE DON'T
AGREE



PART II
.

.

. How would you describe social studies this year, compared with social studie s last year?

(Ch ose One answer and circle it.)

1. harder

2. moresinteresting

3. more fun

. 4. easier

I

5

5. more confusing

6. about the same

.17. more-important

%It =

2. When you started social studies. this fall, how did you find it comparedib-social studies

last year?

\*,
.4:.

1 A big change i
------.. e

' 4

112. So'techange i

ittehan e\3. tl-e i
4. Almost tio.change:at all

-I, -
.

, -,,,,
---.._

3. How. does, this year's social studies class compare to last yearts saiial studies class. f. e . --,e.,,,,
.,, r""'

. ' 0..--....... . t--- .
--...

on each of
,
the follo i ircle the number representing your opinion. )

, - A Lot More About Less A Lot
More

--T"-:
; Less r). theSametr

I .
ea.

a. Amount of reading out loud inilass.

b. Amount of clliss discussion:
-

c. Amount of tests.

d. Amount of ait work, drawing, making
things.

e. Amounkof workyou do alone.

0
se

f. Amourit of writing answers to 1

questions from the book, workbook
or blackboard.

. O

g. Amount of writing reports.

-3-

1

I

ts

2

2

2

3

3

4

4

". 4 .

5.

'5

"5*

5

I

'5..

2

2

2

2

_

0

z
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PART -II

A Lot More About Less A Lot
. More . the Same ., Er' IlVia) .

.
.. T. **
h. Amount of discussions Of.people's . 1 2- -,.. 3 5

problenis and feelings. -
., . . , .

i. How iliteresting you find-social 1 2 3 4 5
studies this 'year c pared to
last

.i
1. A. We'd like to know what you studied in Social Studies last year,. and if its giving .
you an advantage,in-Soc,ial Studies this year. Let's do Number One together, to see how to
do this;-"How to make or use maps." Did you learn how to make or use maps lait year in
Sdc al Studies? If you'did not, circle NO. If youdid learn, to make or use-maps last year,

it h much has it helped you this year? Circlel if it is a great advantage; 2 if it is some
ad antage; and 3 if it is little or no advantage. . .

. . ...." , .
..0Studied, Great Some Little or No

Last Year ? Advantage °Advantage. Ad1.4;___,..1...NoT. , ,

)1 How to make.or, use maps. No Yes 1 , 2 , .3

PART III

}iqw to make or use graphs: No' Yes

. How.to find-infOrmation in Nd- Yes ''
te library. w

4. Hoy., to write repOrts. No Yes
' .

How to tell the difference No Yes -) 1

between facts aud0opinfons.

6. Hew to Support your ideas No Yes
or opinions With evidence or

a

1 2

facts.

,7. How, to work with other students No Yes
in small groups.

4
4.. How to look at all sides of, ,a .No Yes

qtiestton before. deciding what
you think.

9. How people and their environ- Yel.
ment'affect ach other._

, .1_

a

'1

2

2

2

'2-

2

3 s:

3

3.

3
1

/fj,

3

3

11

.10



PART,

Studied Great Some Little oP No
Last Year? Advantage Advantage Advantage

(10. The history and/or customs No Yes
of -our Country.

11. The histoi'y and/or custom's No Yes
of other countries: '

S 1 2 3

2 3

a

12. Different beliefs people have. No Yes 1 2 3

1

13. How different animals behave No Yes 1 o 2 3
and why they behave the way

.they do.

14. Similarities and differences
in ways animals and people
behave.

15. learning and understanding
more aliout myself and people
around me.

o/

No Yes

No Yes
i

1

1

0

2"' 3

2 3

1. B. Now look at the iems where you circled NO,.you didn't.study, o r do that last year.
Are there some of those things you wish you had studied or done in Social Studies class last
year bdctuse it would help y u in SocialStudies class ehiit year? Putan X in the circle
for those things.

4
.

2: A. There are people wt.0 are concerned about some of the things 5th and 6th grade
kids may study in school. Lait year in social studies did you study or learn about any of
the f011owing things? If you slid, please put kfheck mirk in Column Number 1 just
beside the ones you did study in Social Studiestlast year.

I STUDIED 'LAST BOTHERED OR
YEAR y UPSET ME

I.

MOULD NOT'
STUDY

.

.

1. .Ca.nyibalism
_

,

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3
I,

...

2. Different beliefs people have"fabout
what is right and wrong'.

, . .
ti

.

i

,

, .

3. Killing animals ))
. , 4.,

.. t

4. Killing people ,.,

0



0

es.

PART III

STUDIED LAST BOTHER ED OR SHOULD NOF5
YEAR UPSET ME STUDY

. .* ,

,
5., Love . .

4

Colurim 1 . Column 2 Coloinn 3
.

.

.

_

6. Hatred ,

te

411

1 '
.

...

.

_

7. *Focods that,differeni people eat
o .

.

. e .
.

8. Leaving peciple to die -..

9. Religiousbeliefs and customs of
different individuals or cultures

i .

.

:
.0

.,

10. Sexual pustomseof different-peoples
.

'
.

4 . .
.

11. SlaVery
:.: 5.-* v ,

.

$

, .

.
.

12. Sharing and cooperation
, . . . . s

0 .
13. Starvation 3 *

1.

.
.

.

14. Treatment of young people*
.

.

r
.

15. Treatment of old people .
.
,

'
.

1

..

0 .

' . /. ..

2. B. Were there any of those things you checked in Column- Number 1 that/really
bothered or upset you? if there are any that bothered or upset you, and y,du wish you

. hadn't studied ,or seen or read about-them last year, then put a check mar /in Column.
Number 2 ,next to those topics you wish you hadn'-t studied. .

-
5

2." C. Even if you personally did not study these topics in. Social Stud i 4 last year, are
there any of them ,that you think 5th or 6th,grade kidgashould not study n SoCial Studies?
.Check them off in Column Number 3. . t

e ' 55. /

We're really interested in your personal-opinion.
,

, .

ti



Name

SOCIAL STUDIES SURVEY

(First Name) (Last Name)

SOCial Studies Teacher This Year

4 -Social Studies Teacher Last Year

The purpose of the questions in this booklet is to find out some things you think abdut
your social studies class this year, and also last year. We will also ask you some

e eldo your
questions. Please give your honest opinions and best answers. Ydur teacher
will not se your answers. Nothing will go on your school record. Pleas
-own work.

'Does everyone know what we mean when we taltc about, your social. studies class?

What have yotebeen studying in your social studies class this year? Please write
what you have been learning abouttin a few words.

PART 1 SCHOOL THIfs YEAR

1. Which subject do you prefer? For each case, choose the subject that you like
the most and mark either 1 or 2 in the space provided. cd

1'.

Arithmetic

. Science

b; Arithmetic

4. English

, 5. Science

a

6

O

2

or English

or Social Studies

or Sdience

or

or

6. Social Studies or

-1-

Social Studies

English

Arithmetic



,

'.

2. The sentences-below are things that kids might say about their social studies
class. Read each sentence and decide whether you agree`or don't agree with
it for your social studies class this year. Circle AGREE if youagree or

.circle'DON'T AGREE if yus, don't agree that the sentence is true for yoUr
social studies class this year,.

1. In social studies we spend a lot of time
just listening to the teacher.

2. When we discuss things in social studies
*class, almoSt everyone likes'to talk.

3. It isn't enough just to learn the facts in
social studies;'our teacher also makes
us.decide what the facts mean to us.

4. We are often supposed to work with what
we've learned in social studies and make
something,brarid new,. like.a story, or a
picture, or'a report.

AGREE DON'T
AG1,IEE,

AGREE, DO N'T.
AGREE 1

AGREE DON'T
AGREE`

AGREE DON'T_
I AGREE

5. Our teacher always asks us to give good AGREE 4 DON'T

reasons that. make sense, whenever we're AGREE-.'

trying to answer a hardquestion.

6. In social studies we do'n's have much AGREE. DON'T
AGREE

.7. After-we've read or seen something in AGREE DON'T'

social studies, we have to figure out what AGREE;
it means, or where else we've seen some
thing-like it.

,,glass discussion.

1.'8. In social studies, we spend a lot of time
{ deciding if our ideas and the things we

ssay make ense and are complete.

. The students look forward to our social
studies. class and like to take part in all

\ the things we do.

10. Making up new things is really-important
. and something we do,alot in our social
studies class. (Like thinking up new
ideas or.examples, or writing our own
stories, or poems, or doing our own
pictures, plays; or reports.)

-2-

AGREE Dow'.
AGREE

AGREE
AGREE

.1C,11 E E DON'T
AGREE
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3. How much do you like or dislike each of the following subjects this year?
Draw a circle around-the number for each one showing how much you like
or don't like it this year.

DiSlike
Very Much Dislike Some Like Some Like Very Much

English 1 2 ,3 4

Science 2 3 4

Social Studies 1 2 3 4

Arithmetic 1 2 4
0. . ..,

,o7

: ^''s

4. Of all the topics you have learned or studied about in school whether in social
40-studies or any other subject, which one would you really like to know more about,

if you had the chance? Please describe it biiefly. -

P r

. 5. In social studies class this year, the teacher usually talks about how_ much
of the time? (Circle one answer).

-

I. All the time
2. Most of the time
3. Some of the time
4., Not very much at all

6. When Pm in social studies class this Year: (Choose one answer and circle
it.)

1. I wish we could go slower
2, I think we go. along about right = not too fast, not too slowly
3. I wishwe could go faster

a

44;
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PART II SOCIAL STUDIES LAST YEAR
, e

4

Think about your social studies clas-sq,,AST YEAR. Do you remember-it clearly?
Circle Yes or No.

YES NO

,

a

What do yoU remember that you STUDIED ABOUT or DID that you liked the BEST
in social studies last year?

Still think about LAST,YEAR'S social studies class -- what you studied and how
you studied it. If you bad a younger brother'or sister coming along, would you
recommend that he or she take the same social studies course that you had
last ear') (Circle the number showing your feeling.)

Definitely No I Don't Think-So I Guess So

1 2 \ :3

Definitely Yes

4

3. What has social studies been like THIS year compared to LAST year? (Check
one.) i

I. A big change

2. Some change

:3. Little change

4. Almost no change-at all

4 cJ
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AP;

4. How does THIS YEARS social studies class compare to LAST YEAR 'S
social studies class on each of the following? (Circle the number represent
ing your opinion.

a. Amount of reading out loud :
in class

b. Amount of class discussion

Q. Amount of work you do alone.

d. Amount of art work, drawing,
making things

e. How interesting you find social
studies this year compared to
last year

+If

4

A Lot - About the A Lot
More 4 ":-%.*; More Same Less Less

1 3 4 5-2

1 2

1 2

9

2

3

3
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1. Last'year in Social Studies, did you study or" learn *out any of the following
things? If you did, please put a check mark in Column Number 1 just beside
the-ones_ you did study in social studies last year.

. .. .

1. Killing animals

.

Studied Last
Year

Column 1

.

Bothered Or
Upset Me

Column 2

, .

Should Not
° Study

Column 3

.
,

,

2. Leaving people to die.-
-..

. .'

3. Foods that 'different people,
eat.' .

.

.,

4. Starvation ..- .

.

A

.

5. Treatment of old people
,

.

.,

6. Slavery .

2. Werg tnere any of those things you checked in Column Number 1 that really
bothered or upset you?.. If there are any that bothered or upset you, and yoit

wish you hadn't studied or seep or read about them last year, then put a
check mark in Column Number 2 next to those topics you wish you hadn't
studied.

. 3: Even if you personally did not study these topics in Social Studies _last year,
are there any of them that you think 5th or 6th grade kids should not study -

. in Social Studies? Check them off in Column NuMber 3.

-6-

4"



PART IV WHAT WOULD YOU THINK?.

Instructions: For tach of the following questions, pick the one answer in COlumn A.
and the one in Column B that setmost like your own opinion or reaction. Sometimei,

. there may be several answers in a column-that you might want to pick, but just put ;4
an k beside the one answer in each column tharis most like your. first thoughts. There
are no right or wrong answers. Just check the answer that is most like what you would

+., .

1. If you heard about a.group of people in the Pacific Islands who each year would
throw stones at one of their members until he was dead as part of a religious
custom, what would you think? (Choose the one best answer for you inC olumn A.
and then-choose the one best for you in Column B.).

Column A'

1) Since it is.,part of their religion
- the custom is alright.

4

2) That is a bad custom even if if
is for religious' rdasons.

d- 3) That is a horrible thing for any
human.being to do.

, '

2.

4) It is one of the most unusual
customs I ever heard.

Column B

1) It's -liarsd to understand how peopi

o
could do an awful thing like that.

2)-They are just peOple like we are
but they have differentcustoms.

3) That cusieen is wrong and they
-should be, made to change" Ft.

4) Some people have very strange
customs; compared to our customs.

If a friend of yours took your bike without permission, .ran into a tree and bent the
front wheel, what would you think? (Choose the one 6est answer for you inrolumn A,
and then choose the one best for you in Column B.)

Column A Column B
o

I) I wouldn't m ind; the bike can
be fixed easily.

;

=2.1 would be very angry at my
friend for doing that.

,-

3) That was bad luck for my
friend and also.for me.

4)- I think that was stealing and
-should not have been done.

1) Sometimes we_forget to stop to think
before we go ahead and do something.

2) Soine people will do anything if they
!pink they can get away with it.

-7-,

3) People usually have:good reasons for
doing things even if we don't know
what they pre.

.4) Some people just don't take very good
care of other peoples' things.1

I

z
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3. 4
If you heard that a group of people in South America tried to use magic to

I
keep their enemies from hurting them, what would ybu think?c, (Choose the .
one best answer.for you in Column A, and th n choose the one best for you
Vcr Column B.)

A

C olu tiln. A

1) I'd like to know more about
hOw they do it.

2) It won't work because there
is no magic.

3) Most people protect themselves
as best they can.

4) That's not a very smart way to
protect themselves.

O

4 .
' r

C olu mn B

1) They sound like foolish people
s to have such a s.i4 y custom.

2) Thoge people may jtist,be
carrying on'a very old custom.

3) That group must not have up
to date ideas like we do.

4) It's good that different. people
can folloW different beliefs and,
customs.

4. If you heard that there was 'a country in which people often ate grasshoppers
and earthworms, what would you- think? (Choose.the one best answer for you
in Column A, and, then choose the one best for you in Column B.)

C olumn.A

1) Some people may eat them, but
. I wouldn't want tiS do that.

. ,

2) I never - thought that suck,things-
would, be good to eat.

3) Yuck! It makes me sick just to
;think of eating them.

4) That's no differerit from our
country where people eat many.

things.

O

4

.

` Column B;

I) I guess it must not do them .
any harrn..

_2) I don't like people with such
strange customs.

3) They probably have good
reasons for eating them.

4rThey sound like a backwaird
group of people.

4.
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5. If you heard about a group of people in the United States who still firmly
believe that the earth is flat, not round, what would you,fhink?. (Choose
the one best answer for ybu Column A and then choose the One best in

. .
Column B.) -

Cblumn A

1) It would be interesting to know
why they think that.

2) It is hard to understatid why
thy would believe that.

3) Those people are crazy to°
believe a thing like that.

4) That is a very strange thing
for anyone to believe.,

Column B

1) There are stillionfe very
'backward people in our
country:

2) They can go ahelk) and. believe
' whatever they want.

3) There May be good reasons
why they have that belief.

4) Someopeoble are.so dlimb, they ,
will believe anything.

.....> 0. 0

6. If there were ;I student inyour class who was always'btfying gum and candy
: for ev.eryone and always giving away money, but would never letbanyone

give .anything to-him, what Would you think? (Choose th'e one best answer
for you in "7 olumn 1,7andtheu c'hoose.the fe-ie best for you inC_oluran B.j"----*-=.

. ...." ..---

Collin-H. A Column B.
.,

6 1) Would get tired' of that after
a While.

o D.

-2)1 think that' is a very generous
. way toper

3) I would not 1114 to be treated
4 ° that way.

4) I think sharing things with,
. others is good, but not all the

time.

.
1) People who act that way art

just trying to buy friends.

_2) Petiole who acrthat way may
not know how to get along well
with othe'rS. -

.
, '3) People who act that,way are

doing what we all should do;

1'7' ,
(.) .

-
4f People have Aliiferent ways' of

being friendly.



If a' new student who joined your class in the middle of the year kept disturbing
others while they were working, always had his hand-up to ask and answer questions .
and often acted sillypin class. what would you think? (Choose the one best answer
for you in Column-lc; and then choose the one best for you.In Column

Column A
. .4.4,

0 Column B 4.. --

.1.4.

-;-.,--1,3. a
1)_ Behaving like that makes it hard 1) Some peopleltfithave different--c---

ways - 3eb ' 34fer-evetyre in class. . ways of achnOncnew situations.
0

- L**'*,4 tr.

2) Everybody has his'own way, of ' 7 2) People who act4hat way really .
behaving in class. . " , think they arcbetter than citheks.

.L.: .:-. ))
;?",;-.- .):- -

. -...."; . -.., :,.-
---3)Behavir4 like that would.bother 3).Peeple like that are juit duMb

..- .
and to behave..some people but not Ine..

-. .1vrI really don't like ft when kids ----_4) Some people'alWays have at .
behave that way. . need fOr attention.

...

I

11.1A.No- PEOPLE O

In this -last part you will be asked some questions about animals and about people.
Sometithes tin question will-be about both at once.. You may kkiow some of the things asked.
But you may not know the answer to some questirs. Don't worry or feel badly. If you
really don't know or aren't sure, then make a guess. 1,Veope you find these questions fun.

1. In the list kelow. are 9 thingi that happen during the lifetiMes of human beings or
other animal. Some things happen just to human beings; 'some happen to other

- animals but not tghuman beings. On the line beside each question, write at

-I if it,is true o 13% foil hum, n beings .

2 ' if it is true only for e-other animals
\

y ,...

3 if it is true for both human beings and Soine other animals,

f. have belief systemsa. marry \
b. grow up without adult care

c. use nlangnage

d. protect themselves from enemies

e. cooperate with each other

-10-

g. throw things

. -
h, have a social organization

.1. make symbols

1.

a

ti

)1 ,
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During their lifetimes, animals leakn to do many things. They nreable to do.'
other things without learning. Read each sentence below. Then chdck one
answer for each bentdnce allowing whether ?r not you think the antnial must
learn the or can do it without lehrnitig.

41,

Herring Gull (A Bird): ,
a. Find the edges of its territory

. --
O -

1. Learns to find them

2. DoeS no t have to learn 'to find them

. Crouch when in danger

1. Learns to'do it

C

2. Does not'have toolearn to do ft.
4 *"

Recognize its chicks by spots on The bead
(`

I. Learns to recognize them,

et.

-2. Does not have to learn to recognize them

Baboon (A Mammal)

d. Know the alarm calls of other animals

1., Learns io know them

2. Does nbi have to learn to knew them

e.' Make Sounds

I. Learns to make them

'Does not haye to learn to make them,

f. » KuoW'it:4 pl.gce in the dominance order of the troop

0

'1. Learns it

2.- Does not have.to learn it._ .

a

0

t

".
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Beside each kentencn in CoFumn A, write in the number of the sentence from
coluim B which you think is the best answer. You should use an answer only once.

3 ...

.
a. A description of structure.

I MN

b A description of function.

c. An example of dominance:
- 3. The ice kept the lemonade cold.

1. The water is cold.
1

-2. The puppy mowed back filo the food 'mil
/when the adult male came toward it.

tI a

d. An example of learned behavior.
. ; 4: Herring gull parents recognize their

c hicks by the spots on their heads.

5. She 'is pretty.

C.

A

6. 'A tree has roots, a trunk, branches and leaves.
.

. .. .
4. On the line beside each,word; write the number of the definition that best deibribes

that word. You should use an answer only once. '.. . 0 0..
,

, _ e,

'Word .

a. Life cycle
.

s b. Offspring

v. Juvenile

d. Reproduction

e. Human being

^

1. A young humad cr other,younganimal ,

A1 2.. A mammal and a, primate

3. diving birth to young

4. The.young of any animal
p:

5. The pattern of being born, having babies,
dying.

-4

6. A jump to one side

'T. AP delinquent or bad teenager

8. The opposite of animal

t
O

-12-
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Master Roster & Background Form A

0

Teacher's Name G ade

Do not write in this space.. For-project use only.
FN. 34 ', '\ c= 1

(01-02)
r

(03) 1*
.

R D -S G C
(04) (05) (06) \ (07) (08-09)- .

School

Prq-Post
Group
A or B

.

Mid. Yr.
Group
A or B

,..

Age i_ n

Months
Sex
1 =M-

2=F

Race
1=Black
2=Am. Ind.
3=White
4=Orierital
5=Other

-,

English \

is second 1;
language?
1=Yes
2=No

I

V. hat is
primary
language?

,E=Eriglish
S=Spanish
F=French
Other -,
Pleasie \

'indicIte \

Free [until
program?
l =Yes
2=No _

#Yrs. enrolled
in this schoot.
(include th' year)

,

.

Month joined
Social Studies
class.
1=Sept. 5=tlan.
2=Oct: 6=Peb.
3=Nov. 7=March
@Dec.. 8=April

! I 91lay

Month=

withdrew.
,

1

as of
9/1/74

.

(10-11)

Stu. # 'Student's °a me

Previous
.M,Aff0S.y

student?
1=Yes

64.7161 (17) (IS) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (23)

5'
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Teacher's Name

et,

Mater Roster & Background Form B

Grade

Do not write imthis space. For project use.onlf.-
FN 35 C#

(0 -02) (03)
R D S C

(04) (05) (06) 107) (08-09)

School

General Academic.
Ability
1=Above Class

Average
2=About Average
3=BeloW` Class

Average
,;

!

Participation in Class
Discussions by
Sharjng ideas, raising
cities ons, and giving
opine ns.
l =-Above Class Average
2=About Average
3=Below Class Average, .

Interest in
Social Studies
1=Above Class

Average
2,About Average
3=Below Class

Average

Mastery and
Understanding
of social studies
course concepts
I=Above Class

Average
2=About AVerage
3=Below Class

Average

General
Reading Level
1=xnetre than 1 yr.

above grade level (GL)
2=1/2 to 1 yr. above GL
3=Grade Level ÷ . 5 yr,
4=1/2 to 1 yr. below GL.
5=inore than.1 year

below GL

How often student applied
outside what was studied
inSocial Studies class.
1=never'
2=once or twice
3=quite a lot .

4=a1mOst constantly
5=don't know

(10-11)
Stu.* Student's Name (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17)

(31) .
(32)

(33)

/34), ).

(35)

(36)

(37)

(38)

(39)

(40)

(41)

(42)-7;

(43)

(44)

(4

1

+iv



Do'not write in this space.
For project use only.

FN 30 C# 1

(01-02) (03)
S G C

j (04) (05) (06) (07) (08-09) (10)

Teacher Master Record Fortn

Name 4,

(11) ,l. Position Title

2. School

a. Name of School

(12) b. Grade Taught (Please check one)

1. Fifth grade

-2. Sixth grade

(13-14)

3. Ungraded upper efethentary

. Other (Please

describe):
1 Li

6:

3. Type

Number of children in class

of teaching situation at this time (Check all applicable):

,(15) 1. Self contained class (19) 5. Experimental or,

...
Demonstration classroom

(16) 23 Team teaching r

(20) 6. Non-graded
(17) 3. Departmentalized

(21) 7. Other (Please
?18) 4. Open space . describe):

. Teaching experience

(22) a. Didyou teaph,in this school last year?

1. Yes

2. No

5



n.

(23-24) b. If yes, what grade did you teach?
y

1. Pre-School 8. Sixth grade

2. Kindergarten 9. Ungraded primary

. First,krade 10. Ungraded primary-1

4. Second grade 1 1." Ungraded primary 2

C

5. Third grade 12. Ungraded primary 3' ,

6. Fourth grade 13. Ungraded upper, elementary
_

7. Fifth grade 14. Other (Please describe): ,

(25)
At'

c. If no, did you teach somewhere else

(26-27)

(28-29)

O

1. Yes

2: No

If yes, where did you teach

last year?

t

School and location. (state
and city)

Gra& (Use appropriate number from 4b above)

Total number of years of regular teaching experience as of Sept. 1, 1974:

1) Total number of year teaching experience at each of the following

grade levels:'

(3.0) . PreSchool
.

(31) 2. Kindergarten,

(3

(33)

(34)

3. First through Third Grade

4. Fourth through Sixth Grade'

5. Over_Sixth Grade-

t

C



(35-36) f. Total number of years teaching experience in this school system as of

September of this year:

(37) g. What is the route by which you got into upper elementary education?

1.

2. .Viasacondary education

3. -Via primary education
,

4. Via pre-primary education

5. Other (please describe):

(38-39) h. Which subject do you most enjoy teaching?

41.

(40) 5.- Position in this school system:

1. Permanent 4.' Substitute

2. Probationary 5. Other (specify)

3. Temporary .

0

ti

Education (check a:1 applicable):

(41) 1. AA
*1.

(42) 2. Bachelor's Degree (BA, BS)
0

3. MAT

7.

(43)

(44) 4. lOther Master's Degree

(45). 5. Master's plus 30. hours

(46) 6. Other (please specify):

-3-'
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(47-48) 7.

(49-50) 8.

v.
Rt.

It 9.

Undergraduate major:

a. Graduate miajoi:

b. Graduate, minor:

Pre-Service Training In Social. Studies (all training received before
becoming a teacher, of record)
"a. Did your teacher training include a course (or co rses) in

social studies methods?

(53) 1.

2.

(54) 1)

(55)

(56.-57)

(58)

Yes

No

If yes, was "it: 1. tmdergraduat .

2. graduate?

3. both?

-a) How long was it?

1. Less than a semester

2. One semester

3. Two Semesters

4. More than two semesters \

b) When did you have the course(s)?
(year)\

c) What was the text?

b. Did your pre-service teacher training include other courses
specifically concerned with teaching social studies?

1. Yes

1) If yes, what were they? Please list, and at the b ginning.
of each entry put U if undergraduate course, or G if graduate
level course, and the year (please continue on back pf form
if necessary).

-4-
r



10. In-Service. Training in
a teacher of record).
a) Have you received

social studies?

(59) 1. Yes

0

r

a
t

a

Scial Studies (all training received since becoming
t.

any in-service training pertaining to teaching

-1)- if yes, please, list below:

O

Name of In-Service Program

Workshop (W) Approx-. Alter-
Itistitute (I)
Course .. (C),
Other (0) Year

Number
of Hours
of Trng. Major Subject Concerned

natives
Demon-
strated**

a

If program inVolved deinonstrations of units,.tlessons and tech 1-ques, to what extent
were alternatives shown ?

0 = Never.
1 = Once
2 'al Some
3.= Often
4 = Not Appropriate

11.
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11. Special-areas of traiiting., Althtugh the information may-be included in the
answers given above, would you.-please indicate- below the extent to which
ou have had saeeific training in the following areas:

.

.Content or Subject

Approx N. Hrs.
of Training
or Course Work

College
Grad Sch.
Other

(C)
(G)
(0)

. .
a) Social and emotional devea lopment -

.
3'

--:-
.

b) Developing cognitive skills
..

,

c) Teaching inquiry methods 0-
. critical thinking

,.

--
. 4 -3

0.

a
,,

a) Teaching how to analyze values ° .:

and value conflicts %.

-

.

e) Teaching interpersonal skills to
.

stuidentS o

,

f) Teaching social science methods and
techniques 0

_.

i , ,

g) Developing self awareness in 'children'

h) Use of different questions posing .
methods and systems in teaching (use ,
of. questions as an educational method)

.

..

. .
.

.

1) Leading and/o evaluating
discussions in the classroom _

.

j) 'Teaching studehts` how to analyze..social
issues .

0

. , .
k) Integrating social studies with other

subjects
.

- -y

1) How to increase the relevance `of .

. subject matter to students .

r I

t 3

.
.

A

(60) 12, -*Sex

1. Male

2. Female
-6.-
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(61) .13.

a

Age as of a January 1974

1. Under 20 6.

4

41-45

2. 20-25 7. .46-50

3. 26-30 8. 51-55

4. 31-35 9. 56-60

5. 36-40 10. 61 or over

(62) : *14. Race

1. Black

2. American.Indian 4. Othey (please specify):

3. White r.

1(63) 15. Do you identify with an ethnic minority?

1. Yes (wh,lellone?):

'2. No

- 4

(64) 16, How many years have you taught the social studies materials (the p-iogram) you
are using this year? Count this year as one (1). Please check the appropriate
answer.

3 -

'2

4 \.
4 -

5 't

more than 5 years.

o.

Q -4
4O

6.-



.Name

(12)

(13)

(14)

.(15)

(16)

. .

School Grade

TEACHER OPINION SURVEY

Part I

Education' Scale VII *

Instructions:
absyt which
about such m
and opinions.

/ 1-

Do not write in this space..,
~or project use only. .

FN 32* C# 1
(01-02) (03)

R D S G C T
(04) (05) (06) '(07) (08:-09) (10). ;

Given below are 20 statements on educational ideas and problems
e all have beliefs, opinions, and atitudbs. We all think differently ,..
tters,; and this. scale 3s an attempt\to let(you express your beliefs .

Respbrici to each of the items as follows5 , i

- -..,,, i

6
I

Agree Very Strongly:
Agree Strongly: - 5 -0

I

Agree:
-

.
4 .

DiSagree 3

Disagree Strongly ' 2

Disagree Very Strongly./ 1
i.

. . ,
For example, if you agree very strongly, with a statement, you would write 6

g on the short line preceding the statement, but if you should happen to disagree
with it, you would put 3 in front of i. *Respond to each statement assbest'
you can. Go rapidly but carefully. Do not spend too much time onIany one
Statement; try to rEsPond and theft go on.

1. Learning is essentially a process of increasing one's store of informatio6
about the various fields of knowledge.". .

2. The.eurriculuth consists of subject matter to be learted and skills to be
...

acquired. i A ' .
..

--.. .. , ,
3. The learning of proper attitudes is often more important than the learning

.
.

of subject matter.' .. ,

..-4. It is more important that the child lwri how to approa,ch and so 'e
....,

more
prob:Lms than Wis. for him to master the subject matte of the curricr ulum:

..
.

. 5. The true view of education is so arranging learning that the child gradually
builds up a storehouse of knowledge that he can use in the futkre.,,,

.

6. What is needed in the\odern classroom is a revival of the authority of
the teacher.

(i7) 7. Teachers should keep in mind that Rtipils have to be made to work.
. .

Os) . . SChools of today are neglecting the tbree....R's.
-

(19) 9. Standards of work should not be the same fol. all pupils; they should vary

0 i
with the pupil.

, - '

*by Fred, N. Kerlinger and Einar J. Pedhazur, New York University, New 4rk.
- / ...

-1- :
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0

(20) 10.

(21) . 11.

(22) 12.

(23) . 13.-
(24) 14.,

(25) 15.

O

0

The goals of education should be dictated by children's interests an
needs, as well :fs by the demands of society.

Each subject and activity should be aimed at developing a particular,.
part .of the.child's makeup: physical, intellectual, social, moral, or
Spiritual. k

Right fram the very first grade, teachers must teach the child at his
own level and not at the level of the grade_he is in. .. '
Teachers need to be guided in what they are to teach. No individual
teacher can be-,permitted to do as he wish-es, especially, when it comes0.to teaching children. 4. .

4 t
. . 0-

Learning,experiences organized around life expeiiences rather han
around subjects is desirable ,in our' schools. . :. ,

e should fit the curriculum to the child and not the child to the
. 1 curriculum. .

4' 1 o .

(2e) 16. Subjects that sharpen the mind, like mathematics.and foreign '

languages, need greater emphasis in the public school curriculum.

WI% (27) 17. life is essntially,a struggle, education should emphasize,Since'
...-competition and the for competitive spirit.

(28) 18. The healthy interaction of pupils one with,another is just as important -

in school as the learning of subject matter.

(29) 19. The organization of instruction and learning must be centercll on
universal ideas and truths if education is to be more tharipasing
fads and fancies.

,(30) 20. The curriciilurtpshould contain an Orderly arrangement of st.bjects
that represent the best of our cultural heritage. I.

(31) 21. ° 'True discipline springs from interest, motivationand invct'vement
in live problems.

(3?), 22. Emotional development and social development are as important in
the evaluation of pupil progress as academic achievement.

.

1(3A) 23. Edutation and educational institutions must be sources of new social
ideas.4.

(34) 24. Children should be taught that all problems should be subjected to
critical and objective scrutiny, including religious/ moral,* economic:,
and social problems.

-, (35) One of the big difficulties with modern schools is thatediscipline is
often sacrificed to the interests of children.

GP



!

(36) 26. Teachers should encourage pupils to study and criticize our own and
other economic systems and practices.

. (37)

C

(40)

4

O

4

fi
27. Children need and should have more supervision and discipline Chan

they usually get.

28. , Schools should teach children dependence on higher moral values.

29. The public school shoLid take an active part in stimulating social \
change. -

30. Learning is experimental; the child should be taught to test
alternatives before accepting any of them. ,

O

9

r

.4

40

I
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Part II

Teachers at Work

Do Not Wrife In this-space.
For Project Use Only.

FN 33 C# 1 -

(01 -02) (03)

R DSGC.T
(04) (05) (06) (07) (08-09) (10)*

In the follOwing pages you are presented with obserVittions of leachers at work.
You are asked to act' like an observer who enters classrooms, observes teachers, and
rates th'im. However, instead of you going into the classroom, we provide you with
observations made by competent observers and ask you to rate each teacher on a scale
ranging-from ag.Poor to Excellent.

*

We realize that it is difficult to evaluate a teacher on the basis on one observation.
Yet, when the need arises, people are able to make evaluations even when little information
is provided.

At the bottom of each observation you will find a scale on which you will indicate
your evaluation of the teacher by placingia check on the scale. If, for example, you
think the teacher is Very Good you will place a cheek on the scale thus:

1 2 3 4 -6
I

Very, Poor Fair. Good Very Excellent
Poor Good

5

Do this for all obseryations. Remember, each observation deals with a different
teacher. Therefoir6, evaluate each teacher independently of all other teachers. That is,
you should not let your evaluation of one. teacher affect your evaluation of any other teacher.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Fifth Grade

Teacher: What did you see in the newspapers yesterday of nationwide importance?
,Many answers. One.child says, "The coal strike." From this the teacher led a

discussion about! coal - where it comes from, how it is formed, etc.
Teacher: What subject area would this come under for our study today?
Child; Social studies , °,

. , Teacher: What word can you think of that rhymes with coal?
Child: Goal , I,

Teacher: Good. Today we shall study the 'oa' family and learn to pronounce and
spell words of this family. What subject area will this come under?

After many guesses, one child says, "language arts".
r . Teacher: Quite right. Language arts.

, 1 2 3 4 5 6°
(11) 1, I I I I I

Very Poor Fair Good Very Excellent
-Poor Good

.,

\ -1-
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Fourth Grade

The Good Citizens Club is holdinj a meeting . . . Officers are elected by the
group. The purpose of the club is to teach children to be be better citizens. The order /1
of procedure is as follows: the president . . ..bangs her gavel wipe desk and . ,. . A_

spys: "The meeting of theibood Citizens Club will come to order. 6 Each child then /
takes from his or her desk)a booklet whose title is All About Me . . . and places it on/
top of his desk. The viee-president calls the name of a child, gets the child's booklet,/
and places it on the teacher's desk. The president then calls on the child and asks,
"Robert, have you been a good citizen this week?" The president says, "Name some

t
Tof

the goOd things you have ddne," and Robert tries to recall some, like opening doors f r
people, running errands, etc. Next the president asks the class,if it remembers an good
things the child has done. Each point is written in the child's booklet by the teacher. The
president then says to Robert, "Name the bad things you have done . . ." Robert eports
the wrongs he has committed during the week, and the class is asked to contribute
information about his behavior. This too is written in the booklet by the teacher./ When
one child reports a misdemeanor of another the teacher asks for Qtnesses -before
recording the incident. I

1' 2 3 4 5I i I i_

(12) Very Potor 'Fair Good /Very,
s. Poor / Good

Please Note: Although thi
manner you treat the obse

A Teacher's Account

6

Excellent

is a teacher's own account, we would like you to treat it. in the
vations.

The followingis an outline of how I plan to have an indoor drinking /fountain
installed this. school term hrough cooperative planning and the democratic process. In
laimching the project those who gre in charge must take a lead in planning and interesting-
each person to a degree that he will participate \in the study of school proplemstand in the
formation of school policy and program.

1

September 7. The cirst meeting of the Welling Workers Club will be held with
P.T.A. members present. Plans will be made td do something tangible for the school
during the term. Out of the many suggestions whili the club will give, the project of
installing an indoor fountain will be decided upon.

1 . i
September 14. At the second meeting of the',lub, the city nurse will be invited totgive a talk on the important of water in the body aniikthe unsanitary fountain and results.

Commu \-1 ity needs will be disi ussed by the group; \ ;

-1 iThe 'committee on contacting key people of the c mmunity will make its report.
The ways and means commit& will become active in thp second meeting. The money will

$om unit}.
be raised at the end of four w t ks and the fountain will be installed as a result of cooperative
planning by a democratic

4 5 \ 6 1

I t. 1 I 1 '
1 ,

1 .

(13) x very
Poor

Poor \ Fair Good Very
Good

Excellent

-2-
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Fourth Grade

After laytime. Jim is crying. ,

Teache What's the matter, Jim?
Jim: No o e wants to play with me. They always keep me out of all the games.
Teacher:. Can you think of any reason? Can you think of something you have done?
No answer.
Teacher: Class, may I have your attention. Jim, here, complains that no one

wants to play with him. Now, let's be reasonable, let's discuss it like grown-ups. The
best thing is not to keep things inside but tell the other person how .one fei'ls. I suggest
you tell Jim what is bothering you and I am sure we can straighten thillgs out.

Several children start speaking together.
Teacher: One minute, please. Everyone will get his chance. Just be patient.
Tom: Yesterday Jim pushed me and poked me with the elbow. He always does it.

. 4
Why should I play with him?

Linda: When he has something, he-never wants to share.
Rachel: He always wants my. things.
Robert: He is a cry -Baby.
After all the children were given a chance to explain, teacher says: "YOu see,

Jim, they have all kinds of reasons. 'I am sure now that you have heard what they don't
like you will not do it again. And you people, I want you to help Jim. You told him what
you think. Now let's all help him be one of us. I am sere it will make-us all feel better.
We are all going to be good friends. Aren't .we? ' \

A number of children nod. .

1 2 3 4 5 6 .

(14)
J i i I i .1

Very Poor Fair Good Very EXcellent
Poor Good

O

Fifth Grade

The children are taking turns reading to the class stories they have made up.
Charlie's is called The Unknown Guest.

"One dark, dreary night, on a hill a house stood. This house was forbidden
territory for Bill and Joe, but they were going in anyway. The door creaked, squealed,
slammed. A voice warned them to go home. They went upstairs. A stair cracked. They
entered a room. A voice said they might as well stay and find out now; and their father
came out., He laughed and they laughed, but they never forgot their adventure together."

Teacher: Are there airy words that give yOu the mood ofIthe story?
Lucy: He could have made the sentences a little better . . .

Gert: His sentences are too short . . .

Charlie and Jeanne have a discussion about the position of the word "stood" in the

first sentence.
-7

° Teacher: Wait a minute; some people are forgetting their manners . .

Jeff: About the room: the boys went uy he stairs and one "cracked," thenithey
were in the room. Did they fall through the stairs, or what?

The teacher suggests Charlie make that a little clearer . .

Teacher: We still haven't decided about the short sentences..

u

O



t

Gwynne: I wish he had read with more expression insteadpf all at one time.
Rachel: Not enough expression. ..----

.

Teacher: Charlie, they want. a little more expression from you. I guess we have
given you enough suggestions for one time, Charlie-,--haven't we?

1 3 4 5 6

(15) . ,.-
Very Poor Fair /Good Very Excelled' ,

. Poor Good

Sixth Grade. Scene: Weekly class niatgi.

Sally,-the chairman, calls for the secretary's report. \Items mentioned are chalk
on wills outside of school, sale of Christmas seals, one-cent fine for leaving things on
desk.

Teacher: (to secretary) Say "carried" rather than "voted through". (To
chairman): I think you forgot your standing committee.

Judy reminds the group to bring things for the Junior Red Cross packages.
Teacher asks Judy to repeat what they need for the packages.
Chairmin calls for old business.
Teacher: I think Wyland needs to give a report on duties.
Wyland .reports .

There is some discussion about watering plants.
Teacher: Don't you think we should have.a council report?
Council report follows.

1 '2 3 4 5 6

Very Poor Fair Good Very Excellent
Poor Good

(16)

4
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Name School Grade

SOCIAL STUDIES;PROGRAM SURVEY

Part I

Do not write in this space..
For project use only.

FN 37 'C 1-

(01-02) (03)

0R DS G C T
(04) (05) (06) (07) (08-09) (10)

What is your concept of the social studies? As you know, there are different
points of view among educators and others. What is actually done in social studies each
year reflects either what the teacher sees as major goals, or what the school and
curriculum set fo,rth as major goals. In practice, the main.emphasis may be determined
by both factors.

, -

Below are six descriptions of major emphasis in a social studies program. No
one of them may completely fit your situation. And no one of them necessarily repre-
sents the view of any particular theory or person.' Please read the descriptions of
ti,,, major orientations or areas of emphasis carefully. Thertplease answer the
questions, about them that follow.

1. Citizenship Transmission
Emphasis is on acumulatir.g knowledge, understandings attitudes and
abilities for good adult citizenship. It includes history and cultural
heritage, understanding of norms, commitment to values of the society,
knowledge of major responsibilities of citizens, etc. Emphasis is on
aims of socialization, social education¢ pride in country, knowledge of
country, etc.

2. Cross-disciplinary/Humanities/Integrated Concept
Emphasig is on views of man as 'a whOle.and in a variety of roles or
situations , man and his physical world, man and his community,
man as creator and explorer, etc.) It also approaches the study of man
from a variety of discipliues,and perspectives (e.g. , mathematics, science,
history, as well as, literature, art and philosophy). While the focus is on
man as an individual and as a member of society, and on society and culture*
over and above the individual, the emphasis is on totallmtterns of human
experience, knowledge and products. The underlying rationale and point of
view is humanistic rather than scientific "or empirical.

3. Inquiry Modes and Processes
Emphasis is on processes and skills.in critical or reflective thinking about
or inquiry into different pubjects, problems, issues or questions. It
includes any set of operations, activities, skills. or processes related to
increasing understanding or increasing student& abilities to do independent,
systematic, empirical problem-solvipg with respect to social issues and
questions. This category is not restficted to spegific social science
techniques and methods: It typically includes skills such as gathering and
organizing data; analyzing and interpreting data; forrhulating and testing,
hypotheses; making and evaluating inferences and generalizations, etc.



4: Self - Actualization

Emphasis is on development of awareness and knowledge of one's emotions
and feelings, unique identity, strengths and weaknesses, and of one's .actual
and potential relationships to others (peer groups, family, community, ,

society, etc.). The development of interpersonal skills is an important
concern; so also is development of identification with social issues, and
awareness of the jnterrelatednesS and complexity of all things.. Full de-
velopment of awareness, consciousness and feeling in the individual is a
central objective.

5. The Social Sciences

Emphasis is on the facts, concepts, generalizations and methods of the
social sciences. These include sociology, economics, political science,
anthropology, psychology, as well as geography. This category includes
emphasis on the structure of the discipline, on social science views of
man in general and in different cultures- and societies. It includes
consideration of methods or techniques of the various social sciences as
well as-content. Techniques include research design, sampling and survey
techniques, statistical techniques, observation and other data gathering
methods.

6. Values

Emphasis is on the understanding of different value systems, and on
methods and probedures for analyzing value issues and/or.clarifying
value conflicts. Activities include examination of controversial issues,
of underlying value assumptions or value positions in societies,and of
personal-values.

Please answer the following questions in reference to,the descriptions of social .

studies programs given above.

(11) 1. If yob had.to choose one, which single category
comes closest to what you will actually do with your
own program? (-Put the number of the category
in the space provided).

(12) 2. Which single category comes closest to what the
ideal social studies program should be? (Put the
number of the category inhe space provided

. 1;2-



31 a) Using the categories listed, how would you
characterize your own program this year ?' Put

- a 1 beside a category if you believe it is a .

prithary emphasis or importance; put 2 if a
secondary emphasis or Importance; put 3 if It
will be given no emphasis or importance. Use
any number as often as appropriate.

(13) 1. Citizenship Transmission

44j 2. Cross Disciplinary/Humanities
Integrated Concept

(15) 3. Inquiry Modes and Processes

(16) 4. -Self-Actualization

(17)- - _5. The Social Sciences

(18) 6. Values

b) To what extent is each orientation stressed or
emphasized by the materials you are using in
your program this year?

For each category put a,
1- if not at all
2 if a little
3 if somewhat
4 if extensively
5 .if to a very great extent

(19) 1. Citizenship Transmission

(20) 2. Cross Disciplinary/Humanities
Integrated Concept

(21) 3.. Inquiry Modes and Processes

(22) 4. Self - Actualization

(23) 5. The Social Sciences

(24)' 6. Values

O

-3-
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. 4. Considering all the categories together, in what
way and to what extent does each oilentation in=
fluence your teaching of social studies? Rate
each category on the following_scale:

1 ,* has, a central positive influence on what I do .
with my social studies program (kinds of
questions, discussions, materials presented,

'projeCts, etc.)

2 = some positive influence

3 = slight. positive influence

4 = no influence tone way or the other .

5 = has a slight negative influence (am apt to avoid
this emphasie to a slight extent)

6 = has some negative influence-

7 = has a central negative influence (this area is
avoided at all costs)

(25) 1. Citizenship Transmission

(26) 2.. Cross Disciplinary /Humanities
Integraied Concept

(27) 3. Inquiry Modes and Processes

(28) 4. .Self-Actualiption ,

(29) 5. The 'Social Sciences

(30) 6. Values

-4-
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b) Is your own view of what the aims and 'emphases
of social studies should, be in the, overall school
program different from one or more of those
described above?

1. Yes

2. No

If yes, please describe it in your own words.

'

a

o ;'

.

0

-5-
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OBJECTIVES SURVEY

Part II

0 A

Directions: ,;Below are a number of statements of objectives applicable to a social studies
program. They do not pertain to any specific course. They are general, educational and
instructional objectives pertaining to various kinds of knowledge, skills, attitudes or
feelings and behavior different teachers might want to teach, encourage oar enhance in their
students.

The objectiyes, as stated, are not, behavioral objectives. Nor are they the only
possible objectives that a teacher might have. Also, none of them may be entirely
satisfactory or acceptable to you as they are stated here.

We would like you, nevertheless, to rate each objective by applying the following
sentence and scale:

If I had to choose only froin this list to pick in.struetional olifectives for my
social studies program this year,l,would consider th' bjective to be:

-

I. essential .. .

51 important, but not .essentip r.
l .

1 3. desirable to achieve if pOgsibie, but of secondary importance
4. has some positiv e value, if all else is achieved .

5. irrelevant or inapproprlate to what should be accomplished in , ..,

N, i`' ..si N. ,,t,9or by myocial studies program.
.b-l' N., e 1t, be \.'c' , N.10-6 0b e,

9 "c-, +1 N5.

1. Develop the ability to expect, recognize and 1 ' 2 :3 4 5 (32)
adapt to social change.

D

Develop an appreciation "of and loyalty to our 1 . 2 3 4 5 (33)
democratic society.

3. " Promote a positive attitude towards min&rity
groups.

4. Develop an appreciation for the diversity in
huMan behavior, beliefs and customs.

a

1. 2 3 4 5' (34)...

1 2 3 5 (3.5)

5. Develop a capacity for independent study, 3 2 3 4 5 (36)
for continuing learning outside of the class- ..room.

6. Develop the ability to analyze alternative 1 2 3 4 5 (37)
value choices and to reach one's own valiie
positions.

7. Develop the knowledge Of facts, concepts,
and- generalizations which make up the
subject matter of,social studies.

Develop skills in'analyzing social issues.

1 2 3 4 5 -(38)

1 2 3 4 5 (39).



a

j1 d

9. Develop deeirabli social behaviqr.

10. Develop the. skills and attitudes necessary
for a positive self-concept.

11. Develop an unde.-standing of and skills in
using social science methods.

12: Develop critical thinking g skills, such as
skills it` framing pertinbnt questions or
formulating, hypotheses, gathering and .

organizing data, evalua ing results, and
making generalizations.

13. Develop the ability to work together co-
operatively group projects and to
contribute in group discussions.

14.. Develop library research skills. ")

15. bevetol) the cajiacity to recognize and
tolerate complexity.and ambiguity.

16.. Develop a positive attitude toWard,
learning and inquiring,

17.: Develop tie capacity to experience
multiple loyalties and identifications.

O

18, . Develop and instill desirable cultural,
social and political values.

19. Promote fttlfillrnent of Civic responsibilities.

20. Develop a more positive self-concept in
members of minorities.

t -

21. Develop an awareness of-the'similarities._
in different cultures.

22. Develop a consciousness of and commit:-
ment to social problems and issues.

23. Develop an understanding and appreciation
of onet,s feelings and emotional reactions.

O

24. Develop undere ding of and ability to
use models of . d behavior.

.
-7-

\.,
t

1

1

1

1

1 .

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

4

2

2

2

2

0. 2

'2

2

3

3

3

4 3

3

. 3

3

3

3.

3

3

3

3

3

4.

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

tz 4
, -

-,-.,..

4

4

.
..

o

.,

5

5

5

5

5
0'.

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

,

.

/

(4/3)

(41)

(4i)

(43)

(44)

(45)

(:16)

(47).

Oa).

.

(49)

(50)

(51)

(52)
.

'(53)

(54)

(55)
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I

25. Develop knowledge of fact_s_and Ciincpts
that are basic to understandjhg ourcultural
heritage. ,

Develop an ability to relatd social itudiesl,
material to every- day life td-increaselts
persOnal relevance.

27.1 Develop awareness of the relativity of
values.

28. Develop an ability and desire to apply what
is learned in social studies to one's own
ife (in decision-making, invorvement in
ivic events and processes, ``etc:

29. C ltivate appreciatidn d.0anse of the
i agination.

30. ` De elop mastery of basic terms, facts .

and oncepts of the,course.

31. Deve Op positive attitudes tdwarcis and
habit of expressing hunches and guesSes

.4. Develop an,awarenest,-and knowledge of
processes; mechanisms,' and

. effects.
.

33'. Develop and attitudes needed to
analyze value issues nil value conflicts.

34. Develop aiyareness and appreciation of
different communication media and
art -forms and media a§ expressions of
beliefs, cultures, concepts information I

apd perceptions.

35. Develop.an appreciation of differences
among cultures, and among different
gtotips of peoble .

36. Develop the:ability to judge the validity of

.4

1 2

1

1. 2 3

,1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 3 4

, 1 .. 2 3

1 * 2 3 4

in early stages of inquiry.

3 4 5 (56)

.s,

4

0

3 5 (57) ;

4 5 (58) .

.0

3 4 5 (59)

5 (60)

5 (61)'

5' (62)

5 (63)'

5. (64)"

4 5 ° (65)

1 . 2, 3 4 5 (66),

5 07)
evidence and draw sound conclusions from I i
data. °

T.
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. .

37. ..Develop positive attitudes toward scientific.
- knowledge and methods

36 Develop ability to adopt different roles in.

social situation's.

39. Develop'an ability and deSire to use
English-correctly in writing or
talking.

40. Develop an ability, to understand and
apply principles of the 'Scientific method

ago social concepts, issues and problems.

//

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

a 3

3

3

4

4

4

5

5

1(68)

(69)

0)

(71)
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Name:- Do not write in this space.

Grade: FN C# .

(01-02) (03)'.
School:

D S 'CC 11'

Date: (04) (05) (06) (07) (08-09) (10)
.

I

Verbs for Objectives 0

'Suppose you had to write terminal behavioral or perfor mance objectives for your
social studies prograin this year. Terminal objectives would be statements of the
overall objectives to be accomplished in social studies. Sich objectives would probably
read something like this:

a

When asked to do so, the student will (do, perform, demonstrate; etc) some task,
activity, concept, that is evidence of specific learning.

or this L

Given ap appropriate 'stimulus or situation, the student will (do something that
produces evidence of speCific learning)

., 0 - or this'-

Given au appropriate stimulus, 85% of the students will correctly (show evidence
of successful learning in whatever form is appropriate for the instructional objective)

Nf

A key element in such statements is of course the verb.

Terminal objectives are likely to be broader than specific instructional objectives
for individual units or lessons and, as illustrated above, they may refer to individuals
or to groups or to the whole class.

We would like you to imagine that you are formulating terminal performance
objectives for your social studies program foAlis year. From the list of 'thirty verbs
on the following page, please check tije six (6) -verbs that you think yoPwould b'e most 111,6y.
to use in 'formulating the terminal performance objectives.

a

4:



.09)

( -'9)

1. analyze

2. conclude

3. defend

-1. define

5. describe

6. design ..

7. discover

8. interact

9. invent

10. judge

(26) a 16. participate

(27) 17, prove

(28) 18. question

(29) 19rrecal I

(30) 20. recognize

(31) 21. reflect upon

021\ >22. remember

(33)' 23. share

(34) 24. speculate

(35) 25. state

(21) ' ll. know' (36) 26. summarize
6 4

ow. 0

(22k 12. list -..
4

(37) 27. su,ve).
0.

.., #

(23) fl;-"make, a decision (38) 28. undertand- , .t, ,.
..

-(24) 1:1. meet
. '
(39) . 29. use

. -.-....

(25) ... . 15. notice , '(40) . 30. work.,.
I '

S,

.5

ti

0

O

-ty

AIA



Name School Grade Do not write` in this space.
For project ti\se only.

FN \ C#
(01-02) 1

(03)

D'S \G C
104) Thir (07) \ (08) (09-11) (12)

\ I \
PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

t

Part I ' ' ! \

i

. \

s . -.
DireCtions: For each of the. following activities, please indicate hoW often, on the

-Z`..

. a

average, themajority of students in this social studies class have
°

..
,., /

..- c engaged in t hilt activity as part of their social stuciies program.

s.

O

C.

a

Circle 1 .if students have never done it.
_Circle 2`if students have done it occasionally (up to 6 6imes.) °

Circle 3 if students have done it frequently or very often.-

44

'a

1:

, 2.

3.

4.

5..

6.

7.
a

8.
.1

1

I

i
Disctissing ideas and opinions of
clapsmates.

Drawing pictaies.

-Writing 'Poerps'or stories.
, . .../

,
4 1 o

Writing reports.

Working in small groups.

Studying about what different kinds of
people do and believe.

Trying to figure out what might happen
in a neis or unfamiliar situation.

Planning class events.
. s

s
NEVER

OCCASIONALLY
(UP TO 6 TIMES)

FREQUENTLY
(VERY OFTEN)---

1

1

-1

1,

I

1

1

'1

2

?

2

2

2

2;,

4

1

3

I

13,

3

'31

3

3
a

0

o 0 r,



a

9, Doing the assigned reading.

b

OCCASIONALLY FREQUENTLY
NEVER (UP TO 6 TIMES) (,.VERY OFTEN)

.Analyzink and clarifying values. 1 2

IL Watching slides or films. 0
1 2

12.. Evaluating their performance in class or
evaluating the class-itself.

13. Working on problems which have
- .no single, clear answer.

14. Doing observation projects.

1 2

1

15. Expressing their own opinions. 1
<. .<

16. Discussing how they feel about
other people or human relation- ,
ships..

1

17. Making maps.
,

1
.

18. Making charts or graphs. 1

19. Using the library and/or doing 1

library projects.

20. Participating in class meetinds/student
government.

1

21. Learning new words used in the o 1

course.

22. Talking about their feelings
<

1

about themselves.

23. Writing answers to questions. 1

24. Listencng to me explain things.'

25. Having social awareness group meetings
(Magic C;rcle. Inside/Out, Sensitivity Grottos,
etc.)

Discussing how to make a better world.

27. Asking questions.

1

o

al

Pggi 2

2 .

.

2

2

2

2;
4

2 .

2

2

. 2

2

2

2

, 2

,

3

3

3.

3

:3

- --

1` -
3. .

3

3

3

3 ,0

3

3

3

3-

N.

:3
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OCCASIONALLY . FREQUENTLY
- . NEVER (UP TO 6 TIMES) (VERY OFTEN)^

28,

29..

Playing social studies games.

Disagreeing with me or other pupils.

1

1 '

36..
-

Doing plays and acting parts. 1

21%, Giving oral reports to the class. 1-
P

32. Finding out about what is going on in
the community.

1

83. Doing group, project ?.
.)

34. Using Polaroid camera or video-
tape to film own impressions..t

1

35. Using mimeographed handouts 1

36. Taking teacher's tests and quizzes. 1

,.
37... Chnosing theinown activiiies-

and/or projects.
1

4. LA

I.
38. Operating audio-visual oqpiiaent 1

.
$. . .

39. Acting as teachers, tutorS'or helpers
of peers or of y,tinnger stulents. a

1

40. Using programmed instruction. 1

41. Taking field trips, 1

42'. Using community resources.

43. Doing activities-in workboOks. 1

Pai-t II

Directions: Whatwere the 2 most popular activities?

Please use the numbers given in Part I.

1) most popular activity.

2) most popular activity.

0

s
Page 3

2 3

2 3

2 3

2

3

Y

.

2
2

2 3

2

2 3

2 . 3

:

2
3

2 . 3

2

2 . 3

2

.1
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Part III

CJ

.
1. On the average, how tong has the sociarstudies class been this year? Please estimate

approxiMate minutes per day for a typical week.

Average minutes
per day

Mon. Tues. Wed. -Thurs. Fri,

. .

2. Please designate the time of day when you typically hold this s ,cial studies class. Do
this by putting the number of days per week in the appropriate time period.

o

Before mid-morning

After mid - morning, ;but before lunch

After lunch

No typical time

3. a) What month, did you start social studies (regardless of specific program) this year?.
(Please circle. one. )

. ,

Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar.
01 02 03 04 05 06 07

b) What month tlid you-start,your main prOgram .(MACOS:-Harcourt, BroCe*, :Jovano
Holt: etc. ?; NOTE: If MACOS.e,was or is taught, pleas'e designatefor .

. 4

Scpt. Oct, Nov. ° ffec. Jan. Feb. Mar.
;

01 02 03 04 05 06 07

c) What month do you expect to finish your Main program (or %hat month did you finish it?)

Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June
03 04 05 06 07 08 09' 110

. .. ..

d) If students H. ill have, or have had, a socialsturlies program this year other; than the main
one, what is it (or are they?) Please list below. ,

rf 4

QJ

`Page 4

C
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4. a. To what extent does the curriculum emphasize affective content: e. g. , values,
attitudes, emotions, etc. ? Circle the appropriate number.

*2 3

jj

5

To la
great extent

5. Please ihdicate your perception of general student interest in social studies during this
year as compared to their interest in other academic areas (e.g.. , science, language
arts, math.) Please circle the appropriate number.

p
1

lelast
liked

2 3 4 5

equally
liked

belt
liked

6. Please indicate your perception of student interest in social studies during this year as
compared to their interest in non-academic areas (e. g. , physical education, music, art
etc.) Please circle the appropriate number.

3 4 5

least - equalir bdst
,liked liked liked

7. , In general, to what extent does the social studies curriculum specifically aim to develop
student achievement on each of the following `cognitive 'levels:* Circle the appropriate

of" To a
Not at Great
All Extent

1. Memory -,the recall or remembering 1 2 3 4

of,facts, rules, concepts, generalizations
etc.

2. Compi.ebehs ion. - understanding what is
being communicated but not' necessarily

,relating it to other thingS.

3. Application - using knowledge, methods I 2 03

theories etc. in new situation's (to,
solve problems, for example)

o

2 3 4

,
*Derived frpm Bloom's Taxonomy of EZIucational Objectives: Cognitive Domain

Page

f

. '

5

1f

5
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Net at

4. Analysis - breaking something down into 1P 2 3

its component parts and understanding the,
interrelationship of the parts

)
5. Synthesis - patting, things together-to form 1

a new entity such as a new Idea," hypothesis
Or set of relationships

6. Evaluation - making quantitative and
qualitative judgments based on stated
Standards or criteria

4

0

Curriculum is defined here to include the objectives, materials, content, teaching
strategies, and instructional activities of your social studies course this year.
Curriculum thus means here the- social studies program (materials, series, etc.)
as put into action by the teacher.

To a
Great Extent

5

5

4 5

O a
O



Name L.

School
0

Date
t.

O

MACOS Course Checklist

It is extremely important to know what units and lessons were (and will be) covered
what materials were used, And the approximate times spent for the MACOS classes involved
in our research project. The following checklist looks horrendous, but all it is is alist
'Of units, lessons and materials taken from MACOS teachers' booklet #3-7. The same list
occurs in Booklet #2 (A Guide to the Course.) Each unit is given, and under each unit are
listed the lessons in the order in which they appear in'the guides. Also listed are the main
materials supplied by the publisher listed for each lesson, as per the guides.

Booklet #2 says: "There is po,,average' class, nor is there a 'best' way to teach the
course" (p. 5.) This may be so, but We need to know what was (or will be) covered, for,
how long, and with what; not what might or could have been done.

I t the end.of tie MACOS Checklist, we will` ask you to list briefly other social
studte' units taught this clasds this year, if applicable. Below are the instructi,ons for
filling in the"colurnns on the checklist thaefollows.

3.

Units Covered and Times
4-`

trnits are listed in Capital Letters and Underlined. If
you taught any or all of a given unit, please uput the
number of weeks spent on the unit, to the best of your
'knowledge. For units you plan to cover but haven't
gotten to yeti, also put a P next to the planned; number
.:7,fweeks. Indicate fractions of weeks if appropriate.
In figuring numbers of weeks ,spent use consecutive

. school weeks; don't include vacation lime, time
diVerted to-other programs, etc.

O

a 8D

2
Lessons, Topics and Materials Used

Lessons (or topics) as given in the'
Teacher's Guides are .listed A, B, C,
D, etc..under the units. Please check
each lesson or topic introduced to and
studied in some way by the Class as. I
part o: the unit. Alio, please check
the materials used by students during
the unit. Some materials are, optional.
in the course bt are listed here for
your convenience. ,Also, sometimes
teachers add other materials or
activities, or use materials from other
units of 'the course. Space is provided
for indicating these.
NOTE: For lessons ancrmaterigs you
plan to use but haven't gotten to yet, put
P.



I. INTRODUCTORY LESSONS: WHAT'S IN A LIFETIME Weeks spent on Unit
O

Lessons: A. Man, All Men
B. Life Times and Life Cycles
C. Looking at Man and Other Animals

Materials:
Booklet: The Life Cycle
Filmstrip: LOoking at Animals
Record: In the field
Miscellaneous: Photographs or pictures

of children
Others: (Please List)

Topics and Materials.Used
for each Unit

C

-G.

***************4.**i****************44***********************************************

II. SALMON
4

Lessons:

st- Topics and Materials Psed
Weeks Sped on Unit - for.each Unit

A. Animal Adaptation
B. Life Cycle of the Pacific Coast Salmon
C. Examining the Behavior of Salmon
D. Life Cycle Variables
E. Information and Behavior

Materials:
Film: The Life Cycle of the Salmon

'Booklets: Salmon
Animal Adaptation

. Animal Studies c-
Information and Behavior

Miscellaneous:, salmon Problem Sheets
Life Cycle Chart
Reproduction Inforniation

Others: (Please List),
2

5)4

0

if
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M. HERRING GTJLLS

Lessons:

....IMO..

Topics and Materials Used
Weeks Spent on Unit for each Unit-

A. Introduction to Herring Gulls .

B. Examining the Causes of Gull Behavior
C. Innate and Learned Behavior
D. Examining the Behavior of Gulls in Groups
E. Evaluating Animal Material with New

Perspective
F. The Kittiwake
G. Structure and Function
H. Natural Selection

Materials!
Film: Herring Gull 'behavior
Booklets: Herring Gulls

1 9

Innate and Learned Behavior
-Salmon
Animal Studie
The Observer's Handbook

("Observing Conflict")
Structure and Function
Natural Selection

Filmstrip: Herring Gulls
Miscellaneous:

. Dittoes: Iferring Gull Stales
Kittiwake,
Natural Selection Worksheets
The Peppered Moth .

Others: (Please List) )

4

to

*********.***************************************************************************

IV. BABOONS

Lessons:

P 1.1......,4r.

g

We6ks Spent on Unit

4. The Baboon .Environment <

Bt Introductionto Members of the Troop
C. Obsiirving Behavior of Young Baboons
D. Methods of Studying Babpons
E. The Troop: AffectionM Bonds and Dominance

Topics and Materiali Used
for each Uriit

1



1

a Examining Troop Organization °
G. Chimpanzees: A Primate Contrast
H. Baboon Troop Range's
I. Communications In the Troop
J. .Baboon Sounds and Human Speech ti

Films: Animals In Amboseli
The Younger Infant
The Older Infant
The Baboon Troop
Miss Goodall and the Wild Chimpanzees

Booklets: Alma's of the African Savannah
Baboons
Field Notes of Irven DeVorq
The Observer's Handbook
The Baboon Troop
The Chimparizee
.Baboon Commtintion'

Filmstrip: Baboons
;..Record: In the Field

Miscellaneous: Photomurals
Environment Boards
Nairobi Game Park Map

Others: (Please List)

.

,16n.....

a

Topics and Materials Used
for each Unit.

r

. ,,**,;
CAMPS 'Topics andalViaterials Used

for each Unit

,$:;t,
".THE-NETSILIK ESKIMOS AT THE INLAND

-I; THE NETSILIK WORLD Weeks Spent on Unit-
,

'A. Man Lives in Zwo Worlds
B. The Physical giAd Symbol! Worlds Influence Man's

, Behavior
'C. Knud Rasmussen and his Journal

The'Familr .

E. , Migratory Life on the Tundra

alk

0

ti

V
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Mateiiait:

Record: Words Rise Up'
Filmstrip: Netsilik Life.
Miscellaneous: PliotOthurals

o ;dishing at the' Stone WOLF, I
Knud
Life on the Tundra

Booklets:. This World We Know
a

Songs and Stories of the Netsilik.Eskimos 3

A Journey to the 'Aretie
The Arctic

Topiesjuiclaterials Used
for each Unit

I

! /
I

Pell Bay Map
Others (Please List)

44

.J

/

stc
************7******************************.**********,********4******************.*****

.-
II. THE HUNTING WA 617 LIFE Weeks Spent onbnit

1

Lessons A. A Plan for Hunting
B. Tools
C. Designing a Tool .

D. How Netsilik Tools are"Usd; The Bow
° and Ari-ow Carpe

E. Crossing-PlaceVunting
F. The Crossing -Place.Hunting Ganie
G. Sharing at Caribou Camp.
H. Tiin,Birth of a Hunter

2. I
Materials:

Film: Af the Caribou CrossingP1 II
Booklets: Antler and Fang

Stalking the Pdper Clip`
The Data Book . . 1.

A Journey to the Arctic .
.

..-
...

q... / . 9
Songs and Stories Of the Netsilik Eskinics .

, 'This Wdrld Welc.novi°
Record: Words Mae Up ., .

GaThiies": Caribou Il ng:- Tablet, of game maps'
I"

------andr arae materials
.3--- -

3

. e

1

I

4

.
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.

Topics and Material t Used
for each Unit

Miscellaneous: Eskimo Cards
Tool Box (collected ,by teacher)
Pelly Bay Map

Bunting Caribou at.a
Crossing

NetOrtik Portraitt'
Otherer (PlaSe List)

c

I\

************************* ** *****************************************1************
. . ,

_ /
)I*111. NETSILIK FAMILIES' -UWeeks Spent On nit I ..

\

i

tes: A. A Farq y g an Autumn River Camp
-r B. Men a41 Women Prepare for Winter

C.. nowlt mangnark Got His Wife
D. Childr n.Learning .,. ',

\E. Tamil Ties and ExpecNd Behavior_ ______
'....

Materials:
Film: At t

Al t
110(4:lets:

Filmstrip:
Record: W
MisCelLane

e Autumn River Camp,. I
e Autumn River -Camp,
Journcye the Arctic

it4 Data Bo6k
World We Know

'he True Play: -"How Itimangnark-got
Kingnuk

he* Girl He R eally Wanted
he Obs'erver's Handbook

\

opgs and Stories of the Netsilik Eskinios
Netsilik Life.,
rds Rise Up
us: Pelly Bay Map

,Eskime Ca.pds
ease Livst)'

ft.
, 4

44

Others: (P
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NETSILIK ESIMAO ON THE SEA

tir

Topics and Materials Used

,I. THE_ DANGERS OF WINTER Weeks Spent on Unit
for each Unit

- 1 .
...

Lessons: A. Coping with Winter by 11oving to the Sq. Ice
B. Old Kigtak ,

.
,

,.... 0. The Sea Ice Caliip: 'Netsilik Viewpoint
D. The Need to Explaisi'

. 1 / 4.

Materials: . ., i

Film: Winter Sea Ice Camp, I- I

Bboklets: A Journey to the A ale 1

The Data Book i

. ),--;
,.

On Firm Ice
"-.' The Arctic

. Song& and Stories of the Netsilik Eskimos
,/,:f This World We Know ,

p4rd: Worcb Rise Up /

`Filmstrip: Netsilik Life i 0
.

1. Miscellaneous: Photomural: The Trek ,

. Netsilik Portraits i

Poster: Families of Pelly Bay 'l

13 elly Bay Map
Dittoes : Building an Igloo

Life at Winter Camp
Others: (Please List) c

********i**'************,..4k ,if**;******4,***********!******v**********.***********it
-

/ %v
. II. THE 'HUNTING WA/1T OF LIIE'IN WINTER Weeks Spent on Unit

VT-

Lessons: A.. Iunting Seals at. Breathing Holes

. - B. Vords and Actd to Bting Good Seal Hunting
.C. StrategieS for Hunting Seals
i3. The Value of;a Distribution System

. E. j. Seal SharinglPrtnerships.
. ,

"/

; Materials:. . .

/., F119: Winter S&t.Ice Camp; I
'4, Winter Sea Ice Cathp; II

Booklets: A Journey to the Arctic
7 5
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0

O

6

Booklets': 'The Data Book
The Arctic
On Firm' Ice

Topics and Materials Used
on each Unit ' ,

Songs and Stories of the Netsilik Eskimos
This World We Know
The Many Lives of Kiviok

Record: Words Rise Up 4

Games: Seal Hunting Game Boards, Record ,

Sheets and Other Materials
.Miscellaneous: Photomural: A Sticcessful Hunt

Seal for Sharing
Es,kimo.'Cards

Dittoes: .NETSIRK (seal)
Seal Sharing Parnership Sheets

Posters: Seal for Sharing ' .

A Camp on the Sea Ice
Families of Pell' Bay

Others: (Please List)

c.

4

.
*********************************************************************.*************

M. WINTER CAMP: THE INDIVIDUAL AND THE GR OITP

Lessons: A. Ties Between Individuals',

Materials:

B. Winter Festival
C. Conflict Between Individuals
D. The Group Acts. to Protect Itself
E. The Individual and the Grthr

Film:. The Legend of the Raven,'
Booklets: On Firm Ice

Journey to the Arctic"
Songs and Stories of the Netsilik Eskimos

Posters: A Camp on the Sea Ice

_Miscellaneous;
Dittoes: Netsilik Song Partners

j.
Eskimo Games

Weeks Spent on Unit

or

,trr

I



Others: (Please List)

**********************************.ic***********************************************
Topics and Materials Used

on each unitIV. THELONG GAZE , Weeks Spent on Unit

J Lesdons: A. Nanook of the North
B. The Changing Lives-of Canada's,Eskimos
C. -What Makes..Man Human

Materials:
Naliook of the North
Winter Sea Ice Camp, III

Filmstrip: The Netsilik Today
cs

Others: (Please List):

1

. cz

)t**********************34#*******,**********************;K***I*************************
% .

Including this present year, how many years have you taught MACOS?

Did you give homework assignthents in-MACQS? Ye's No.
e

.
If Yes, about how often?

1. A few times duringthe coarse (1-3 times)
2. Quite g few, times during th'e Course (4 - 10 time
S. At 1041 once with each unit
4. At Nast several tithes with each unit
5: Usttally for most lessons

{

Some MACOS teachers hasve been teaching other social studies programs to the class involved
in our research project as well as MACOS. Fhis may have been done before, during or after
teaching MACOS. If this was the case for your class, -please provide us with a description of
the content covered in the additional pr9gram(s) on the following pages. If there was another
program taught or used While MACOS was being given, plea6e put MACOS as the program in
Column 5 (Concurrent or SuppleMentary Programs or Tests) for the per,io'ds applicable.
Otherwise, please indicate the program in Column 5 as appropriate. Thank you for your
assistance.

O
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POSTTEST ADMINISTRATION

INSTRUCTIONS
/ , -

"---.136-you remember last fall when I first visited this class I divided it up into

Group A and Grotp B and you all did somests and questionnaires? I'm going to do the

same `thing today.

Here are the names of the kids in Group A. Please raise your hands as I (or the

teacher) calls your name. (Distribute to Group A.)(' Then tobroup B.)

Please put your name, teacher's name and school on the firSt form. Do it on the

rest as_you_ga_along. Donit_farget. For some of these questionnaires there are no right or

. .

wrong answers. In any case, you will not be graded on how you do. Nothing will go on your

school-record. So just do your best, and each person.do his own work.

Let's do the first Questionnaire, called Study Choices. e
45,

(Note: if STEP_ is still to be given; at the end of the period, say: I (or

back for a final visit to the class in a few days.)

1)

) will be

O



POSTTEST ADMINISTRATION
INSTRUCTIONS

, s

, Do you remember last fall when I first visited this class I divided into, . -

-
0

Group A and Group B and you all did some tests and questionnaires? I'm going to 'do the

same thing today. ,

Here are tho names of the kids in Group A. Please raise your hands as I (or the

teacher) calls your name. (Distribute to Group A.)( Then to Group B.)

Pleaie put your name, teacher's name and school on the first forte. Do it_on the

rest as you go along. bon't forget. For some of tiese questionnaires there are no right ar

wrong answers. In any case, you will not be graded on how you do. Nothing will go on .your

school, recotd. So just do your best, and each person do his own work.

Let's do the first)testioniiaire, ailed Study Choices.

(!Note: if STEP is still to be given; at the end of the period, say: J (or ) will be

back for a final visit to the class in a feW days.)

Q

4

90

A

I

p.
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POSTTEST ADMINISTRATION
INSTR,IJC TIO/rS'

O 4

Do you remember lattlall when I first visited this class I diVide4d'it up into* ;

' Group A and Group B and you all did some tests and questionnaires? Pm geirig to do the

same thing today.
4.

Here are the names of the kids in Group A. Please raise your hands as nor the

teacher) calls your name.) (Distribute to Group A.)( Then to Group R.)
4.

Please put your name, teacher's name and school on the fitSt form. bo it on the

"o- . reit as you go along. Donn forget. For son of these questionnaires there are no right, or

wrong answers. In any case, you will- not be raded onhow you do. Nothing will go on your

schOol recoed. %So,just do your best, and each person do hisown work.

Let's do the first Questionnaire, called Study Choices.

. (Note: if STEP is still to be even; at-the end of the period, say: I (or ) will be

'back for a final visit to the class in a few days.)

r

0

0

1.00-

10.



POSTTEST ADMINISTRATION
-

r
O

O

Do you remember. last fall when 4 first visited this class I divided it up into

Group A and Group B and you all did,some tests and questionnaires? I'm going to do the

same thing today.

Here :are the names of the kids in Group A. Please raise your fianils as I (or the

teacher) calls your name. (DiStribute to Group A'.)( Then to Group B.)
- t

Please put youename°, teacher's name and school on the,first form. Do it on the
CI 4,

4

rest as you go along. Don't forget. For some of these questionnaires there are no right or

wrong answers. In any case, you will hot be graded on how you do. Nothing will go on your

school record. So just do ybili bes_Land each person do his own work.

Let;4 do the first Questionnaire, called Study Choices.

(Note:' if STEP is still-'to be given; at the end of the period, say: I (or ) will'be

back for a'final visit to the class in a few days.)

4

'10

.1

4



NAME
-

SCHOOL ' 4te

DATE

.

SO IAL STUDIES COURSE CHECKLIST,

.

.1 .
We know the social studies .program you areddwiling to the class involved in our retearch 'project It is extremely

.
important to our curriculum study,ts you could expect, to !lave a formal description of the actuarcontent structure of your
social studies program from beginnini0o end of the year. We are asking aft MACOS and non-MACOS)teachers to infornins
as to which units of the social studies text or program were actually (or will be) covered and to what extent the approximate
times spent for these units were and what other supplementary inatdrials or:ji,rograms were used concurrently.

. -,, ,. - / -.... . 1. . c , ,

. We do not intend to i mply, in I' ny way that particular units or tess.ons should have beerl covered, or particular times
. shoula.have beenspent. We are asking for a listing of what was or will be done*starting from the beginning of, the year and,

.
,

going to the end. . k - , . '
a.

D.

,. . .
Below are the instructions for filling in the columns for the checklist.

1/ . TEXT 2/ UNITS COVERED.

Please write the 'Rame Please write 'in
,d?

of the text(s) your class . which units in the
social studies text
were taught. If
you have not yet
taught a particular

',unit,, but plan to,
put a (P) beside the
unit title:

has been using in their
social studies class.
If there is more than
one primary text,
write it !in as well.

-. . ,,
..

440TE. On the followini pages are numbered.,
columns for.Yoa to 'fill in the-

information requested.
.

3/ CHAPTERS OR LESSONS
COVERED

Please put a (v) inark if
the designated chapters
iessons within eacii\uniChave
been be coveted. If
you taught some, butnet all
of thelesso or sub-units
for a par lar unit, please'
write in ich chapteri.or
lessons W Nt taught. f
these are in ntandard or
commercial text, just put in
the chapter-numbers .

____.

4/APPROXIMATE TIME
IN WEEKS

For each unit taught
(or planned for the
remainder of the

,year), Please put
the approximate
number of wee!is or
Itaction3 of weeki
Spent -on the unit (or
plhned4or it.) If
you attp really not
sure, -pdt a (?). In

figurinp;:numbers of
weeks spent, use consecu-
tive school weeks. Dot,
include'vacation time; time
diverted to other .progra'tne
etc,.

5/ CONCURRENT OR.s.
SUPPLEMENTARY
PROGRAMS OR TEXTS

If you,have used or
plan to Use any
supplementary
niaterials or programs
with your Ocial studies
program, please
describe wkat these
programs were or
will be.

o

loa



27 ' UNITS COVERED

pg

r

b

CHAPTERS OR APPROXIMATE'
LESSONS COVERED 4/ TIME IN.VIEEKS

,
- J

Q

a

*1

.Q

...

4

ti
0

,

CONCURRENT OR
. _SUPpLEMEN_TAitY.t

PROGRAMS OR 1..1

V TEXTS

t

cV,

Jo

.1

s.
Th-----;.-.L.

,i********************************************44****4:**********,,*********
*t**********************w****************

:,.
. - . .:.

.

(How many years have you taught the social studies program your"
class is presently studying? ,

i
,

1 0 r

A Did you give h9mework assignments in this social studies program?
..._ _° yes - no. i

,.

& I
I

If yes, about how' often?

1.. A few "times during the course (1z3 times) ,

2. Quite afew tithes clueing° the course (4 -1O times)

3. At leak once with each unit
.4. At least several times with each unit

5. Usually for most lessons

9

4

O O

A

1CI



NAME 4:

11,

.SCHOOL

-,

1

FOR CLASSES,THAT HAD MACCS AND OTHER PROGRAMS
h

We do not iutend..to imply in any way that particular units or lessons should have been coyered, 9r particulai- times

should haw: been,spent. We are asking for a listing of what waspr wal.be.done, starling from the beginning of the year and

going. toathe 4evir. .

lt

. . -

Be low
. ..

inare the initructions for filling n the columns for the checklist.
¢,a

TEXT

Please %mite-the name
'of.the'text(s) your clabs
has been:using in their.
sociat studies. class.
If there is more than

- L one primary text,
write it in as veil..- . , 4,

1

.1

1U

4.

. 5/ CONCURRENT OR-

2/-* UNITS COVEftED ',..3/.CHAR',1*ERS :11APPI;OXIMATE TIME SUPPLEMENTAJIY----
COVE11ED.' IN WEEKS PROGRAMS- OR TEXTS

Please write Fin-
which, units in the-
soc,iiif studies text
Mere taut.. Jf

. you haw not-yet
taught a parficularz "
uAit; but plan to,
put a.(P) beside th6
Anil, title.

.

r

O

Please put a (t1 mark if all
rat designated chapters or
leisons"within each unit have
been Of If
you. taught some, but not all
'of the lessons or sub-units
-for a paiticular unit, please
write in which chapters or
lessons were taught. If
these are in a standard or
cokimercial text, just put in,
theChapter numbers'.

I
4 411

.

For each unit.taught
(or planned for the

. remainder of the
'year), please put
the approximate
number dweekstor
fractions'of,weelcs
spent on the unit (Or'
planned for it.) If

- you are realty not
sure,' {tut a (?). In
figuring nuinbei3s of
weeks spent, use consecw-

- Live school weeks. Don't
include -vacation time, time
diverted to otter" programs
etc.

If you haVn used or
plan to use ariy
supplementary
materials or programs
with you-social studies
program, pledse
describe what these
programs were or
-wane.

II

,



TEXT
/

2/

I

CONCURRENT ,OR
SUPPLEMENTARY

CHAPTER'S OR APPROXIMATE PROGRAMS OR
UNITS COVERED 3/ LESSONS COVERED 4/ TIME INVEEKS------5/- -TEXTS A

4

a

r -,:. .- 4; t,
****41444f****4444,************i*********vic********t*f***I************** *****************************#*************

4......)

'How mall), years have you taught the social studies program your
class is presently studying?

., ._.

Mid you give-homework assignments in this social studies program?

v.

\ 1 E

yes

If yes, about how often?

1. A few times during the: course (1-3 times)
2: Quite a few times during the course (4-10 times)
3. At ['east once with each unit .
4. At least ,several times with each unit
5. Usually for most lessons

2

t

a

103
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/ R. Program Selection inSocial Studies ..,
i
i

1

1. Are there formally stated educational goals of social studies for. the district?

(07) , 1. Yes (If yes, please provide,a copy with this questionnaire.) , 4
e, ,

,

4
PNathe;

District:44-

Date:

o

.

The questions. below 'pertain to elementary social studies programs and curriculums
throughout y'onr school district. All data will be treated as confidential and will not be
used in such a way as to identify the individual district. Please answer all questions
according to your best knowledge, information or judgment. Thanks for your consid--

.,eration and attention.

DISTRICT FORM

Please do not-write in this space.
For project use only

FN 60 C# 1

(ovey---; (03)

R D S

(04) (05) (06)

2. No

a. If yes, are they stated by grade level?

1. Yes

2. No

b. When were they established?

(09) If Within the last 12 months

2. 1-2 years ago

3. 2-4 years ago
0

4. 5 or more years ago -

c. How were they established for the district? (Please describe briefly
flow the social studies goals were developed.) If a committee or Task
forceiwas involved, what was its composition.? What steps were taken
to arrive at a final list of goals?,



0

0

.0

0,
d. To what extent can there be variations in the educational goals of the

sociaLstudies curriculum ffoin,buildine to building?

1. No variations

2. Some local option -

3. .Complete determination of goals fat the building level
. -2. What is theprOcess foi adopting and installing a particular program or set

< of materials in one or'inore Schools in the district?

4

a. Please describe the,process.(the sequence of events) by which TACOS
came to be installed (used for, the first time) in your district. What
started the process? What steps and decisions followed? Who made
the decisions? Was there training Or other prepaiation involved?
Describe the process through thefirst year ofuse.

0

\

b. After initial installation of 1VIACOS, what if any process has taken place to
disseminatet further in your district?

ti



O
c. Iii what ways, if any, do the processes described in 2a and 2b differ

for other elementary social studies programs used in the district?

0

d. What specific role or roles do elementary teachers play in social studies
program selection and adoptiOn for elementary- Schools?
.

(1) Is the role different in other academic areas?
. .

-1. .Yes (How?)

2. Noy
- 0

e. What' specific role, or role's do principals play in selection, adoption and
continuation of elementary social studies programs in their schools.

(1) Is their role different in other academic areas? .
(.2) 1. Yes (HOw?)

2. No

. ,
f. What specific role or,roles does the,district social studies coordinator,

dsupervisor, or director play in selection, adoption and continuation of
elementary social studies programs?

# #

O

"h.

1'7



-

(14),

W.

4.4a

O

O

(1)-Is-the`role-of similar-peopledIfferentitx_o_ther academic areas?

1,. Yes (How ?)

2. No

g. What specific role Or roles do parents, or community groups play in
social studies selection, adoption and continuation in the elementary
,school?

° ( 1) Is the role differept in other academic-areas?

1. Yes (How?)

2. No

ti

B. .prozrarii Evaluation in Social Studies
1

1. Please describe briefly how elementary social studies programs are
'evaluated in your district. What data are gathered and used by whom
to decide whether t,o drop, modify or continue a program? How often'
is it done? (Noie: the recommendations of a consultant or a'conimittee
is cdneldered.a form of data. Informal recommendattons-by teachers
are also data. So 'too are pre and post test scores, statistics obtained
from experime!jts, etc.)

-\

a

AIN

k

t

C

O



a.

S2. Is a district-wide standardizedkest program. employed?

(15). 1. Yes

2. No

(161- a. If yes, .at what grade (s) ? check all applicable.

.(4

a
3. Does your dirt

4

0

5, 5. 8

6. 9

7. lo

8. 11

9,

0

at-ions-0f,
elementary social studies, programs and curricula by means -other
than pitiodic standardized teiting? , .

.

(171 1. Yes

2. No

,

G

..a. If yes, what kinds oestud s are. made? (PleaSe7check all applicable)
a '' '

(18) . 1. Genuine experiments. (with or without some form of random assignment)
a

2. Quasp-ekperiments (with or without control or comparison groups)

.3. Case.studies

4. Analyses_and ratings materials .

'

'CU *rendes, workshOps

6. -Surveys

a

ririET;reports

8. Video tapes, films, audio tapes

9, Other (please describe:

-5-

d



ry

C. Impacts
%

, .
.,

1. Within the past 5 year's have there been impacts (changes, significant
pressures, episodes, etc. positive or native) of a) MACOS, and b)
other elementary SocialStudies'prograls:in.your district in ary of the - .
follOwing-areas? Please-rate_eachitem._below for MACOS and for Other
by applying the appropriate number from the following scale:

. -
1 2 3 4

. 5

I . . - I

strong .. , negative no r ., posiliye strong
..

negative impact impact impact impact positive impact° : --1
. -, , ,

,

Please put your rating on tlie line in-each column. If you'indicate
impact for Other please indicate witch program.. -

°

___MACOS Other (Which?),

(19-g0) a. Purchasing or
procurement policy
or practice

(21-22) b. Prograreoi-,
curriculufn
selection deciSiOn
processes

(23-24) :

o.

c.: Classroom supply,
support, logistics

o L

(25-26) d. Nrent or
community
involvement or
interest

(27-28)

0

4

,

e. Public
confrontations_
debates ,



(27-28)i f. Cburse scheduling

(29-30) g. Dbsign or relation-
ships of social .

____studieit curriculum
across grade levels

0

MACOS Other (Which?)

131-32) h.. Design or relation-
ships of social
studies-and-othor-
disciplines within'

'grade levels.
A

0

co

4

(33-34) i. Staff development,
teach-er professional
development'

(35-36) j. Grading and
reporting to parents

. .
..(3748) k. Parent communications

.'with and visits to school

(39-40) r 1. cational
philosophy ° O

o-

r . a
(41.-42) m. Teachersl_roles;

- funotfons in system
'N

O

-(43-44) ° n. Teacher-teacher
relations

1(45-46)

t

N
o. Teher-radministration

relations
0

u
4



It

A

2: In your,opinion, what has beer: the most significACchange in the area
of elementary social stutilW3 DirMtrldistrint-dttringTtAte-past-fivo years?

' In your j d
of ele

z/-
4,4

hat is the
'ocial studie

nst urgent need or problem in theareit
n yotir district?

. -

0

6

A

0

A

O

44.

0



1

COMPARATI.V.Iq COS'l SURVEY

. What schopl year was MACOS first pUrchased?

2. Was a propr-osat
budget approval? Yes

3. Wheat was the initial-installation4lan?

a.. Number of classroom sets: it
,

b. Number of film sets: It ; -.

°
ed-A-cr obtairr eitnteuttrm and

If yes, may we see ii\copy -of it?
.%

NN,

: Purchase? Lease /Purchase?

S

Other ?

No

c. Number -of cartridge loadjinr_projectors? IF ;

d. Other purchases of materials or equipment-? What? What costs?/
k

e. ":,Intended use:-

'Grade levels
/

.It OfclasSes ; if of schoolts approximate if students

ti

f. What was-the eurricu lunpplan?, (E.g., one year social studies course; part
science, part social studies; half of program,one year, half next, etc.)

0

a'
-What was the staff development 'Ilan? .(E.g., Regional Summer Institutes;
Lcical Workshops; tc.). How many teachers? What were the casts?

). What was-the anageMent and logistics plan? How were films to be shared.'
ti distributed, c:

10

4 a ma



7Y -2--

0

Were there any bother cost factors'associatedrwith the initiation Of MAPOS?
t 4

_t
1+

-fwere initial costs distributed or allocated in the schobl budget?
,1what budget,categories? Over'what period of years?)

How...have mnterinls,_ films, and equipment been amortized? -e,c

4. Since initial installation of.M
classes, schools, grndes; in
cation of course; it'manag

.`c

.4`

43
Over

o

A/COS, what changes have taken place (it additional
decreases in classes, schools-, etc; in use or appli-
=lent of it, etc)? ,

Do you know or park you estimate what costs have been incurred in suchianges?

- n ...

I

O

I
fl

b) Do you know or can you estimate what repla+cement or niaintenince costs have,
been incurred since initial insp iration of,MACOS?

e

4.

k\that_buelw_ea the-other prun-social--studies prerg-ffrn(s) for your district° at the
ch MACOS has been used since lite 1971-2 school year? (ti it. or they .vary

from school lo sehoo:just put "Variable.1'),,

\
at

O

A

6. When was this (liese).proff ram(s) initiated with respect to purchase and use (i.
what school years)?

.a

to

i



"

-

fi

.tolo

1

7. Do youlnow or ban you estimate what the scoge'of application of this (these)
-- program-was at the MACOS applied grade levels?

,Grade Level itiof classes . # of schools Ap roximate # of students

t

y.I,

11)9 you knew or min you estimate-initial costs to the school district of this (these)
rog-ram?

Texts

.

_Kits Films Equipment 7 Staff beVelopmeni

w have 'costs been handled in the budget? How amortized?

c

Ilav'e there been cha des in the application and/or management of the program(s)
since initial use that affeetedcosfs? (Additional cusses, teachers, equipment,
staff.develowents etb) Do you know or can you estimatelhese changes and

4

:

4 3 1.

costs?.

",

e.

,. . . .-..

1U. What was We overall aprroximate average per pupil cost at (he.uppei elenientary ;

i ,,
'level (grades 5-6) the year MACOS was first used? :'''''-rftisYear?

- .

-ft
12. ganSidering the factors involved in use and management of MACOS ard.other

# .'- socialstudies programs fa your district, do you think a cost per pupil kr-year/ -
-----7---:---comparisqn.is fair_and appropriate? - Yes No' Don't Knew.,,

If 41e. heuk-might it be midleading?' - ... . .

,ft

'

>
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APPENDIX B

I
a a

Further Characteristics of Drstricts in the Study.
a

"

.1, a

0
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°

I. Social Studies Curriculum Selection, Evaluation and Impacts
try

Each of the 15'-school districts participating'in the project completed a

questionnaire called a District Form. The questions contained in this' forM

. -pertained to charabteristics of,elementary social studies programs and

O

ricrla used in school districts. We were interested in obtaining.a profile of

these districtst'social studies programs with respect to the followidg charac-
,

terAstics: therocess of curriculum adoptionr-dissemination and evaluation;

the prole teachers, yrincipals, social studies coordbi ators and parents, play in
.;:

:curriculum selection.and adoption; the impact MACOS and other elementary

social studies-programs had in a number of areas; the most significant change

1'

which occurred in the area Of elementary social studies during the last 5 years

and the most urgent problem or need in 'elementary` social studies in each of

the districts. The categories in many tables were derived from the respondents'

answers. The information as reported by the districts was -in. those cases coded

by the project.
- .

The following tables repiesent the ,data,collected for each of thequestions

listed on the District Form. The tables provide percent'ages of districts coded
1

in different categories. Since some school districts did not answer all questions

on the form,and some districts made comments that pertained to more than one

category for a queition, N is given for all tables. The questions and tables are

presented in the same sequence as listed iti,the questionnaire.'

'A. Goals and adoption processes
"I

1. The first question is: Are there formally stated educational
goals of social studies for the district?

% N

Yes , 67 (i0
No 33 5

B-1

122



.

11) If yes, are they stated by grade level?
*.r

%

61-
No 33 4

.0
lb) Whet) were they (social studies goals) established?.

% N
Within the last 12 months .-- 38 .5
1-2 years ago 23 3
2-4 years ago 31 4
5 or More year ago 8 1

lc) 'Brieflyslescribe how these social studies goals were
established for the district.

Curricidum Committee 82 9

Textbook derived 9 1

Stage laws 9 1

82% of the responding districts Stated that a-curriculum committee or tilF;1-

force most frequently representing all elementary grade levels and all schoco bro' -

ings in the district,is set up to decide upon the adoption and implementation ot

the social studies programSs) and in particular, to establish the educational

objectives for the district.

1d) To what extent Can there be variations in the educational
goals of the social studies curriculum from building'to buildiw;

% N
No variations . 14 2

Some local option. 57 8

Complete determination
of goals at building level

29 4

1

O

2a)< Describe' the process through the first year of use by which
MACOS came to be installed in your district. This questions
was broken down into (1) the adoption process and (2) the
implementation process.

B-2
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(1)

ti

.

Principal's recQmhlendation
Administration's recommendation
Social Studies Coordinator' recommendation
Curriculum Committee initiated
'Outside Consultant's recommendation
Staff interest

%

- 14
14

7
21
36

7

N
2'-2
1
3

5
1

. ek
---( 14..Teachers received MACOS in-service ,78 7

.
' training-

Teachers received-training from 22 2

other teachers iii district

The initial imp'tus or, interest in MACOS came most frequently from

an outside consultant and once MACOS was formally adopted by a school

district, the teachers in that district interested in implementing MACOS,

would most frequently receive in- service training.

2b) After initial installatiodoPMACOS, what process has taken
Place to disseminate it further in your district?

Through observation of on-going MACOS 40 6

classes in the district , . .
Through staff development and in-service
training

27 4

Through teacher initiated requests 7..

Consultant facilitated training and
in- service

13 2

_Through grade level meetings 7 1

Other ,,- -

None
7

13

.

2

This table represents a 'duplicated count. If the respondents answers

could be coded in more than one category, each response was coded and

tabulated All school districts answered this question. Observation of a.

f

MACOS class appears to be the prevalent mode of disseminating this progra.

B-312 1



2c) In wharways does the adoption and dissemination process
differ for other elementary social- studies programs used

p

in the district ?

/, % N...

.
No difference . 40- 6
MACOS has more intensive /extensive 27 4
in-service training . , . ..
Routine curriculum adoption process 20 3
didn't apply to MACOS . -

)

Textbook committee iierects other m

. 1
social studies' programs 7

. Unclear answer 7 .,. .
,,

,

2d) What specific role or roles do elementary teacheri play
,. in social studies program selection and adoption for

elementary schools?
:- 4-.0, .

. . .4., % N
.

Rill responsibility 27 4 '' .
111jembers.of curriculum selection/ 60 9 4" .

. 'adOptioncommittee
Participate in materials-selection 13 2

\.process \

2d(1)) Is the role different in other academic areas?

A \ Yes 0
No 93 -13

Not Sure 7

1
N

to

z.

2\e) ,What specific role or roles do principals play in Selection°,
adoption and continuation of elementaifiiiciarstudies
Programs in their schools?

et

, .

% ' N
Final auth rity':\ 7 1
Supportive Advisory- 27 _ 4

' Leadershi 7
, - ' I 1

Member of Curriculum Committee 60 9
Participate on 4proval process 7 1

`Nons("runi he, school") 7 1

O

. )3-4
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2e(1)) Is their role, different'in other academic areas?

.

..,

* '
0 , , i .

21) What specific role(s) does the district social studies
'.. coordinator, supervisor, or director play in selection,

. adoption, and continuationof elementary social studies

N
Yes 7 1 -

No 87 13
Blank - 7 ;1

program??.,
.

No such position -
0

Reviews/Promotes/ Recommends
Programs ,
Acts as Monitor

.
-.

Tabulates, arranges in service training
Member of Curriculum Committee
St.

.
ronglnfluence

CoordinatesOommittee
Responsible for iniplementation
process . -.
Role is not yet clearly defined

-..

%

33
20

7

7
. 7,

13-

7

7

7

-

,

.

,

N

5
3

1
1
1
2
1
1

1
. .

.

0

s

This table represents 1 duplicated count; in one district, the coordinator
is a member of the curriculum committee and is also responsible for
implementing the social studies progtam in the school.-

21(1)) Is the, role of similar peopledifferent in other academiQ
;areas? o

% %. N

Yes 0 . 0

No 90 9
Blank 10 1

2g) What specific role or roles do parents, or community groups
play in social studies selection, adoption and continuation
in the elementary school?

% N

None 47 7

Advisory,' 13 2

Member of Curriculum committee 20 3

Developing goals and objectives 7 1

Unclear answer
s

13 2- Vor

B-5
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2g(1)) Is the role different in other academic 'areas?

Yes' .13 2

No- , 80 12

<

.

Not &Ire 7 1

.

B; The following set of tables pertain to program evaluation and assessment
in elementary social studies.

1) Describe briefly how elementary social studies'programe
are evaluated in your district. What data are gathered
and used bilwhom to decide whether to drop, modify or
continue a program? How often is it done?

% _ N

No.Evaluation - 7 1

Use ITBS in.3rd and 6th grade 7 1

Standardized Tests 20 3 .
Informal /Subjective, . 47 7 <
For Readability only 7 1

Indiiridual Glass testing 7 1

Achievement tests 7 1

Unclear respcinse 7 1

In one district, the evaluation process included.thebdministration of

standardized tests as well as informal subjective judgements made by the
. .

Social studies teaehere.

2) Is a district wide standardized test program employed?

9 N
Yes 80 12

o No 20 3

2a) if, yes at what grade(s)?;

Gfage 4 7 9

Grade,5 100 ° 12

Grade 6 . 92 11

Grade..? 75 , 9

Grade 8* 75 9

B-6
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ro N
Grade 9 , 50 6

Grade i0 33- 4
N

Grade 11 25 3

No data 25 34.

A`

O

The districts Utilizing standardized tests aid so.in a number of gradeI
- C

levels: `in as many as 7 and as few as 2.. Three districts aid not specify

in which.grade(s) these standardized tests were used. ,

*3) Does your district make systematic assessments or evalua,
-tion,of elementarysocial studies programs and curricula
,by means.other than periodic standardized teeing?

.

Yes 67 10
No; - 33

. .. .

3a) If yes, what kinds of studies are made?
listed the following types of studies.

% . N

.
The questionnaire

Genuine Experiments 20 2

=.

. cluasi Ekperiments 50 5

Case Studies ... 20 2

Analysis and Rating of 50 = 5

Materials
Conferences Workshops 90 9
Surveys 90 9

Narrative Reports
Video tapes, films, audio
tapes,
Other .

70
40

.20

7

4

2

r

Of the ten school distnicts reporting they use assessment means other

. than standardized,,tetc, all used a minimum of 2means'to evaluate .

their social studies programs. An average of 4 assessment measures

were used by each of these districts. One district utilized as many as.seven

different assessment procedures. Included in the 'other' category are

"study committees" and "locally desig ed evaluation sheets."
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b
I.

C. The first question in this final section surveys the impacts of
MACOS and other elementary social st.idies curricula. The
question-po sed-wasl------

Within the past 5 years, have there been impacts, (changes,
significant pressures, episodes, etc. positive or negative
of a) MACOS, and 6) other elementary social studies programs
in your district in any of the following areas? Respondents
were asked to rate each of the following items for MACOS (M)
andifor others (0) using five point scale:-

I-

. ,.

1 2 3 4 5

strong negative negative no -positive strong positive
impact impact impact impact impact

Respondents were also asked tro specify what program other refers to.

Each of the items below is presented showing percentages of districts

for MACOS and Other social studies programs.

Purchasiqg or procurement
1. 3 4 5

0%; 8%. 54% 8% 31%

policy onipractice' 55 36

3 5

Program or curribultun ' 54 31 15

selection decision proceSses 0 50 42 8

..
, .

Classroom supply, support
.

-I...

., ri
1 2 3 4 5.

'8 31 54 '8
logistics ) '' , 0 50 40 10

...

..r..t.,..
Parent or community M

-1 2 3 4
.

5 . '.
"46 54

involvement or interest 0 40 60

2 . .3 4 5

Public confiontations or debates ?? 23
0 56' 45

2 - 3 4 5

*Course scheduling 8 54 3r 8

0 10 60 20 10
4

B-8
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13
12

N
13
10

N
13
f0'

N
13
11

N

1
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.r_

e

.Design or relationships ()Nwts'
studies curriculum across grade levels

ti

M

e.

0

1 2 3 -4\ 5 N
54 31 \ii I 12

9 45 36 . 9 I 11,

. -

Design or relationships oLsocial _ 1Y1

studies and otherdisciplines within 0
grade levels o

1 2 3 4 5 N
31' 62 S 13
40. 50 10 . 10
e

.

Staff development, teacher t' M
professional development 0

0 , a

' ...140
. .

a

Grading and reporting to patents M
O

Parent communications with '
and visit's to school 0

EducitiRnal goals, philosophy

V
J Teachers' roles, functions in

system

. .

Teacher-teacher relations

Teacher-administration relation's

1 a

4T

2 3 4
23 77 '. pi]

11. 3664

2 5. N.

,, . 69 ,15 8 13

_ 50 'AO 10 10

2 5 \ N
p/ 23 -. 8 '13

4'0 '50 10 10

1 '2 4 5
/I " / 54 31 .-15 13

. / / 45 . - 36 18 11

3 , 4 5 N., 31 62 Ei I 131-
O 45 45 10'i 11,

M
0

1 3 4 5 N
31 62 8 [ 13
45 '45. 10 11

2 3 4a'
38 6-2

55 A5
; 4

5 N
I 13

,Only 4 out of the 15 school districts specified what the other social studies

program was. No strong negative impact was reported for either MACOS or

other-social studies programs in any of-these'areas and one district reported a
0

negativi impact in the areas of purchasing;clsiroom logistics, and crass scheduling

with the MACOS iirogram.

-
O

Ya
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The ar' a of impact in, which both MACOS and other programs were ,
. - ---

.
reported as aving a,,strong positive impact in the most districts was in pur-C

-.
. . .1 p

chasing o procurenient piirclitir-practice.Atieastonediat'ictindicated
r:- . .

that wi in theast five years MACOS as well as other socialistudies programs
. / .

had had strong positive impacts on a number of other aspects of the.otanization
. 1

0 and operationof the system. .There were four characteristics for which no
. , .z. .

.,
district indicated a strong positive impact of MACOS or any other social studies ,.

D

program. These were parent or community involvement or interest, public

debates or confrontations, staff development, and teacher - administration

relationships. Judging by percentages of districts -rating degree of impacts

on these characteristics, MAC OS and other programs have had no impact to

"`"some positive impact, with extent varying according to the dimension rated.

it must be remembered that the data on impacts of MACOS and other

programs come from the same districts. They-could reflect in some cases

...the results of an' interaction,or the consequences of other changes going on

concurrently: '

, (2) In your opinion what has been the most significant change in
the area of elementary social studies in your district during
the past five years?

r

Emphasis on movement toward 20
:process

Adoption of IyAC OS/teacher pupil 13
interest

N
3

131



A

New Materials and activities 20
Autonomy of each school to

o choose their own social studies
programs/materials
Adoption, implemintation of-a
social studies prOirant(s)
None
Other 13 2

_ , ?
One school district mentioned that the movem nt--aw a "topical

,
sequence" to an empha-sis mon processes and activities was the most significant

change to have occurred-hence a duplicate count. The-most'significant

change appeersto be the adoption.of a particular social studies 'program in a

school district but further,qualifications as to why 9 the implication of the
-

adoption were not /v.patted:

1 1

The final Question posed in the District Form was:

3. In your ludg'ent, what is the most urgent need oi,'problem
in the area of elementary social studies in your district?

V

Teacher retraining 13
Ways to evaluate.social studies 13
programs
More emphasis and time_needed to 20
to be spent on social studies,
updating social studies,materials 13- 2
Use more cognitively oriented
activities '7 1

Communication between grade 13
levels'
Logical progression of social - 1

studies courses across,grade -

levels
Need for more MAC OS type 13 2
materials
Mote money to expand the
MACOS program 1

2

2.

2

.

6

fiy

a

orr.

1,



a

4-,-

A'etudy of social studies prograIns
at elementary and junior high levels
Complete the initial,design of't)le
social. studies curriadum ---

From these data wepan see thereto a wide rangof reporteturgeat
/

problems,
acrosa,thes.e.siliatrIctr.Sfneethe-NLe-sre-sosmall it is ,difficult to

draw conclusions of 'r suggest. trends. ,However, from a revievrof-the literature

on social studies programs in elementarsichools, these problems or needs seem

to be consistent wi th some of the problems, concerns, and needs expressed by
,

.:-

school districts "across the, country.

-II. Report Cards"

'You can't rail MAC OS" was how one teacher reacted to a question on
**"

student evaluation. Although the problems connected with reporting grades was

not one* the interview questions to teachers, report cads were collected from

14 of the 15 districts participating in the study. Seven o these districts had one

. 2, i. .'

diatrict wide report card used for all elementary schools egardless of ourriculum.
. ... .

.,

Sixdistricts had report cards unique to each school buildi and one districtlad
-.:,

, .. .

a standar?! reporting 'system, for all elementary sclio.ols .exce t one. ) .

.. ,,

The 'majority of report system graded social studi'es at feast two
. .. . '.

. ... d
areas, usually achievement and effort and frequently grade levek as well.

Typically grades were reported, as some variation of outstanding ogress (0)
. .: I

1 e ,,
. \ ."0

: 11
. 1

Satisfactory Progress (S), and, Needs
,

Improvement (NI). Although the A,B,C,
,-. ' : ... .

, .
.

letter grades are still around. About a third of the cards collected from dia-.-

. .

t.ricts had relatively detailed breakdown of skills and in a number of cases (4-6)

B-12
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. , ,

the specific topics :died. Skills frequently listed were: joins inihoblem
. ,_ - .

' . 4. ..)," . '

solving, forms.judgements and generalizations iased on evidence, does E.-

Independent reserrch,, participates it group discussions', patens. to otherirt,

defends own-opinion, etc.-Agpin, on about 5% of the report forms, social

studies was broken down into history, geography, economics, government,

current events, etc. In only two cases was

area.and these, of cotirse, ,were in districts

individualized r.eporting system.

MACOS listed in the 'social studies

where-each school had 'its own

The following are demographic characteristics of districts in the

study, as reported by the districts on the initial survsz form useitto recruit

participants.-

ra hic Characteristics

' ---,
. 1. District is best thought of as: Number of Districts

a, urban 5a

b. suburbap, .. 5
c. rural or smell town ----*' .- ,e

*d. combinatio of 1, 2, .3 1

2. Total Population of City, TOwn
or area containing School District N

4

a: over 500,000 3

b. 50%-499,999 8

c. 10-49,09 - 4
,

3.' School District Size (K712,4-12 or K -8)

O

a

-`

A.

4

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

1-4,999
5-9,999
10-J9,999
10,49,99e.
50,007 or more

1

'5

1. ,

1
.

C)

B-13
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9

4. School District Socio/Fconomic Characterietibs (Number of Districts)

I

Percentage of Racial
Minority Students °

b. Percentage of Students
Eligitle for Free LMich

c. Percentage of-Students
with Spanish Surname

4

a

itz. s. .

- -1 1-9% 1 ND*

0

2
:

.
*ND = no data.

B-14
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APPENDIX C

Scattergrams of Outcome Residuals

a

it.

'a

T. 4

tud:a"
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41.

The following figures are plots for each. outcome variable of the

- standardized residual (Y-Y', on the vertical axis) against the iitandardiz d

predicted outcome (Y', on the horizontal, axis). The predictors used w re

the ;eight student-based input, ,process and climate principal compo
-

(PC's): Ach, Mt-1, Att-2, Class-1, Class-2, S-Proc 1, S-Proc 2 nd Climate.

The sample size for each plot is 97 classes (54 MAC OS and 43 no f -MAC OS) .

A

ti

,



Figure C-1
Plot of the Standardized Residuals (Y-1") of the Outcome Variable

Animals and People (AP)`Againat the Standardized
Predicted Score (Y') (N = 97)
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Figure C-2
Plot of the Standardized Residuals (Y-Y') of the Outcome Variable,

Social Studies Series II (STEP) Against the.Stanciardized
Predicted Score (Y') (N= 97),
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Figure C-3
Plot of the Standardized Residuals (Y-Y') of the Outcome Variable

Interpretation of Data Test (IDT) Against the Standardized
Predibted Score (Y') (N = 97)-
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Figure P-4
Plot of the Standardized Residuals (Y -Y') of the Outcome Variable

Study Choices (SS Ch) Against the Standardized
Predicted Score (Y') (N = 97) "
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'Figure C-5
Plot of the Standardized Residuals (Y-Y') of the-Outcome Variable

What Would You Think (WWA) Against the Standardized
Predicted Score (Y) (N = 97)_
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Figure C-4
Plot of the Standardized Residuals (Y -Y') of the Outcome Variabre.

What Would You Think (WWI3), Against the Standardized
'Predicted Score (Y') (N = 97)
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`Figure C1-7 Itt

Plot of the Standardized Residuals (Y-Y') of the; Outcome Variable
Children's Attitude Toward Problem Solving (CAPS-1) itgaInst the

Standardized Predicted Soot el (27
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Figure C-8 -

Plot of the Standardiied Residuals- (Y -Y') of the Outcome Variable
Ch.ildren's Attitude Toward Problem SolVing (CAPS-2) Against the

Standafdized Predicted Score (Y') (N = 97)
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Figure C-9 --

Plot of the Standardized Residuals (Y -Y') of the Outcome Variable'
Children's Altitude-Toward Problem-Solving (CAPS-3) Against the

gtandardized Predicted Score (r) (N = 97)
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Figure Orn
-.

Plot of the Standardized Residuals (Y-Y') of the Outcomt Variable
Children's Attitude Toward Problem Solving (CAPS-4) Against the

Standardized Predicted°Soore (Y1)4N= 9.7)`
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, 'Figure p-n.
Plot of the Stanciardi44 Residuals (T-ry othe OutcoineVariahle

Skills Against the Standerdized Predicted Scorc.(V) (N = 97)
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. Figure C-12
Plot of the Standardiz64 Residuals (Y-Y') of the Outcoine Variables

Knowledge (Know) Against the Standardized °Predicted Score (Y') (NT 97)
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Figure C-13
- Plot -of the Standardized Residuals (y-y') -of e Outcome Variable

Interest linter) Against the Standardized Pr icted Score (Y')
(N=97)
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Figure C-14
Plot of the Standardized Residuals (Y-I') of the Outcome Variable
Animals and People Follow p (APFULAgainat the Standardized

Predictillobre (Y') (N = 97
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Figure

Plot of the Standardized Residuals (Y-Y') of the Outcome Variable
Study Choices Follow.-Up (SS Ch FU) Against the. Standardized

. Predicted Score (Y') (11= 97)
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Figure C-16
Plot of the Standardized Residuals (Y-r) of the Outconie Variable

Absolute Ratings of Social Studies as a Subject (SS) Against the Standardized
Predicted Score (Y') (N = 97)
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114

-Figure p-17
Plot of the Standardized Residuals (Y-Y') of the Outcome Variable

What Would You Think Follow-up (WWAFU) Against the Standardized
Predicted Score (Y') (N = 9'i)
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Figure C-18
Plot'of the Standardized Residuals (Y -Y') of the Outcome Vatiable

What WISuld You Think Follow-up (WWBFU) Against the Standardited
Prediced Score (Y') (N = 97)
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Figure 0-19 :-

Plot of the Standardized Residuals (Y-Y') of the Outcome Variable
What Would You Think Additional Items (WWAPFU) Against the Standardized

Predicted Score (Y') (N,--97)
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Figure C-20
Plot of the Standardized Residuals (Y -Y') of the Outcome Variable

What Would You Think Additional items (WWBPFU) Against the Standardized
- , Predicted Score (Y') (N = 97) \
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!APPENDIX D
.

Histograms of Principal Component (PC) Distributions
L '
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The following figures are histograms of each priticipal component

(PCB . There are thtee histograms for ere]; PC:; one for the two groups of a.

classei combined, one for MAC OS classes, and-one for non -MAC C6 classes. ,

I Also given are means, standardcleviationi3 'and sample sizes:
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S Proc 1: Total Group

Figure D-9 and 10
Histogram of S Proc 1 and S Proc 2
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\i.Figure D-11 and 12

'i - Histogram of T Proc 1 and T Proc 2
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This appendix conlAffilialiditteild-slaffsticaldat-a-bated:Uti-elliffs-ineanc="--

Table E-1 gives, for each group and outcome variable, the pretest, posttest and

where appropiiate Pc7.1ow-up 2 means (in raw score form), .standaqi deviations,

skewness and N. Table E-2 shows, for the total group of classes and each

outcome' variable for which there wawa pretest, the correlation of pretest,

posttest and Mork-up class means.with treatment (MACOS = 1, non-MACOS =` 2);

the pre-post correlation; and thp pre, post, and Folloi-up 2 mead (in raw score

form), standard deviation and N. Table E-3 gives the correlations of princiltal.

components (PC's) for the large group of classes for the total group, and for

NACOS and non-MAC OS classes. '-,

E-1

t
17-

.

44
O
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Table E-1
Pre, Pbst and Follow-up 2 Class Means,

Standard Deviations, Skewness, and N's, by Group

. . .tt-- _ MACOS / -
,,

. Variable Time M SD

AP-Total Pretest 19. 01 4. 26
Pbsttest 25.26 3.81

AP1-4 - t Pretest 10. 46 2. 17
Posttest , 13.07 2. 14

a Follow -up 13.85 1. 81

AP5-8 Pretest 8.55- 2. 66
4 Posttest,--;7-2 12. 18 1. 95

STEP-Total -'Pretest tf-- 28. 79 5. 73
Pastiest! 31.98 5. 10

Sub-1 ,Pretest 3.65 . 80
Posttest 4.12 .85

4

-Su13-2 Pretest 14. 27 2. 89
Posttest 15. 90 3. 01

Sub-3 Pretest 2. 80 . . 61

Posttest 3.06 .75
Sub-4 Pretest 6. 59 1.24

Posttest 7. 30 1..24

loSub-5 Pretest 1.48 . 38
Posttest -1. 59 .33

'rDT.' ! e. Pretest 8.94 1. 45
Posttest 10.40 r. 89

SS Ch Pretest 2.33 . 75
Posttest 2: 49 . 83

2-.
:.....

Vollowitupl/ 1.61 ,,, .42.

*=WWA .1-/-tet est 4. 87 .26
` Posttest 5.07, . 30

Follow-up , 5. 01 , 39
WIVE Pretest 5.48 . 27

Posttest 5. 60 . 30
t Follow-up 5. 51 . 39

CAPS-1 , Pretest 2. 81 . 26
Posttest 2. 93 . 27

CAPS-2 'Pretest 3. 79 : 20

tt, Posttest .. 3\ 79 . 24'
CAPS-3 Pretest t 2. 90 . 26

Posttest 3. 11 . 28

CAPS-4 Pretest ___3.11 . 20

Posttest .3. 15 . 20'

i Sk

I-. 30
I--. 73

1 -. 57
-. 34

I .47
-. 63

j -. 29
-. 18
-. 34
-.17
-. 43
-. 20
-. 29

. 52
-.32
-. 37
-.51
1.09,
-.10

. 78

.27

.68

. 57

.53

. 80
-. 34
.44
.92

-:. 64
. 29

.. o..-.

80 ,.
.. 72
......94

-. 20
-.34°

. 28

.75
-. 61

N M

Non- MAC-OS
i

NSD Sk

57 18. 74 3. 58 --. 11 51

1 57 21.72 3.19 -.14 : 51

57 10. 07 1.69 -. 39 51

57 11. 26 ,1.58 . 14
i

51

56 12. 76 1.93 :23 48
57 8. 68 2. 25 -. 72 i 51

57 10.46 1.87 -. 47 .51

56 r 28. 08 -5. 60. . 25 50

-57 31.40 '5.51 -. 15 50

/56 3. 55 .77 .10 50

.57 4.00` .81 -.23 50
56 13.93 2.78 . 44 50
57 , 15.64 -2. 72" -. 14 50

56 2.71 - .67 -. 23 50

57 3.04 .68 -.99 50

, , 56 , 6.50 -1.21 .32 '50
57 7. 15 st 1.10, -. 16 50

..
56 1.38 .37 -. 22 50

57 1.57 .41 :18 50

57 8. 78" 1.54, .18 51

57 '9.87 1.78 -.7777 ,51

57 . 20 :72
.
.81 51

57 ' -2. 11 . 78 . 67 51

56 1.65 .44 2 -.D11 47

57 4. 82 .31 -. 12 -51

57 4.91 .33 a -.37 51

56 ., 4. 94 .43 -. 56 51

. 57 5.40 "' "..56 , 17 51

57 5. 46 . 33 -. 17 51

, 56' 5. 36
^2.:,

. 47 .....--:89 '....t8
57 88 . 27- -. 17 51

'57 3.00 95 .30 51
.

57 '3.82 . 19 -. 54 51

57 3.75 .19 -. 22 51

57 9.87i .25 .51 51

57 3.04 . . 24 -. 65 51

57 3.1° .19 . 14 51

, ,57 3. 14 . 23 1. 69 51

S64F does not haye the same range of possib.e `scores as SS Ch (pre, post). Range for

SS 0-5; for SS Ch F, range = 0-3. ' t
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Table E-2 . , . `Correlations of Pretest (X1), Posttest (X2) and
Treatme9t/ (MAC 06, Non-MAC OS) and Pre, Post qn,d

Follow-up 2 11/leans and Standard Deviations

rXiT

AP . 034
AP1-4 -.102
AP5-8 .027
IDT. 658
STEP (total) -.063
Subtest 1 -.065
Subtest 2 -. 060
Subtest 3 -,-065
Subtest -.036; e

Subtest' 5
SS Ch
WWA 74,4)- . 091
WWB 131

CAPS-1
CA PSk.2
CAPS-31,
dA PS-4
A P1-4F
SS Ch F
WWWF

WWBF

:082
679

-. 063
. 0:10

0-4
-. 226
- 091
- 131

\rX2 \ r Pretest
SD

3.941
1.959
2.464 '
1.488
5.652 ,

. 785
2.828
!637;

1.222
. 375
750

2871
:312652

19'7

254
.195

.111.

18.886,,
10.276
8.610
8.869

28.455
3.607

14.111
2.756
6.549
1.432
2.172
4. 84-
5.439
2.858
3.800
2.890
3.118

5;

-.450 \

-.435
-.413
-.144
-.050
-.069
-.044
-.018
-.067
-. 034

-.238
-220

.144
-.110
-.139
-.040 t'
-.282
\. 054
-. 094

..-.172

571
.637
.389

\ 742
I, .901
1.857

884
:811
.,855
. 723
..589
423
.398
.571
:393
. 599
517

.606
093
.110

194

2

0

Posttest
M.. 4 SD'

23\ 587 3.937 108
12.\217 2.095 108
11.370 2.087 10a
10.1'56 1.853 108
31.768 5.740 106
4.064 830 106

15.782 2.870 106'
3,050 . 716 106
7.230 1.174 106
1.583 . 369 106
2.311 \ 826 108.
4.997 .322 108
5.534 . 318 108
2.9.68 260 108
3.772 '.220 %108

3.079 .,263 108
3.145 Q,16 108

13.345 1.07 104
, 1.626 .425 103
4.980 4'06 104
5.438 434 104



Table E-3 .

Correlations Between Princirsal COmponents (PC's)
for Total Gioup (T),, MAC OS (M), and Non -MAC OS (NM)

Ach Att-1 Att-2 Class-1 Class 2 S Proc-1 S Proc-2
Att *--1 T

'M
NM

54
e44

.64
I -

A tt-2 T
M
NM
, -

09 03
04 07

. 15 -00

Class -1 T
M
NM

74 51 -08
74 33 -08
76 69- -08

Class - 2 T
M
.:_VI

13 16 01
02 -02 26 -16
22 27 09 16

S Proc - 1 ,T
'M
NM

40 . 29 ,.- o '42 ; 08 , .

45 27 - 02 50 02 - .

33 29 -31 a 33 10 -

S Proc - 2 T
M
NM

-08 -04 -02 -10 -16 -05
-11 - 10 -13 -11 -04 -1Q

-02 -12 08 -10 -22 21

Climate T ---

M
NM

15 12 26 10 07 07 -42
10 02 11 ° 14 -26 30 -45"
18 15 43 08 24 -25 -29 '

decimal points have ()ben omitted from all coefficients.

Sample Sizes:

Total Sample, N:= 102 classes
MAC OS, N = 55 classes
Non-MAC OS, N = 47 classes

47-4
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Table E-4 *c".

Correlatidns Between PC's and Criterion Variables
by Group (MACOS = M; NOn-MACOS = NM)1/

Class 1........
M NM

vv.
M NM M NM M NM M NM M NM M --NM

-----
M NM

AP 66 74 39 46 08 25 52 56 -05 08 33 35 -03 10 08 20'

STEP 87 86 46 61 11 25 64 60 11 24 46 30 -01 03 18 31

IDT 76 73 47 48 10 18 62 50 05 26 46 33 -04 22 20 09

SS Ch -04 12 19 09 16 36 -03 08 -20 22 -04 -18 -24 04 34 49

WWA 42 33 38 46 -00 -13 23 45 04 01 07 44 -10 -44 -16 '2.* 37

WWB 39 30 21 a0. -26 -03 28 30 15 04 17' -01 -14 -36 20 32

CAPS-1 01 .28 20 21 04 35 03 19 -18 -09 07 02 -04 10 53

CAPS-2 08. 26 09 n 44 43 -10 06 29 -09 .0 ,,,-.13 -18 -08' 12 45

CAPS -3 42 56 51 70 23 . 14 34 52 -03 23 3 40 -2. 02 .28( 23

CAP6,-4 -06 ,09 05 -07 47 43 -25 -09 13 -29 -16 -13 -03 06 03 12

Know 13 15 14 27 23 12 -02 16' 23 '01 -19 12 17 08 `01 19-
Skills -01 -07 01 r-02 -02 05 07 -12 00 05 09 01 27 36 07 -24,

Interest 06 15 00 .10 06 10 20 09 -15 18 16 20 -27 32 25 :07

AP1-4F 69 68 43 45 -07 15 69 53 05 16 46 28 17 17 09 05

SS Ch F 08 -03 09 -13 01 21 04, -09 -33 -06 -05 -05 -08 -11 10 25*

SS -07 -00 66 -14 -02 14 -140 -04 -25 05 -14 -24- -14 -04Q- 25 45

WWAF 41 51, 23 .40 -28 11 34. 5* -1,6 18 08 17 -03 47 -02 18

WWBF 39- 57 16 ,.55 -23 22 37 54 07 11 -04 24 -01 -10 -43 12

WWAPF 08 -38 -15 44 -27- -10 29 -43 13 -12 13 -28 16 -32 -23 ,. 02

WWBPF 14 17 03 45 -15 07 -05 -14 -00 09 -09 06' 16/ 01 -23 25

4 :7t

1. Sample sizes for Posttest'Variables, MACOS (M) = 55, Non-MACOS (NM) = 47; for.

Follow-up 1 arid Follow-iip 2 variables- AlACOS = 54, Non-MACOS = 43. Decimal

points have been ornate(' from the correlation coefficients in the tat)" .

0

0 ,
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APPENDIX F

A Brief Description of Five "Exemplary"
or "Innovative" Upper Elementary Progrpms,
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Fxemplary Social Studies Programs

The design of the.project called for visiting and reporting on exemplary

upper elementary social studies programs in use across the country. The

i.
intent was to summarize three programs on a number of characteristics

and to providea descriptive profile of thdse noteworthy programs.

We contacted the Director of the Social Science Education Consortium

in Boulder Colorado and requested a listing of upper elementary social studies

programs_ which were considered :a sense exemplary, innovative,

unusual or noteworthy. The Consortium staff fulfilled our requ9 est by recom-

mending eight programs they believed fit our criteria. We were able to arr.

a visit to 6 out of the 8 schools which housed these suggested programs

-
--

-and are reporting on 5 of the visited programs. One-of the programs not

visited Was a small unit, supplementary to the core social studie§ curriculum

and was not in session during She time we requested the visit. Due tci illness

of one of the staff members while out in the field one other program was not

visited. The pzogram we are not including in this report proved not to fit our

criteria; it was being used at the junior high level and not upper elementary level.

One exenipl;ry program (Program A, in this report) was not in use afthe.

schooliat the time out site visitor made the field trip; 'It was discontinued

with the influx of 6 diffeient neighborhoods bel,, bussed to the Achool. Since

these new students experienced reading problems withthe social studies'pro-

gram, materials and the school did not have the time, ,mor.ey or staff to rewrite' 4

them, this 'exemplary program was dropped for another more traditional one.

4
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Ob ectives

ry

In terms of objectives-knowledge, skills, attit,:ides-of these programs, the
-. \ ..

school, using Holt Data, (ProtA)followed the obj7tives of that
.

course and also included: 1) gaining responsibility for one's
\

own work; 2) de.\
termining one's progress; 3) being able to pursue one's-own, pro\gram in a

self-directed way. For Holt Data Bank and Children and the Law

ig '. -... -e
'

(Program B) the teachers adhered to the inquiry objectives, of t4e for eN and

. ... . N
used the latter program to supplement these ,skills and to instill',"enduring

< \
respect for the raw in the minds of young bOys and girls." Thiffprogram was

-

-1-% - developed oil the premise that "prevention is better than cure-that itzis better

. to arrest a tendency toward juvenile delinquency before it develoiad than to

a
wait..-.. The Issues (Program C) objectives are: 1) to make the student

aware that they are unique as individuals and that they can make contributions

to society;° 2) to learn study skills that are ,applicable to other areas; 3) to have

an.awareness of the community and how to a feet change; to improve self-image;
;.

.- 4) to learn simple research skills. In the t Open Elemeni.aiw Social

Studiea Prosram (program to) there are no o4rall objectives but individual

teachers have developed their own*neral statements such as: 1) to gain awkreness

of culture; 2) to understand themselves (studetits);*3) to learn mapping. It was

Stated that.students must demonstrate proficiency at using resource materials

available in the media center as well. The goal of the "Cityifig4Prdiiam (Program E)

are: 1) building independence, responsibility in the student; 2) building communi-

cation skills, self-confidence, positive self-cotjcept; 3) becoming aware of one's

r
r.,

rights and th' rights of others. It was reported that:teachers utiliAing this program 4

. F-2,
.. .. . . .

I 8,;
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red tutition and the "Cityine program was being used in an experimental

alternative school in the district and students were accepted as vacancies

arose at their appropriate grade level. The Open Elementary

progrdm' operated in a school which is considered an at;ornative to the

other tradition al elementary schools in that school let. ioakents in the

district have the option to send their children to this school.

i In the descriptions that follow one can note similarities and differences
. ,\ .

to programs described from one point of view or another in classes in the main
..

part of the study (Volume I). There are materials related Objectives, but also\ 0
.

..
more global objectives related to social-emotional development and self-

actualization, 'citizenship transmission, inquiry skills, social science methods

and processes, and values analysis. Tepchers typically have much flexibility"

in whP* to teach and how to teach it, more so in programs_that emphasize

indisildualization an multi- mini -unit construction. The latter appears.to be

the major alternative to the single text'or program model, although as in the

main study one also finds a rmbination model.

;' There are variations in the degree to which_the programs actively

orient toward the imjnediate world outside 'school; in the degree to which the

pr ram is related to other.aspects.pf the school either during the year or
0 0

across grades; in methods and extent of evaluation 4students and programs.
. . .

Individualization and degree of orientation toward the immediate tutside world'
a

appeared to be the more conspicuous differences between most of the "exenylairy"

programs and mosf of the ones (MACOS and non-MACOS)

.,The overall difference appeared to be more teacher twin

in the twill study.

ng or staff development
0 o

thLy.was typically;the case in the main study.
a
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We were able to learti about Program A from the principal who was integrally

. -

involved with its initial adoption and implementation.

Each of the five exemplary social studies programs was site visited

by a staff member of the_project. The site visitor .spent either a morning or

an afternoon observing in the classrooM the exemplary program in session.

At each school the observer spoke with the social studies teacher(s) using the

program and ahy support personnel (media center director, social studies

depar nent Chairman, principal), involved Witli the curriculum. A'Special

Program Form detailing the information to be collected about the program

was Completed by the observer. The following is a report on'the information

collected. *

The five different social studies programs were: 1) Holf Data'Bank,

fi

2) Children and the Law and Holt Data Bank, 3) Issues (Innovative Social-
6

t .
. t

Studies in Urban Elerhentary-Schoels), 4) Open Elementary Program,

5) Open School Model, "Citying" Program.

,Three of these programs were being used ht the 5th and 6th grades:
C

.

Children and the Law (which is supplementary to the primary curriculum) was

used only at the 5th grade, while the 6th grade had a supplemehtary geography
, .

unit. The issues progiamd was used for graded 4-Ind tlie "Cityin'g" program

was used for -grades K-6. No special qualifications or restrictions were im-
t.

posed for admission into any of the programs except the program in the parish

IN

*A cautionary note is important here. The, persons who visited the
`, schools and completed the report forms did not write this report. The,

collected informationwas integrated into this report by a staff member
Who did not visit these prcgrams and lacked first hand knowledge of
them. As best we could, the information.collected and reported Was
kept intact and edited only for purposes of integration.. It iS important

t.for theyeader to be awa,re';of the limitations. and risks of this reporting
process.

...

O
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have additional expe9tations such as map skills, and these objectives are,

flexible and changing with the direction of the projects students become

involved in.

Content and Connection to Outside Life
0

0

Programs A and B (excluding the supplementary progx4m, Children and the

Law) focus on American history. Field trips which highlighted or expanded what

the students' learned n this course were an integral component of the program.

Students of Children and the Law learn about how laws ire passed, pioceis.of the .-

law,-crime and criminals. They talk with persons in the low profession and law

enforcement community'which provides them-with a first =hand picture of how the

(
law works. The fundamental postulates of Program C are that "social studies

concepts and skills and democratic attitudes are best learned froa study of ,

psychology and sociology in real in-and-out of school settings" and students

must be "active participants in,real Community problem-solving in order that
.

learning_ processes have meatiingfuLcons.egtiencgs." Since' program em-

phasizes direct- investigation of life in the cOmMunitY, tie-students4spend tpne

outside of school in on-site research of the neighborhood and the community

,aroundthem. In the 4th.grade the students might have careers as their -focal
.1. .t .

.. .i, .

.. $.$

-substantive area and study aspects of it within their neighborhondicommunity;-,

the following year they might study their city government utilizing and building

upon the content and, skills they learned the previous year, e.g., what types of

jobs are there in' city.government, what are the job responsibiNties, the hierarchy

pf city government personnel, etc. Students decide which specific area of city

government they wish to learn more about, and, with the teacher's final-approval

9

o
4
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and on-going guidance,they investigate this topic. People fromall walks of

, life are Invited to appear before students and present their experience and

serve as resource persons. Program D offers a variety of-possi

Students in 5th and 6th grades' are arranged In two non-graded groups called

Colony 3 and 4 (hoplogeneous groupings in terms of ability) and Colons 4 is

further stratified into different levels of committment in terms of work and

time spent on social studies. Colony' students study Man: A Course of Study

1,-, .
and American History, and students in Colony 4 study EcOnomics. Other

'adjunct content areas students of both groups select to study along with the

main program are: families in other land, values, antique cars, faces in

news, Norway, e tc. It appears to be a smorgasboard of top ics from which

.\
students in both groups are to choose and to pursue on an individualized basis.

These topical areas are arranged in packets of materials which are teacher
sv

developed and commercially published. In terms of connection with the outside

world, it appears that substantively the majority of these subject areas are

relevant to br related tc,the outside world.
-

The philosophy of the school .,Vrhe'e Program crates is that the

**4

O

w

student is involved cooperatively with parents (many .of whoM perform vdluriteer
.

. .
work at the school)"and teachers in vital decisions about what is important. .

tv
I,

.
.

to learn -, how to best lead
't

it, who can teach it 'and'arid hoEv much time will be
r o

A

. spent on it. The curriculum "is persOnalized in order to'tncludeacademic

subjects: questions of values and emdtions, and social eiperiences which are

uniquely important to the individual child in terms of his ownneeds and interests."

a

C
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.. ,
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, . .

"The da(ly use of time In this school ts ffictional, being defined by 3 geneial
,

types of,antivittes ratite} than by curriculum content areas." Cane of the basic/ - a

. I . .
Intentions of Program "E Is to help children learn the of iniVestlkating.. .

' -,
0 , .. i

I I /
a community and discovering and using its resourc a.: Students work on a4

O
1 .,... t t, .0- :° . ; !. t .

projectindividutlly or in groups and this project. &related to 'a community ,-

r,, , / "r). ,
/

. ..ti ..
resource. Students arrange for and pan their trips into tlie community three .,
_.., . . --'6:2._ .* f. 1

. . -,

times durbg the semester. The natuire of these pmeets_or--,activities is not
. ...\

-. ./7 ., -
a ,

.. t. }.,:"" ,

clear. As reported by the obseiver; it apkared that the prbcess of learning,

took precedenCe over what was being learned, that the content is incidental

to the learning process or experipnca..
C. a

4

Material's and Activities

1 "1Program A students were given inquiry sheets which-assigned a variety
, . / _

of activities using the Data Bank course materals and many interrelated

°LangilageArts and spelling activities. Children worked at their own 'pace.
.

.

When several students completed the same sheet; discussions were held with i

two teachers: the Language Arts and Social Studies teachers, who occupied

.,9°
. . . 4z,

. 1.

adjoinkg rooms. ,Cards listing the inquiry Sheets (skills) completed were kept
. . . ,

. . .

by each student '-- . 1

.. . /
, The ttolt.Data Bank portion o). Program '3 was taught by following the

.
teacher's instructional manual for the course,\ Thq supplementary section,

. Children and the Law, was ,
reported to use a range of. materials and activities.-

0 ..
"Persons in the legal and Taw enforcement community were asked to speak

1 ,/' .
; 0 .. , 0.

with the students, field trips.were arrangeLefilms, role playing, class
. -

discussions, and booklets a t the law wore included in this program.

4+4
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No data re activities/materials used in the 6th grade supplementaiy geography

...

0

program was reported.°
p

The materials that' students used In Program C were work booklets
\

. . . --...
which pertained to their chosen area of interest. The work booklets included, \

activities and projects 4 students could pursue, reference materials, (reports,

interviews° p some written by students from the previous years which their
. . . \successors were able to use. Individual teachers using tnii program hid a

.t $-,
great deal?of fle.v."' ib;lity-they brought in their own materials, drew n

.
people-

.. -
,.. ,,. \

t .

from the community tobtalkl,and/or work with their students in their area of

interest. Teachers 'not expected Ao complete a specific unite or units, in a
i .

certain time period- i was described as an adaptable, self directing curriculum.
A

I 0 .
i , .

1

._,......,........ ..

,, The-students` in Program D used indivtdua-lized, (published package
,

or teacher-made) ma eyials for the,"smaller units" section of this soc al

studies curriculum. Regulait class sessions where the primary programs:

.i/IACOS, 1-Jolt and Economics were taught to the whole group, the puhliShed

course materials were used and the recommended activities followed. In

addition teachers m!ought to class artif acts or materials deemed tippropriate fo

the subject matter be.
r experiences' with t

With Priigranl E

_with telephones, yeso

nel; a community res

staff; working in coo

.t
ng learned andrinvited speakers to share'.their knowledge

e clais.
., . /

students worked in a reao rce center which as
I

outfitted

rce directories and indexes and'was manageti by
I

'two person-. by 'two

urce coordintitor and a community day The

,/

eration with the social studies teachers, help the students
. 3.

.

p

plan and arrange for their community day activities. Students, use the files witt

r /

O
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the guidance of the resource staff to plan th eir field trips. These community

experiences are seen as integrating ni.%. expanding upon the activities,' skills,
ti

and in terests the stuflents were engaged in and learning about.

Involvement of Students .

The site visitor was unable to'comment on this aseeet of Program A as

thep-ogram was no longer in use. However, from her discussion with the.;
,

principal of the school, ityvas report that students progressed through, the

acurriculum at their own pact. The C ldren and the Law 'program was not in ,

I

session wh a our staff member visited the school, however, a Holt Data Bank
.,. ,,

. ./.
, /

class was
I

iksessioa. As repoited, decisions were made by the teachers-
'".6,

i,who,adhered clOsely to the teachers' course guideline. Students made the
.....,., - ,- i ., .. .,' , fi .

1 \ 1,

.' choices'offered within the curriculumtirainework. Activities were reported
. . .

to be largely teacher directed. Program C offered enormous opp rtunity for .

;
I ,

j

a

students to select, their area of interest and to make decisions as to what they -
9, , .

wanted to study in that area. These-dec,isions were guided by the teacher .

t ) , .
. ,.

whose role was more supportive and less didactic. Students worked together
.... ,

i -e .-:.

much'of the Erne; in small grbups - organizing themselves around their area
. . , ,

of interest. Ev4ryone was a , ticipant; actively purhuing.his research and

t.
invedtigation ic,oncert with others within his or her, group.

v,
. .i;
Progratn'D, as reported.bsf the si;e visitor, was weak in this area.

I I

The structures/ of the open class situation and nib organized groupings of the

children seemed -.to dominate the learning situation; where the teachers seemEJ

'
to focus their attention more on the distribution of materials, organization of

/.
students, maintenance of the structure than or. the. 'quality of class m'eet'ings

V

9

I'
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1VIACOS-was-no -observed) and interaction of students with materials. 'Advance -

meat through materials' ra ther than in depth involvement with them, appeared
9

the major goal. 'Students, as mentioned in the preceding section, pre grouped

in core obatent area's but then have a choice of other smaller units from which

S
to study. Student involvement in these adjunct social studies units was not

o
4

observed: Two separatefosocial studies classes were observed. , In one class, ,

0

students were'working by themselve,s at their desks on a construction project;

there was minimal interaction. In the other class, although: eacher accepted

Students' comments, students were not listening to each other,, but laughing
.

and misbehaving and the class was often called to order by the teacher.
6. t0

A limited time was spent in the resource center observing students in Pro-
,.

gram E. The site visitor did observe a group of students who came to confer

with the resource teacher about a field trip.. The students' participation in this

5 .4"

conference was limited; the teacher defined the plans, and.Objectives of the

c.-

field trip. Student input was limited. Although the discO,sion between the resource

teacher and students was very teacher-directed and tightly structured with

minimal student participation. the students__ were fairly supportive of each

-other during planning. No further observations of students in the resource

r'
center or classrbom activities were reported.

Organization-Scope and Sequence

The observer was told that,Program A 'had no scope-and sequence and

students progressed on ingtictiesindividually.---With Holt Data-.Bank InProgram

B students followed the scope and sequence of the course. Children and the

Law consists of only one unit and is covered in a"4-6 week.period by the 5th

i;

F-10'

a
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.grade.' The.6th graders follow individually programmed geography units.

ograra-C----has-a-eore-of_15,-.-20...nnits or work booklets but individual teachers

add more during the year. The sequence is variable allowing the student great.

Students using MACOS in prograM D follow the sequence of the course.

with the U. S. History program, the teachers reported they teach the highlights

they select and have time for. There is no predetermined.scope and sequence. e

in Program E. Students choose the area of the community which they want to

_study and pursue it., Each class developed their three community trips .(a

semester) centered around what-the group is interested in and learning about

in class:

Teachers using these different social studies programs had a great deal of
P

flexibility in terms of curriculum sequence, what unit to include or omit and

how much to cover. Teacher autonomy regarding the sequenceoand scope of
O

rf

. these exemplary social studies programs was a prevalent characteristic.-

dlass Size and Frequency of Sessions

In terms` of class sizes and frequency of social studies classes during the

week, there is some variation among these programs. For Program A, Lan-
,.- e

,gunge Arts and Social Studies were integrated and jointly held 7 periOds of

50 minutes each, within the 5 day week. The class size was about 18-20 students.
I 11 4 0

Program B had an average of,23 students in a social stu les class which.was
.

held 4 -5 days per week for 45 -60 minutes a session. Program C had Y5 =30

students in the class; the class session varied in'length of time and was held

daily during the 5 day week. Program D, which has 2 -separate class groupings-

° met 4 days a week for 45-minutes. The MACOS and U.S. History group

O

a
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consisted of 20-35 students, while the class size of Colony 4 varied from 3-30
C.

: I ",

because students could choose the. amount of time they wished to spend infocial

studies. there are between 30-35 students in a class in Program E. The
r

classroom schedule is vhriable with no regulai amount of time devoted to social -

studies. Resource center groups usuall consist of 5-7 children who, stayed 15-

30 minutes while planning and-preparing their field trip. The community
. .

activities engaged in by the students generally involved-a haltday.

TRW Taught? Teacher-Team-Volunteers
-

Ai reported, no uniform teaching situation seems to.cut across these 5

exemplary programs - a 'range of teaching conditions existed. Program A is

$
taught jointly by the social studies teacher and language arts teacher. it is a

team-teaching situation. Program B is taught by one teacher in a self-contained

classroom. Program C is taught in 4 elementary schools and one junior high

in the school districtorp The program is either team or individually taught depending

upon the structure-of the school. -.This program had people from the community

as resource persons work with the students. In Program D, two teachers taught

U.S.--history separately, but used some of the same resources. Four teachers

taught MACOS separately but used the same materials and equipment. The

smaller units and "special feattires (guest speakers) of this social studies
e _

program were supervised by the media center coordinator. A community day

developer and community resource coordinator-both adults hired from within the

community- worked in cooperation with the classroom social studies teacher.
o

Parent andCommunity volunteers offered both their time, experience and know:-

ledge tO facilitate studetits, use of community resources and expand upon the class-
.;
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room activities.

Relationship of Social Studies to Other, Programs in the School

The Language Arts, and social studies teachers notgonly shared curri-

culum development and organization of these 2 programs, but also taught
.

these 2 programs.ps a team. Conceptually these 2 programs were closely

tied together; the same skills were worked on in bothprogram areas. No

specific relationship existed between Program B and other content area except
,

that indivikual social studies teachers draw connections between current events
.

and new articles with the Children and the Law program. One of the strong

points-as seen by the school staff about Program C was that it related to all

other parts of the school program. Student work on a project often required

map, math, communication, ,writing, inquiry and _research skills. For'
\ . A -

.

example, the class our site visitor obierved was studying a map of their city. .. , a
s, , ,

. and 4tate. They utilized math skills by computing distances between places.
1

.
.

Theimade a number of telephone calls to collect information. They composed

letterstlt¢ tourist offices. They used the library ib find the capital of each

. state and correct tour center addresises. In addition, current events is frequently \

brought into the social studies class in relation to what is being learned. Plc-,

"'

ca

gram.D differed from the other school programs in that students were subdivided

into groups which are not maintained for the other classes. There was ,little

integration except .for the regular larger group session because of the indivijua-
'

lized prograin followed by each student. With ProgramX, the '"conkm unity"

or interaction day, developed out of the interest in and work on a project

or activity students have developed during the semester. The use of community

F-13*
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resources ac;1 communication based experiences was seen as a component of

a rargely open, fluid school prograni which was aimed at integrating and relating

all learning processes and programs. Specifics were not delineated by the site

-
visitor.

, .

Continuity of Program between Grades

The 'Principal of the schoo ere Program A was being used claimed there

was a fairly easy transition to gra e 7 and from grades ? and 4, as the latter two

grades used Hplt Data Bank, Holt Data Bank was used throughout grades-1-6 in the

4

school where Program B' was visited - thus continuity is not a problem vis a vis

social studies programs. The junior high school teachers were -reported to feel_
0., _ ..

. ., s

that Holtwas good preparation for their level because students worked in groups
. ,

and; acquired resegrch skills which were used in higher grades. Program C

was utilized in grades 4-7 and skills and content were specifiCally interwoven

and built upon from year to year. Program D operated in a school where contf-

nuity was ,viewed as an essential objective of curricula from one grade to the next.

The 2 earlier non-grade colonies (1+1) stressed individual responsibility. Colony

3 was intended to provide kids with the opportunity to develop, individual responsi-
_ 5=

bility. A child's stay in a colony varied; it was determined by his or her maturity

and whether they succeeded in this developmental goal of the-colony. In Colony

4, the structural organization of the class is similar to that of junior high to pro.-

vide an easy transition into that level. All grades in the school where Program E

operated utilized_the same resource center and resource staff.

Teacher Training

O

O

Teachers usiTrograms A and D.(except for MACOS teachers who received

ro

9 9

o
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training) received no training. Teachers using-Children and the Law met with ,

and held discuss'ions with judges, legislature personnel, etc. before beginning

teaching the course. In the first two years of use, the State Bar Association

held two day workshops for teachers where they Ind lawyers, visited juvenile

centers, Courts and had presentations. The teachers using Holt Data Bank

received a six week in-service summer training program. Th8 teacher-training

- for Program C was reported.to be on-going. Teachers meet once a month with

; _

the Program Director and a Consultant who are not hired by the Board of Educa

tion and (as repotted) pose no threat to teachers. Teachers stated they felt very

free to express their problems during the sessions. ,,;A 3-5 day training pro-
.'

gyam for teachers using this program prior.to the beginningof school was in

the midest of being discussed when thi school was site visited. Our site visitor -

.:7
was impressed with fhe extensiveness of in-service training opportunities avail-

, it.
. . 9 - 4

able to teachers utilizing Program E. Teachers received training in a variety
. .J C.,

of areas - Transactional Analysis, British Infant Schools,' methods, content. -

Training took place after school and during the summer.

Flow was Program Chosen and are all Schools-in,the-District Using it?

Program A was used in a parish for one year,only. The parish was not

part of a school district and the teacher who developed the curriculum chose

it in cooperation with a curriculum coordinator. The Holt Data Bank curricpulu

in,Program B was chosen by a teacher committee with assistance from a sociA

studies service center in the state. MACOS was the pyimary choice by the teachers,

but because it was too expensive for purchase, Holt_ was was chosen. Holt was tile

second choice.' -It has been in use for two year.- Children and the Law was developed

F-15
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and written in part by a 9th graide.teacher in tge schoo l ari cijvas 'developed under
;>,

,

the auspices of the County Bar Association. It was*piloted in three school

districtsn the first year andclue to the enthusiasnr of educators, parents.

and ptipili,--the State Bar Association, sits spqr.sor, 'expa,nded-it to eleven

communities irt1971-72: .Inform ion as to the exteht-ofits use today was not

.
reported. Program C was chosen Mcatth-eleachers needed, a curriculum that

was more relevant tthe children and where students could be active partici-
, -

pants in their learning and direction of learning. The program was developed

by teachers in the s chool five years ago and it was being used(during our

site visit) in four element-ary schools-and one junior high in theschoOl district.

The superint6ndent of the schoordistriezconceptually designed Program D4
. <

-and selected Most of the teaching staff for the prOgram. The teachers chose

4
-

. the materials to fit the framework of the program. This program has been in

SO

4

tiSe
.'%

, .
for five years. New elements of the curriculum have been introduced and

..
.

_

.,. , - Of°
adAPted to the program. MACOS,lias been in use for two years. "Citying" .

0

,. 0,

. , Pro gram E,has bsensin operatiim for four years having undergone modifications.
., , -

, It was developed bye schoobstaff.` Since it is being used in an alternative
,

. school in the district, there is no reason or desire to li.sseminate it.
- .

/ Piogram Evaluation and Student Evaluatio'n r
A . 0 -

.
" Students kept their own records of completed inquiries in Program A. A

err; evaluatiOn was done when the program was in operation. Children and: the

t
Law has 'hot been evaluated nor has the students' progress. Ditt6 work sheets

and written reports are the Only evaluation tools used by the 'staff teaching Holt

Data Bank: However, the social stuciies service center (a separate orlahization

F-16
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in the area) is conducting an.evaluatiop of this program. It was not clear

with which students or school(s) the evaluation is being conducted. The Iowa

Test of Basic .
Skills was, used to evaluate tee Issues program. baier"evaluation*

agencies" tested-The program but-these were not elaborated uppn. According

to the design of Program D, studtonts should, be evaluated weekly on their work
. -

output, but, this is done less often. Conferenoes are held by the teachers with
a

i

students and parents. Acard system was used by the teachers to' note indi-
.

. - ...,2., . . ...
vidual.student strengths and Wesksesses. Teachers evaluated teacher prepared

- --. .
materials°"frequedtly" (exact frequency was notrepOrted). A committee cam-

posed of parents, teachers and administrative staff evaluated Program E. No
, ' It" .

-, elaboration as to method was reported., The site visitor obserVe that no

attempt was made to evaluate the individual's progress through' the program.

Percentage and Type of Students who Derive the Moefout of the Program

Fifty percent (50) of the students using Program A derived the mdst
.

out of the program and the other half o f thegroup,did not benefit from it because.

either they were not ablelo read the materials or were not able to assume responsi-
, 5-.

Os , .
bility for their own learning. The students who enjoyed group work excelled With. .

. 01
. a .

the'Holt Data Bank course (Program B). 15-20% of the students using this program
. - t, r

. .,

did not like grpup work activities.. No mention was .made of the percentage-of those
.< X' .

who benefitted "most from Children and the tft';`however..,, it
o

was Stated that readability
.

is not a factor affecting mastery of tjils,program. Readability was not a fagtor with

Program D and as reported, the percentage of students who liked and benefitted .

1
from_this program was extremely high because each was involved in and actively- .

participated in the learning process. It was reported to the site visitor, that

F-17
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.

the irresponsible and nonself-directed student had the most difficulty with
..

.

Program B. This number was estimated to be about.,15-20%. Our observer
'

.
. , -

. s
fioted a grept disparity between the students' spelling and writing skills and

I' -.

the level of reading expected in the teacher-irepared peckets or "wafter

da
ateria s .in Program D. Thla.did n-ot-perfain- to the 'Core curricula, mAcps

and Holt,only theusmaller suppleMentary units in the.prograni:... Self -directed
tP,

6

and self - motivated students seemed,to-derive the most out,of this program.
.

1

. z

The ponsensua fromteachers using the "Cit 11 program wastfiat dependent,._

unresourceful students did not. like the program. What the percentage of this
. -

grOup'out of the total group using this prograth Vat an "imposSible" figure to

,

arrive at. Reading was not reported to be a factor or m astering the

program.

I

}

Relationship to Student Needs

Students began with enquiry card# 1 and proceded at t eir own pace through

Program A; This was the extent to which individualizatioil

this program. Students work in groups in bdth components of Progrim B -

was reported fox`

there is no individualization of materials or sequence of learning. Studehts

may work, individhally, or in.groups,' or,With the 'entire class during their
.14

social studies session with:Program C. The structure is dependent upon the,
, - .

project or activity the students aie working on. -,In tcr aE. of specific ilia-

vidual placement and sequence of the m, A ,mention was made,however
o._ \

I
. A u

om the information gained abdut thidprogr, rii; It is apparent that flexibil* t.

,
. .t... .0, :

a engaging students tin projects and activities that interested and stimulated

., . <
. . L. ,

-them were salient characteristics 'of this program. Students in Program 13., .
-

(
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followed:both lilie indiVidttlizedand4on.individualized social studies programs.. ;
. ( ...

, 4
*4 :

? 4
.

0 , k

The core or,required-doure.wap taught to students organized iii large gitoups .. -.
1 - . , , . a

1 f

a . !

nd the smaller itnits or 'pacVets.otmaterials are selected and worked on bythe
.

.-

11

1
.

s indiViduarly and when completed are checked by the teacher. As '.. ..

7_4,
.

.
'...' \

,
. - .

- '-
t reported

. ne.of the g:oups (Colony 4) is btratified into tliredsmaller homigelieous

-- . A ,

a a ,
f

li,groups and theuaelpt
'Materials available to each of these,groups diffse'r in subject

.4-, , . -\-
.

. -
-,

matter\. .Tie time and'scope of wor expected, of students is dependent upon the .

, , \ '1,* C _a,
.,

,

group they are in and the amount of time.committed to social studies. With Program
. : . 1 ;

e
area

O 4 4 4
E

2_
students who expressed an interest in-a specifkc area were free to visit the

.. \ -' ;
..

.. ,,;.- -

media resourccenter to-confer with resource personnel and to obtn information.nformation. v

-,

Students worked largely in groups and placethent was not a relevant factor In
. a.

- ,
this program as the,learning proceis or:pourst was not fire:-determined; -it is

°-

set up to accomedate the individual needs, learning' styles and interestd of the

n
,.

1 students and is designed to be integrated with language arts and mathematics acti -
_, ,

r a I

a .

Target-Population Of the Program W

t.
Program A served a white midtleclass urban population. Before students

from.the inner City were bussed to this sectarian school, -the student lipcly was
.'

largely Catholic._ '
, -

Piogram B served a white suburban, almost rural middle class .coinmunitY.
,

i
. \\

A Program C was\ first implemented in an inner *city7School.; at the of

obs'ervatiop it had bee disseminated to other schools in the alkilat - theocio
,

economic or r dal 1 chara teristics of these schools was not reported.

\



St Udents in Pfograms came from white middle to upper in d e'i

class thlburban communities. These'students' families ollose to send them
. , -

tb these alternative open-concept schools rather than the mOre-trilditional

eleinentary schncla.4in-their districts. .
. s,

--- - .

Co ments/Impressions ...;.- .
.

,'

4 -

'' \ -? ,
.

I

%. .1.
Since Prograi n A and the Children and the Law 'component of Program B were-

, . . .. . . ,.
. .

not in operation at thetime of site observation, no etomfnents are available
. ..

4 6/ ....-
,

Excer, for the fact thit our:observer:, was-i-frpressed "with the Holt Data Banker --\.-
. 4 , . . .

e . . . :f,, 4. 2 I '...' 0

program (PiVgram13), no other comments were .offered. The 613-server (,,v1.§

quite impressed with the Isgues program. The activities engaged in !y the
\'. .

.
students seined compatible-with the prog'iamts\rationale and intent and%th

. .\
students and teachers inidicated great 'enthusidsm..\Two points-were mentioned:.. ,,-- .

s.:
1.4 that this pro 'ant teaches skills at the leV.el students can Use anti understand

.< ,
:. .ancil) sections or Units can be deleted or added, withoutVisruptitig theicop e,...

, .
and sequence of the program. 4

.

obserVer reported that she was

zationarstructure of Program D and the

.
favorably impressed withche

t .

maturity and capability of the children.

However, -.her impression teas that the program lacked depth and integration-,

,the teamwork seemea to intrude on,;the substance. The teachers appeared' more ,
.

- .
.,. interested in outplit and volume of Woriqhan with ideas, relatainships cirlinkaie

.
2 --.

. .

of. materials. Filling in the blanks and finding the right answers .were the areas ..
- N; , .

. ..
. ., . .

. .

of much of the indiNdualizeematerials.' ,The observer felt that generally, .this
.. -. . . .

. - .

program could.be effective if more emphasis Was placed on what students are

doing rather than on the structural organization of the learning process.,
.

-9
a

6
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,
The site visitor felt that the teachers using Program E expended an

musually large amount f time planning/arranging for these community days

at the expense of time.spent oil substance or quality of contentteingIearned

in school. Throughout the report- and.discustions with the site'visitor, it

_Ass-difficult to in down.mcactly what the students were ledraing although building

5.(fnnunication skills is considered a major.'olijective of thiliprogra . It
\

seemed that students were more often than not teacher directed and som

orther their own participation wa's usurped.
-

it

14
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APPENDIX G
O

Agreement of Raters in the Coding of Interviews
with Students and Teachers

O

fi

'r

a
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Desbription of DeFivation of Coder Agreement Rates

For each.4estion asked, taped and transcribenn the teacher and student

-interviews 'T-1, S-1 and T-3, S-34 T.,2 and most of S-2 were coded by a single

staff member) coders' agreement rates were tallied as 3's, 2'S or l's or a blank,

meaning all three coderS agreed,that a response fell into a predetermined category,

or that two did, or that a single coder 'saw the response as belonging in a particular

egory while the other two did not, or that all three agreed that the "response

Aid not fall into that categorir.

Two agreement rates were computed. Th do so, all categories for

which only two coders agreed or only one coder saw a response as relevant to
, . .

-
.

that category (disagreement) were totarled and were divided by the total possible .

: {r

.
perfect agreement (3's) or acceptable agreements (2's). For instance, if

responses to a question could be coded-in 9 categdries, it would be possible

for the coders to have 9 perfect agreements for that class or teacher if all 3

agreed on a categorr(3) and all agreed that no other categories were relevant
.,

(blanks). For any given question the total possible agreements were summed 0

across classes, .divided into the number otcoder disagreements, subtracted

from 1.00 (ag reemen*and multiplied by 100 to derive ..percent of coder agreement

By this procedure, obtained agreements can be either the sum-of 3's and blanks,

or the sum of 21s, 3's and blanks. The formei is the more stringent.

When the interviewerfor any reason skipped a question or the coders
.. _

agreed that they were unable from the transcripts to make sense of a response
........ ,- , ..s

due to tape malfunctiOn,gartiled response or titelike, the range of possible
-

°
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categories for that question was reduced to one (1) (can't tell or skipped question):

,
Both procedures described above put a premium on pogitivea'greementa

as the criterion for deciding on the presence or absence of an attribute. For'

example, consider a question with 5 categories into ,.7hich responses might be

coded, none mutually exclusive. COnsider 3 examples. of coder-dlassfficationst

Example

1
2

.., .3

, 1-
:3

1

1

2.

2

3

J.

Category
.---- -.,

4--
.

1

1

.
5

2,
1,

a

...

%

,

3-,

'',

In Example 1, all three coders independently classified a response

as falling in Category 1; two out Of three also believed the response contained

statements that could,be classified in category 2. All three coders agreed Oat

the response did not.contain statements falling in categories 3, 4 or 5. There are

5 opportunities for perfect agreement. By the conservative procedure (3's and

blanks) there -is 80 %agreement for the set. By the 2 out of 3 criterion, there is

100% agreement on the coding of this response.

In Example 2, there are 2 cases in which one coder believed that some

part of the total response fell into a particular category, while the other two coders

did not agree (categories 1 and 4). By the conservative procedure, ra ter agree-
.

ment for the set is 20% (1 out of 5 possible perfect agreements). By the 2/3 criterion,

it is 60%.
)

, In Example 3,, agreement is 0% by either,i5rocedlire. Note, however,

that 2 out of 3 coders in Example,-3 agreed that the.reEri5onse did noecontain any

statements ,that appeared to 'fall in any of the 5 categories. By a 2 out of 3

G-2
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criterion, one would confidence that the response was not olassifiable by the

°`categories employed. In effect, a positive respome of one coder has been,

designated an error, while the lack of response (really, a-positive 'decision ,

against classifying) by the other two coders has been discounted. Thus, ,except

in the case of blanks (perfect agreement on the absence of an attribute), both

evaluation procedures give preference,(weightyto positive responses rather

than to negative responses.

An alternative procedure would be td determine the number of agree--

ments (presence or absence) per category and divide the sum for all categories
C.

-. .
by the total possible number Of agreements. For each of the examples given

.

a

abOve, the total possible number of agreeinents'would be 15; that is, 5 categories

times 3 coders. In Example 1, there was one disagreement '(category 12). The
,

agreement rate would be (14/15) 100 = 93%, In Example 2, it would be (11/15)

100 = 73%;,in,Example3it would be (10/15)100 = 67%. Note? however, that 67%

everis the worst that could v be doneiThu,s;f-one would want to convert the obtained

.perCentages ta'a ratio of the following form:. -0

r (X-67)/33, where X is the obtained percent,
and 33 comes fi-om 100-67. ",

This probedure gives an index with a range of 0 to 1 (or 0-100%). For

, the three examples, the percentage of agreements thus derived would be 79%, 18%

and 0%; respectively. these figures can be compared to those obtained by the

c'3 out of 3.criteriOn, w hich werc.a0%, 20%, and 0%, and With those from the 2 out of

,
3' criterion,- which were 100%, 60%, and 0%, respectively. The 3 out of 3 agree-

ments criterion approxiinates,the alternative quite well, as itshonld,

G7,3
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0:of scale attenuation. The two procedures will give the same results.' The 2

- out of 3 criterion gives rAore positive agreement rates, except that it Will

giye ideaicarrates for the upper andloweretids of agreement (100%, 0%).
.

eTable,974,-ees c agreement rates for each question in the teacher

and studentrinterviews that was Boded by the three coders independently.
,

Rates are shoWn for the.3 out of 3 criterion and for the 2 out of 3 criterion.

.In addition, Table Q-1 shows_the number of.the table in Volume I, Section V
. .

. ,
in whiCh.tabulations of results for

t...the indicated question are, given:
. .

o

41.

O

C.
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Tab le#

V-2

O

Table G-1
Teacher Interview 4F 1- Coder Agreement Rates

Question
You indicated in one of your queStionnairesthat (
'is considered an important thrust or focus of your social_ _
studies prOgram this year. What will you look for specifi-
cally as evidence of success in this area?

# of Categories

V-3 What are the strategies, methods and activities you have r

employed go far that are intended to develop the knowledge,
skills, and/or attitudes of this focus or thrust?

"V-4

. 7

Could youlell me what you specifically expect your students
to know or to be able to do as _a minimum at the end of the
year? - . -

V-5 What do you find to be the most diffi,culttprob(em you have
to deal with in teaching social studies to students at this
_grade level? (Can.you give me an example of this problem?)

If you hpd the power to affect any necessary change in order-
to resolve the Problem(s) what Would yOu do?

None

J.

20i
O

G -5

%Agreement for
All 3 Coders' -. 2 out of 3 Coders

93.9%,
.88.6

6 (Table V-1) 90.2%
9 (Table V-2), '80.8

13 y, :17.7

87.9

87.9

ti

92.6

87.7 92.5

a

89.6 93.8

e,

.s
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Table #

V

Table G-1 Continued
Student Interview it 1 - Coder Agreement Rates

% Agreement ,for
Question # of Categories All 3 Coders 2 oUt.of 3 Coders

V-7 What are some things you have been studying in
-- social studies this year?

None Why do You think you learn to'read in school?
f

10 88.2% 93.4%
.

79.6

V-11 Why do you think you study social "studies inschool? 4

V-12' Do you ever talk about social studies outside of
, school,?

a. Whom do you talk with?
b. What doeyou talk about?

. V-14
N.

75.4 89.6

5,
4 :

Do you ever see anything on television that reminds. 4

you of social studies? What is it?

V-15 Do you ever hear.people talking about anything which
reminds ou of social studies'? What are those thi :s

-

V-16 -vbtr-ever do anything outside of school on your* own
or with frierids-because, of what youhaye learned
or studied'in social-'studies?

4

91.2 t 94.6
73.2 81.4

75.7 85.2

77.7

5 65.6

86.0

*81-. 6

.

*V-9 Of all the'things you do in social studies-,----what do
you like to do the best?

a

88.9

_

V'''10 What do you not like to do in social. studies?

211

-8 93.2 96.6 -
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T'able

V-24

. #:24-

Table G-1 Continued
.4.

TeAcher Interview # 3 Coder Agreement Rates

% Agreement for
Question l # of Categories All 3 Coder( outof 36oders

-

This year, have you digetissed -social studies program
with any- other teacherS in this school?

Which gradeb or Subjects do they teach?

It-25 'When you talk with other teachers about social studies;
whal specific things have you talked'about?

V-26. Abent how often have you talked with other-teachers
abolt_secial studies?: Daily', once a .0fieek, once
every couple of weeks?.

. , .. ° . -
.

V-28a Are there any similarities between, your course this year
and the social studies programs theseistudents had in the two

,
,-

previous years (e.g.. in third and fourth grade)? What are ,
these similarities? . ..

.-

a

V -28b Are there,any differences between your'course chis.year
and the, social studies programs these students had irf the
previous two years? What are these differences?

V-28c Are there any similarities between your course this year "
and the program the students will hav,e next year? What'

are these similarities?

V-28d" Are these any differences between your course this year
and the students' program next year? Vhat are these
differences? et

10 92.9' 95.2

6 ' 89.1 93.8

4 90.3 94.1

8

0

86.4 91.6

0
88.7

83.9
ft.

o.

8 82.0 89.6
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Table #
..

V-29 Frprii what you can tell, has your social stddies program
a .

this year had any influence or effebt on the lives or
: activities of your students outside school, uch`as changes

. in their attitudes toward others, in their T1V viewing
habits, orreadii.g interests, or talking with their parents
or games or activities outside school, or rojects they
may undertake; or whatever? If yes, ple se give me some
examples?

Tablep-1 Continued -: .,, . :
Teac,heiN.itervieiv It 3 - Coder Agreement hate - Contihuedo 1

4

Question

..

/ ;. - .
--"V-30a Have you dealt wilh,any significant Focal orzational

,controversial issues in your social studies program this . 4,
, year? If yes: . 4

. ' b.
.. a. Would you please list those issues?

# of Cat

7

r.
II

ones

0

% Agreemeht for
All 3 Coders 2 out of 3COders

87.9 ' - 94.0

9 1,

.

b. HoWo these issue'scome up in clASs?
(Contingetitqon Table V-30a)

c. How do you usually handle them then they come up?

V-001) -Have you dealt with any -c oncepts or topics in"your social
studies program this year' that so people .might con:.
sider sensitive or controversial?

a. Would yolal Please list their?

b,. How did you handle them in blasq,

12

92.3

72.2

79.0'

;

95.7-

. 87.2

87.0,

90.1
R

.9tt.

71.1. . 8'2.3

G-
216.
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4,

Table

V-31

Question

Were there any sensitive concepts or topics you could have
dealt with in your course this year which you decided not
to- go'into in class? It.yes

a. Would' you pleas &describe them

r

a

Table G -1 Continued
Teacher Interview if 3 - Coder Agreement Date - Continued

4

# of Categories

Is

% Agreement for
All 3 Coders 2 out of 3 Coders

ATA2 'Why did you decide not to treat them in class?
a

6

11

92: 6

217

C

G-9

79.0 87.3

J

a
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Table # Question

- Table G,1 0"61-itinued
Stubent Interview L-3 oder Agreement Rates

-

# of Categories

O

4.

% Agreement for.
All 3 Coders 2 out of 3 Coders

-35

None

Vr--36

-V-37

V-'38

A,

V Since the Eastery
..

f .,acation, what have you been learning in 7 92:0%,
social studies-class? , 4- .

What4are the main things yowhavebeen doing in class"' . 7
. . ,

to learn about this (these things)?

DO you ever talk about current ,events or things. in the
- ,

news? What tomes do you talk'about? Whatare the
activities? What do you do in crass?

Who decides what topics to talk about? . '4 '4
f

:Fie.8

. - ',:, ...,* 1-\,,s

. In social studies pla§s, do you ever talk about unfairness 71.8
or.prejudice toward people or-,groups? If no:Do you ever

.
-

talk about them in any other 'class?
.

13

81.8

85.6

. 95.4%.

X91.0

84.7

83.5

V-39 Have you ever talked aboutounfairness toward different
races, ortoward men and women, or toward religions,
or toward poor people, or people in other countries?

a. Who usually brings these things ap in class the kids or
the teacher?

b. to y.ou talk about these things very often or just once in
a while?

_.

80.8

80.5

G-10

2 4'0



- Table-G-1 Continued .

StUdent Interview # 3 - Coder Agreement Rates-Contin,iied'
, - -
- , ,

Table* -' Querstion ll of Categories, All.'3 Coders 2 out of 3,Coders
.

- --* , t.
.

V-40 This year iksoeial studies, have you learned about any ideas 7 . 83.7 91.3 .

or belief§that people have or ways that they live"that seemed I.
.

-- 0 strange or different to you?
.

.

. Have you learned any ideas or beliefs that .people have or ways
that they-live that seem wr'on. to you?

. -.

"Irv-42- Have you learned any ideas or beliefs that people have or ways
. .

I ..
.

that they live that seem better than what we do in our country
, '"'"\now?

88:9 93.3

9 89.8 93.9

c,

0

22:

0

a

c-n

I

'S\
1*4

4N.

2
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10,

+0,

4
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-Prior to the. spring 1976 follow-up trip,to schools (Follow -up 2), a three
' P

. ,
page questionnaire was sent'to the 14 Dis trict de-ordinators asking about the cost

of installing; expanding aid maintaining MACOS in their /district compared to.

other upper elementary social studies curricura that were_being used. The, ,

research staff then met.witheach district coordinator on the follow-Op trip
, .

to goover the inforfriatjon provided, much of which was based on what coordi-

nators remembered about purchasing, replaceMent, etc.- The research staff

at no time went into district or school financial records. .."

Three types of quest,ons were- askecrab.out MAC OS and don-MACOS

cula., What were the initial costs of purchasing/leasing materials (texts, films,

records, etc..) and Maintaining or replenishing them; number of schools, classes.., . ., , . . .
. , -

and students at what grade levels.ueing materials;and a third set of.quesfibns

concerning staff developinent, plans and costs and the logistics or rnaiiagetlient

of material used., A final question summarized the basic intent of thequ 'estion-

. .N . : -.

riaire.: ".COnsidering the factors involved in use and management of MACOS and

I

.
other social studies programs in your district, do you think a cost per pupil per

year comparison is fair and appropriate?"

. Clearly the number of classes using the films and booklets would determine
4 ) .. ,. . -

the per pupil cost.- The,publishers (CDA) recommenct that no snore than 5 classes
,r-:,, - . . - .. .. . .

, .,.

use a single set of films and a proj, ector.
. With 30 student8'on the average per

_ .

.
. . ',-...1. ..:.,.

class, in one year 150 students would baitsinglhe materials. As reported inthe
. , f .,

: °

cost survey.of district's, typically the most exPensive feature of MACOS, the'films' -. . - .

,, , :,
, ,

, - : z a, ;'''"
*0.,and projectors, was' sustained by either the A -V departmedt or central.budget office.

. - . .
.

, Thp teacher guides,..booklets, games raid consummables were usually paid for by.,

H-1
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r
the individual schools:' If the films and projectors plus classroom sets wer

.
.

amortized`Over a 5 to 7 year period (which is the usuatlifetiint of any series or
program) the cost per pupil per year would be between $4-5.'.The one district

in the study'that reported haying to replace films had been using MACOS for

even years; .ears; it had been in 11e original pilotting. Repairing broken films ands
, .

projectors, and replacing,consummable goods ;,typically 25 for 5 classes per

gear) were the only repoited.additional years expenses for teachirp_MAC OS.
N

.

The majority of districts (67%) began implementing MACOS in the
. *

two school years of '6849 and '70-71 and in all but one case used the progqm

1)-

for Hie 5th and/or 6th grades. For, other social studies curricula used atthoS'e

grade levels,. the majority had been in use since 1973. The number of classes in

the dustricts using MAC OS ranged from 2 to 15 with 6 being the average. The

MACOS curriculum, as has been discussed elsewhere in report was Weed in
.

, . ..- ..
a variety of ways but district coordinators reported,it, 9 of the 13 'districts

A

for which there is information used MACOS as a one year program. Two dis-
, .

tricts divided the curriculum using half in the'5t1-1 grade and half the next year in

O

the 6th grade. One district reported 'alternating MACOS and science during the school
,

... ,,
,_-

year, and another district used MACOS,,for 3/4 of the year and another curriculum

for the final quarter. MAC OS films were also reportedly used on occasion for

courses other than social studies.- :
,

All districts reported some sort of staff development for teachers using r

the MAC05 curriculum. Eight of, these districts said that this was implemented,'

. through local workshops or summer institutes with no additional cost to th e district.
,

Two districts reported receiving federal funding for summer-institutes. Three
°

H-2
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C1

districts reported costs- of,between $100-150 per teacher for workshops or summer

institutes.

In those districts (8) where more than one school in any given year

was using MACOS, the logistics of sharing films was primarily handlpd by the
,

media center or AV department which either worked out a prearranged schedule
. .9 .

.

for film use or distributed the films at the teacher's request'. Schools in three _*
-

.. , i . . .

of the thirteen districts each had their own set of films and projectors. All but
.

.
..

one district reported either purchasing or leasing the complete set of 16 films.

Seven of the district coordihators said that the cost per pupil per year comparison
;.

between MACOS And other curricula was fair and an appropriate one to make;

said it was not and 4 responded 'don't know':

When asked what changes had taken place in the use of MACOS since.

. its Initial installation, eight districts (62%) reported that the progrdm had been .,

. , .. -..

expanded to other school and classes, and had purchased additional film sets ,*---
.. ..

A
. o

as well as classroOm sets and consumable materials. Two districts (15 %) reported
. - ....

reduced use of MACOS for financial reasons; there were insufficient funds to main-
.

tain films. One district instituted another curriculum district wide for the first
.

0
- .

: time and thils MACOS was dropped. Two districts reportr:1 no change in the; use
1

or scope of MACOS implementption.
C.

Questions concerning other main social studies programs in use in the

texts
,

school since 1971 found 50% of the districts repo *ng that x and programs

varied from school to school. Three districts had a s le tekt-Orzprogram used
- ,

districtwide, and one reported that it had district-wide co ese Content, at the
F

5-6th grade level but no spegific text or program. The numbe of schools, classes

.o

H-3
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and students using these other main social studies curricula varied widely and

in no case was MACOS reported to be used more extensively than another curri-
a

'culum. \HoN wever, no district using MAGOS exclusively, atthe 5th or 6th grade

level; was included ink this study.
# 0

Clearly, at present, with school districts working on reduced budgets,

the initial cost of installing MACOS is an important consideration. However,

there ire many different ways in which districts have allocated different elemesnts of
0

costs. Further, the longer it is used, and the more diversified' the uses of some

of the materials (. e.g. the filth's), the most cost-effective it becomes.

O

CO

H-4
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12

C

3i T4
15

16

18-20

21-26

27-32

33-38
39-44

45

46,47

School District # State: Region:

,4-8 9-10 11

SOCIAL STUDIES.'PROGRAM SURVEY: 1974
-

INTRODUCTION: Answers to the following 10-question§ are needed In order to design a
sample of school distr as for a longitudinal, comparative study of Man: A Course4of '
Study (MACOS) Reship will be.held in complete confidence by the research project.
No .district will be,ideinified. Data from individual distric,b will not be released to any
government or commercial agency.

Platte answer each `qtestion as best yotcan. Ifs yoti doa't have exact figures,

your best estimates will be appreciated. The questions about your district's characteristics
(Questions 6-9) are also to-help define samples.

if
you get more than one form, please exolse. There was song duplicate mailing.

ifEven you answer "No"- to Question 4, won't. y'iu please complete and return this,form
by April 8, 1974 to:

Social Studies Research Project
Antioch College
2139 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W.
Washington, a C. 20007

1.A. Is the social/studies program Man: A Course of Study (MACOS) used anywhere in
your school 'district at the 5th or 6th grade level (or'non-graded equivalent of them)
as the basic or main social studies program? (Check only onb).
(1) No; and it has never been used. r .0. .

(2) No; It is not; being used this year, but we have used It before:
(3y Y9s; It Is being used this year for tne first time. ,

(4) Yes; It has been used'before, and Is agaln'thls year.
. , .

1.B. Is MACOS used as the basic social studies program.at any grade levels other than ,.
;-, 5th, 6th or a non-graded equivalent of them? (Check all applicable) .

(1) Yes, In classes below 5th grade., . . )

(2) Yes, in classes above Gth grade. __

(3) No, not used at other grade level's. . e . .
2. Do you expect to use MACOS next year in any of your schools at the 5th or 6th

grade levels (or non-graded equivalent of them) as the basic social 'studies program?
(1) Yes. (Please go on to Question 3.) . .3

(2) No. If not used as the basic 'social studies program, do you plan to use
It as a supplement or in conjunction with another program, or at other
grade levels?

. 1..

(1) Yes. (Please skip to Question 4.)
(2) No. (Please skip to Question 4.)

-. ,

3. In what grades, and to what extent, is MACOS expected to be used next year as the :

basic social studies progratil? (Please give your best estimate for a through e for
Bach grade.) ... 4 5th Grade 6th Grade 5th -6th

a. Percent of classes
.

4. ,

Claieb Classes s Non-graded' .

that,vill use MACOS `.(1) 100%
,..,

(Please check (2) About 75-99% '
appropriate line for 43), About 26-74%
each glade level) (4) .About 1-25% ...s

e (5) 0%

b.- Approximate number of schools in . o -
which MACOS may be used .

c. Approximate number of teachers 1

who may be' teaching MACOS
d. Approximate -nupber of' classes that

may be studying MACOS
c. Average class size

(Please go on to Qistlon 4.) ,

4. This, is not a firm contentment but weight y our district consider participating in
the research project described In the cover letter'r .

. (1) Yes, would be willing to discuss it further. ..

(2) No, can not consider It. .. - '7 I

5. What Is the prredominant pr most widely used social studies program or series . *
r.

(if not MACOS) in your district? -, . .
.

1,1. ,_§ th Grade 6th Grade
4.

B. Do air classeg (1), Yes . (1) Yes PLEASE GO ON
use this program (2; No ,

or series?
4 229

(2) No TO OTHER SIDE w



A

48-
56
57-63
64-69

70
71

*472.

73
74 ..
75

76,77

78,79

6. ,In your dintriet, what is the grade range and predominant organization of the schools.
and the total number of students this year?

Elementary- Middleor Junior
a. to to

Secondary or Senior
4 to

(Grade) (Grade) (Grade) (grade) (Grade) (Grade)

°' b. Total number of all9(K-121 public school students in the, district
Total number of public school students (K-S) in The district

-7.....1&,,which Of the following ways arc the upper elementary claws organized?
(Please cheekTthe...appropriate-items below.)

100% of About About About
total classes, 75-99% 26-74%, 1-25%

A. (1) self-c,ontained
(2) departmentalized
(3) other

(please;Fie-c1137."
(1) graded
(2) non-graded -2-
( 3) other

(please specify)' 5 4 3 2 1.
8., Please cheek the one answer in each part (A-D) that best describes your school

district. Add a qualifying comment in E if appropriate.
A. District is: B. District Is hest thorzht of as:

) 'County-wide
) County-wide, with exception

of major city or cities
Co-extensive with (has
same boundaries(,as) a
city or town
Other
is:
-Within an SMSA' County or town-
ship and within the boundaries,
of a hub central city

) Within an SMSA County or, townships
but not within botuidaries of a
central city that is a hub of SMSA.

) Other (Outside an SMSA).

SMSA is Standard ,Metropolitan

B.

.....

)

fit)
C. District

)

Statistical Area

) Urban
) Suburban

(3) Rural for.',"srnall tom

D. Total population or county,
city, torn or area containing
school district is:

) over 500,000
) 50,000-499,999
) 10,000-49,999'
) 2,500-9,999

Under 2,5p0

E. Qualifying Comments?.
9. Please give the most recent figures or your best estimate for your district for

the following: L -
80 , a., Percent racial minority students (American Indian, Black, Asinn American)

b. -Percent of Spanish surnamed students
a c. Percent students eligibledor free lunch program

10.. Whom should we contact for further information about participation in the
research project 9
Name:

Title:

Office Address:

Office Telephone:

IN ORDER TO CODE THIS
FORM WE NEED TO KNOW
THE NSME LOCATION
OF YOUR Kiwi, DISTRIT.
PLEASE PROVIDE THEM.

Name of
District:

Mailing
Address:

Town:
State:

Zip;

THANK.YOU VERY MUCH

30

44

t.


